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CC Somr of hi\ lilldill"~;ll.c` \ti~l.tlil~f 7`hc`): ovc·I·LuI-Il Inuch convcn~ional \\lsdom. and 
~i~o~ how dit.fel·znr i~lltlll·es appI-oacll tile mazer of. our sconomic s~sreln 
tliff:rrn~l~--L·ach ot` them solving rhrm in its o~n f~~shion ... This is a hopef-ul hook. 
OLIT CCOllOllliC \!;~telll 1111.115 OL11 10 he as pluralistic ;ts our political ~nd cultul-al ~)rs~em.S9 

Michnel Nol~nk 

C(Wh\: do (llffrellt ethnic and I·acial fl.oups ill mc·I·ica sho~ tlifll·l·enr parrel·ns or 
economic achieveinent? I kno\v of no other booi, ~hich foes into this que~rion with the 
same depth of resenrch and insiph~. it is invaluahle not onl! for understandinf the 
pattern of achievement. but as ;I basis ii,l- drvrlopint~ and judging policies that arrelnpr to 
raise minorit!l-~l.o~lp income and occupational arrninment.SS 

Nntka,2 Glnzer 

CC Sowc·ll bl-infs rlic· cliscu\\ion ol~ I·acial i\suc·s---\vhich. ~irh food cau\L·, so prcoccup)· 
ll--illt(, a wider Ilistor·icnl anrl comparali\·e conrelr. The sxpi·I·ii·nci· of Ulaci, Americans 
is 5e1311. at least in solne important ;Ispecrs. as tile experic·ncc· of~ one of Inan!: c·rllnic 
gl.olll'" stri\rinf for identil) and aclvancsment in oul· plural socier):. It is run appl·oach 
which yields a I·ichllrss of insight--with respect botil to ~lll;lt has hsen accomplishetl and 
to the prohlrns and injustices that re·lnain bsfore IIs. It is. in short, an invaluablr 
COllll~ib~ltiOll 10 ii cOlllpleS itllCI O[lfOiil~ Il~liOllill dehate.SS 

Se~2. nn~2iel Mr,S'~lihn~2 

Esscrys crnd Dcrtcr on 

Ethn~ GPa~s 
Edited by 

S15 dath. 415 pages T~aoenas %Qvv~ll 
57.50 paperback (Essays only). 254 pages 

with the assistance 

sl 
The Urban Institute 

2100 M St.N W of Lynn D. Collins · 
Washington. D.C. 20037 

3 $15 cloth O $7.50 paperback 

(Orders must be prepaid, plus 556 for postage and $1.50 for handling.) 

Name 

Address 



BIG STORY 

How the American Press and Television 
Reported and Interpreted the Crisis of 
Tet 1968 in Vietnam and Washington 
Winner of the 7978 Sigma Delta Chi Award 
by Peter Braestrup 
Using Tet as a case history in depth of the press portrayal of the 

~E~-6 war in Vietnam, Peter Braestrup-who covered the war himself 
~nE~ for both the New York Times and the Washington Post--has 

PRBES~ compiled a remarkable document that reflects the analysis of 
millions of words published in newspapers and news maga- 
zines and broadcast over radio and television; the examination 
of thousands of feet of nV film; and interviews with scores of 
participants in Vietnam. Reportage by leading journalists ap- 
pears in the work, and their reports and commentaries are 
matched, not against official claims or a critic's polemics, but 
against the facts and resources available to news organizations 
at the time the original accounts were written. This is a land- 
mark work--the most extensive study ever made of news 
coverage of a major event. 

1,500 pages in 2 vols. wimaps, tables, appendixes, indexes 
LC: 75-30560 ISBN: 0-89158-012-3 850 (2 vol. set) 
18')0 Flatiron Couri. Boulder. Colorado DO:iOl 

pe-ra~8~ AN ABRIDGED PAPERBACK EDITION IS NOW IN BOOKSTORES 
(Anchor Press/Doubleday; Garden City. N.Y. 58.9j 

ii 
Rlew from the Smithsonian Institution Press 

Scholars' Guide to Washington. D.C. 
for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Michael Grow 

This Guide, a project of the Latin American Program of the Woodrow 
Wilson International Center for Scholars, describes the extensive in- 
tellectual resources available in the nation's capital for research on 
Latin America and the Caribbean. Part I surveys the holdings of 
Washington-area research collections (libraries; archives; art, film, 
music, and map collections; and data banks) Part II discusses the 
pertinent activities of Washington-based organizations (U.S. government 
agencies; Latin American and Caribbean embassies; international or- 
ganizations; private professional and cultural associations; cultural-ex- 
change and technical-assistance organizations; research centers and 
information offices; and academic departments at local universities). 
The volume concludes with a series of appendixes (e.g., Latin 
American-oriented publications and bookstores in Washington) and in- 
dexes (name, subject, personal-papers collections, and library subjecl- 
strengths) The Guide is an invaluable reference aid for research 

scholars, government officials, iibrarians, and others interested in Latin 
America. c. 432 pages $7.95 paper $19.95 cloth 

~mit~s` onian ~lnStitution 'P~ss Washington,D.C. 20560 
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"~B~IESI 
I[NTBEIWEST GROUPS, anrD 
~B~~PPLIGWIFHN~E~GE ~~S" 

Paper·s pleserlted at a conler~ence sl,ollsoI`ed l,v the ~\mel·ican 
Entelyl`ise Institute ill. PLll)liC Policy HeSeill.CII ill Sel)t~:lllt)el.. 
will be a\~ailal,le tbl· classroonl alld stutiv use in late No\eml,el 

Included ~yill be: 

B Interest Groups and the Federal Law: Some Insider Perspectives 
Waltel` iLtoole. National Committee fol` an Etfecti\le Congress 
David Jessup. AI:L-CIO COPE 
Ber`nndette Budcie, Uusiness-lndustlv Political Action Committee 

I'aul Weyr·ich, Committee fol· the Survival ofa I:ree Congr·ess 
Discussants: Steven .I.homas. Council lot a I,i\lal,le ~ol.ld 

Lanv Pr`att, Gun Owners ol~Amelica 

The Campaign Finance Laws and Presidential Campaign Strategy 
Addr·ess: Kol,ert Keefe, The Keefe Company; Campaign Xlannger·,Sen. tlenly 

Jackson's 1Y76 Pntsidt!ntial Campaign 

B Interest Groups and the Federal Law: Two Overviews 
Edwin 1~1. Epstein. Univer-jity ot~ Califol-nia, Belkeley iUusiness Schooll: Uusincss and 

Lahol` under the Law. 

;Llichael J. Mal~,in. American Entulpr`ise Institute:~I`he Estent and Significonce 
of PAC Gro~th. 

Discussants: Fred Werlheirner, Common Cause 

iLIikel Miller. Communications Workers ol' i\mel·ica 

Clark MacCr·egor, United ~I`echnologies 
~ Parties and Campaign Finance Laws 

Xandra Kayden, Hoover Institution. Stanford Urlivel·sitv: l`he I:edelal L.n~y anti 
the National Parties 

Ruth Jones, University of Missouri, St. Louis: State Put,lic t~inancing and the 
State Parties 

Discussants: Dalid Broder. The Washington Post 
R4olley CVinograd, President, Association of Democratic f'arlv 
State Chair~ersons 

Steven Stockmeyer, Executive Dil-ector. Hepul,lican Collgressionnl 
Caml)"i6'" Committee 

David Adamar7y, California State Univer;ilv, Long Ueach; authol~ ol~ 
Campaign Finance In America, and co-authol of Po[itcal iLlone~. 

The Campaign Finance Laws and Campaign Strategy in a Presidential and 
Congressional Election 

Address: Rep. Richard Cheney. U.S. House of Keprescntati\les, CVvornit~g; Chief of 
Staff, The C~ihite House, 1975-7.i 

" Campaign Finance Regulation in International Perspective 
Her·berz iilexander·, Citizen's Keseal·ch Foundation and the Univel·sity of Southel·n 

California: A t,mad overview of how difl`er~ent countr·ies and states r·ttgulate campaign 

contributions and spending and the impact ofdifteerent fomms of r~egulation on parties 
and interest gl·oups. 

KhaS~"m Paltiel, Ciirluton University, Ottowa:~I`ht? Impact of Pul,lic 1:inancing i\l,road 
Discussants: I'. Clifton White, Politcal Consultant 

(;eol~b'e E.~r`ee, Dir~ector ofa Freedom House Study on l`l·arlsnational 
Interactions of Political Parties. co-authol of Political Money 

~~al~nti`ied Dettlinfi. Pl;inni~l~ (;lwul, Leaclol.(:hlistian Democr·atic 
Union. Federal Heput,lic ot (;ern~arly 

Il, I,lrll~l~?lllll L.(II)?. (I1 II1I· l·(lifl·L( Ill(l(.l·l·tlilla~ 111 tl~·li\L·l? ill I;1I(· Su\(lllllll·I ··l.lltl Si ;r, i~l I ;r, 1.111111 111 

American Enlerpriwt' Inktitule. Ueparlnlen( 93(1. 
~aa~ ,,,,, ,.~.,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,.,.. \8u*hin#tr)nl I).(:. ~L(W):16 



~e~B 
~S~ouscese 
from the 
Naval 

'B~ahe OPPlicce sf aa%g~·cral Institute 
I8n(tcelliigesa@e 
The Birth of America's First Press 
Intelligence Agency 1865-1918 
By Jeffery M. Dorvart. 

Here are the facts about the origin, de His%oalP oB M9lpral 'FQclicQ% 
birth, and early development of the (1Pl~oa~gkt 
United States Office of Naval Intelli- BY Giuseppe Fioravanzo. 
gence. Based upon an exhaustive Admiral Fiorwanzo once held the high- 
examination of ONI records and private est rank attainable in the Italian Navy 
correspondence of naval intelligence and served as Director of the Italian 
officers and attaches, Dr. Dorwart pre Office of Naval History. Besides em- 
sents the only thorough and scholarly phasizing naval tactics, his concise 
explanation of the reasons behind the treatise describes the political-eco- 
establishment and expansion ofamer- nomic background that has accounted 
ica's first intelligence agency. He has for the various strategies employed by 
documented both the inner dynamics national military forces. He stresses 
of the office and its interaction with that no one should think in terms of 
other segments of the naval and govem- individual military services in modem 
mental bureaucracy. While recognizing warfare because air power has made it 
ONI's essential contributions to the necessary for all the services to act 
creation of a modem U.S. Navy and to together in a coordinated strategy. 
war planning and policy formulation, This brief masterpiece of tac~cal thought 
his study also reveals the limitations, is now available for the first time in 
failures, and elitist and extralegal ten- English. It deserves a place beside 
dencies of naval intelligence. Carl von Clausewitz's On War. 
1979/216 pages/$15.95 1979/312 pages/51 illustrations~l6.95 

Brook Order Beaartmenl U.S. Naval Institute vsrq 
AMapolis, Maryland 21402 

Please send me the following: 
~copies of The Office of Naval I[ntelligence ($15.95 each) 
-~copies of El, PPistony of Naval Tactical Thought ($16.95 each) 

I have enclosed my check or money order for ~, including $1.50 for postage 6r 
handling. (Please add 5% sales tax for delivery within the State of Maryland.) 
Name 

Address 

City/State/Zip 

Neegl Ins$i~i~te ~e%9 
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e006(111l16 Edward S. Corwin's 

66%he @BnStidUdiOP1 

and $;Vh;ad ~t FOR a 
Means Today" 

PUBU~WIER1 14th Edition 

Revised and Edited by HAROLD W, 
CHASE and CRAIG R. DUCAT 

For over fifty years Edward S. 
Corwin's text has been a basic Learn how to have 

reference in the study of U.S. your book putalished. 
Constitutional Law. The 14th 

edition, the first new edition since 
You are invited to send for a free illus- 

1973, brings the volume up to date trated guidebook which explains how 
through 1977. your book can be published, promoted 
Cloth, $27.50. Paper, $6.95 and marketed. Whether your subject is 

fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scientific 

scholarly, specialized (even controver-· 
1978 Supplement to 

sial), this handsome 52-page guidebook 
Edward S. Corwin's will show you how to arrange for prompt 

"The Constitution and publication. Unpublished authors, espe- 
What It Means Today" cially, will find this booklet valuable and 
HAROLD W. CHASE and informative. For your free copy, or more 

CRAIG R, DUCAT information, fill in and mail the coupon 

This paperback supplement includes 'O Va"'age Press, Inc., Dept, RD-2, 
516 W, 341h St., New York, N,Y, 10001. 

decisions, actions, and events of the 

1977-78 session of the Supreme 
Court. Future sessions of the Court 

will be covered each year in separate I FREE! 
supplements, available on a Valuable 
subscription basis (see below). 
$3.50 52-Page 

Guidebook 
Subscription Offer 
Receive the cloth edition and five 

annual supplements on an automatic 
shipment basis at the special price of 

1·1~11·11·11111··11·1·-·1111111111 

$37.50 (regular price $45.00). This I VANTAGE PRESS, Inc. Dent. RD-6 I 
subscription arrangement applies 1 516 West 34th Street, New York, N.Y.10001 
only to orders for the cloth text I Please send me a free copy of your guidebook I 
edition and is available to called "To the Author in Search of a Publisher:` I I 
individuals and libraries only. 

I"""' I 
Priincee<sn IAOORESS I 

Uni%rersity Press I clsv I 
I I 

Princeton, New Jersey 08540 1 STATE _---~-- ZIP ~ I 
~···~ll~ll·CIIIII··l~11·11111 



7M GOMPELL$MG WEASONS 
TO SUBSCWIBE TO 

Claaaage aTg~DAYI 

~ THEAUTNORS WEKEEP-You compare opinions 
with David Riesman. Derek Bok. David L. Boren. Emest L. 

Boyer, John Gardner, Martin Kaplan, John Updike, Robert 

:~~~h~· Albart Shanker. Gus Tyler. and of her ~I 

(II -- i' READ WHA Tcandidates for office are thinking 
about issues that affect you, the academic r*opo~cankna4 
professional. 

~ SPECIAL ISSUES--Samples: CHANGE's 
highly acclaimed Reports on Teaching, 100 Young 
Leaders. The State of the Humanities. Coming: 
Special Issues on Black Americans and Higher Educa- 
tion, Education and the World View. Education and 
Work, and the annual CHANGE book issue. All of these 
are designed as tools to help you keep pace with the 
changing and complex world of the academy. 

" REGULAR FEA TURES-Washinston.,,Minority 
Outlook...Science Policy...Community Colleges...Books in 
Brief ...Reviews...Research...Update...CHANGE's Editorial. 
These columns keep you in touch with what's important to 
you in higher education. 

I/ GUEST EDITORIALS-"Viewpoints" brings you 
penetrating articles on the subjects important to you as an 
academic professional. Issues such as the core curriculum. 
faculty consulting, lifelong learning, life experience credits 
and the literacy crisis are debated on these pages--by impor- 
tant figures in politics and academic life. 

'And an eighth: 

~ ADVANCE NOTICE about Move among the leaders 
upcoming in your specialty. 

Change Magaril,e Press hooks. Previous boohs 

have covered important issues such as govern- r--------------------------,,, 
ment~s role in education anrl the role of founda- 

Send s~e CHANCL tlons in education; urgent Issues such as the 

care curriculum anti the tenure battle. We.ve pro- NEW iuwer. New Rocl,oilc. NY 10801 
vided il,valuable help to ),rofessors throuyi~ the I D one year for $14· O two years for 24· 
Faculty Development Series. Alld youny,lcsdem- 53.00 per year additional to all foreign 
ics Ilave found HOW TO SVCCEED AS A NEW countries, including Canada. 
TEACHER a useful guide as tl,ey struggle to re;lch i 'There will be a S1.W surcharge added to all 
teachilly excellence. i billed orders. 

~Please bill.· 

OPsyrnent enclosed. Extend by one issue. 
~ R/SK-FREE SA V~GS( by sub- OChars. my credit card. Fill in below. 
scribing now you will save at least 20~ off the I? American Express O VISA O Master Charge 
regular subscription price. Subscribe for one year 
Iten issues) and poy 814. $4 off the regular price; Credit Card No.~Exp. datc~ 
for two years (twenty issuesl and PaY $241 $6 off i Signature 
tile regular two-year rate. Simply clip the coupon 
;tnd check your preference. Pleilse se,ld your I PIC"EC allow UP 1(1 six weeks for delivery of your first 

Issue. 

check or credit carrl number with your orcfer. If 

you;lre Ilot colnpletely satisfierf with CHANGE Nume 
after receiving tl,e first issue. we will reful,d the 
full subscription price you paid. Address~ 

City. State. Zip 

wa 



Sp~k ~s~M~ 
ili~ a %B3ipBsraaaa~ 

What sort of people need to learn a foreign lan- You may order one or both parts of the Basic 
guage as quickly and effectively as possible? For- French Course: 
eign service personnel, that's who. Members of O Basic French, Part A. 11 cassettes (16 hours) 
America's diplomatic corps are assigned to U.S. and 200-page text, $115. 
embassies abroad, where they must be able to con- 
verse fluently in every situation. 

O Basic French, PartB. 18 cassettes (25 ~ hours) 

Now you can make a start on learning to speak and 300-page text, $149. 

French just as these diplomatic personnel do- (New York State residents add appropriate sales tax) 
with the Foreign Service Institute's Basic French Your cassettes are shipped to you in handsome 
Course. library binders. 

The U.S. Department of State has spent tens of 
thousands of dollars developing this course. It's by TO ORDER, JUST CLIP THE COUPON BE- 
far the most effective way to learn French at your LOW and mail it with your name and address, and 
convenience and at your own pace. a check or money order. Or, charge to your credit 

The Basic French Course consists of a series of card (American Express, VISA, Master Charge, 

audio cassettes and an accompanying textbook. Diners Club) by enclosing card number, expiration 
You simply follow the spoken and written instruc- date, and your signature. 
tions, listening and repeating. By the end of the The Foreign Service Institute's French course is 
course you'll find yourself learning and speaking unconditionally guaranteed. Try it for three weeks. 
entirely in French! If you're not convinced it's the fastest, easiest. 

This course turns your cassette player into a most painless way to learn French, return it and 
7eoching machine." With its unique "pattern we'll refund every penny you paid! Order today! 
drill" learning method, you set your own pace- Many other FSI language courses also available. 
testing yourself, correcting errors, reinforcing Write us. 
accurate responses. Audio-Forum 

The FSl's Introductory Basic French Course 145 East 49th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017 
comes in two parts. Part A provides an introduc- (212) 753-1783 
tion to the simpler Forms of the language plus a 

~111111111~1111~ 
basic vocabulary. Part B introduces more complex 1 IIIUCIUICS and additional u~cabulary. : aUg~gpl%aB·F~BI~~~$~" I 

I I 
145 E. 491h St., Dept. 106, New York, N.Y. 10017 BBI 1 (212)753-1783 

I Oui! I wanr to speak I;rench like a diploma~. Rush me I 
I Ihe course volumes I've checked below. I 

~RE~C~ I ._j Basic French, Par, A, 5115 1 
I ill Batic French. Puri 8. 51J9 I =-~~ C~CT~E 
I I understand rhat if I'm nor completely satisfied, I may I 

re~urn the course materials within three weeks and I I receivea full refund. 
I Name I 
I I Address 

I 

I ; I 
I i.: Enclosed is my check or money order for S~ I 

i I ;, Or,chargclny: I 
i I o VISA O Master Cliarge I 

i i I n American Express U Diners Club I 

$811rnr I I Card number 

I ksf 
I Expiration date I 
I Signa~ure I 

111111~~~~~~~1116 
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Have you thought of giving 

'H~BE~ 

VVILSON 

Q~7Al[agERLY 

to your favorite Library? 

School and community libraries need the support 
of individual citizens these days. 

One way to help them--and us--is to donate 
a WilsOM Qldarterly subscription for one year ($12) 
or two years ($21) to the library of your choice. 

Your gift will make the Qtrarterly-- 
with its survey of periodicals, its essays, 

and its book reviews--available to students, 
teachers, and others who might miss it. 

al?d Mie'll billyou later. 



..bsom HOLMES G MEIER 

~TPIINKING L4;s~lN ~VaEWICA 
MEXICO IP( CRISIS Judith Adler Hellman 

..A basic and readable text which reflects...recent revisionism about the course of Mexican development 
since the Revolution in 1910...--Amer,can Historical Review "A significant addition to the tew studies on 
contemporary Mexico.~~ - Choice 229 PP lS15. 75(c): 57. 95(p) 

INFLATION AND STABILIZATION IN LATIN AMERICA 

Edited by Rosemary Thorp and Lawrence Whitehead 
Severe problems of national economic management associated with accelerating inflation and 
balance-of-payments crises in six vulnerable countries are examined within today's international context 

ca 304 pp iforthcoming 1979 

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION IN LATIN AMERICA 

Volume I: Citizen and State; Volume II: Politics and the Poor 

Edited by John A. Booth and Mitchell A. Seligson 
This two-volume collection explores, from a variety of interdisciplinary perspectives, the dimensions of 
citizen participation in Latin American political systems, and how it is controlled, stimulated, or manipu- 
lated by political regimes. Vol. 1: 258 pp. iS24 50(c); $9.50(pliVol 11: 262 pp iS24 50(cJ; SS.50(p) 

ARMIES AND POLITICS IN LATIN AMERICA Edited by Abraham F Lowenthal 

'~A well-organized combination of general interpretations and case studies on a subject of perpetual 
relevance to Latin American domestic politics.'~ - Orbis 356 pp /522 50(c); %9 50(p) 

LAND AND POWER IN LATIN AMERICA 

Edited by Benjamin S. Orlove and Glyn Custred 
The authors develop an alternative model of rural economic and social organization that more correctly 
reflects Latin American realities. These essays are based on multidisciplinary fieldwork in the Andean 
countries. ca 260 pp iforthooming 1979 

~ HOWIES G MEIER PUDLISHERS. INC. 
30 Irving Ploce. New York. N.Y. i 0003 

Harold & Margaret Sprout 
THE CBPVTEX% OF ENVIRONMENTAL 

%BO kIrJf HBCS 

"A well-balanced, realistic assessment of the 
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EcZitor's Comment 

For all the lamentations over the sad state of literacy in 
America, a lot of books are being published and sold--some $5 
billion worth last year, according to PtLblishers Weekly. Into the 
marketplace went 26,439 new titles, ranging in subject matter 
from sociology and economics (4,425) to fiction (1,936) to 
technology(l,294) and travel (278). The university presses alone 
issued 2,580 new books, mostly scholarly works, covering such 
topics as Ki,zship in Ball and Tlze Politics of Urzreasolz. 

How does the WQ cope with this cornucopia? 
From the beginning, we have followed some rules. We see no 

point in devoting precious space to the clever evisceration of 
books that are just plain junk. We stay away from books too 
parochial for any but the hobbyist or the academic specialist. 
We avoid the handful of good books that get heavy attention 
(along with the bad) in the mass media--you already know 
about them. Our purpose is to be useful, to seek out the 35 or 40 
good Current Books for each WQ issue that are "important In 
terms of fresh ideas or new information and that might other- 
wise be missed. Judging by our readers' letters, we manage to 
alert a sizable number of people to a wide variety of such books, 
and to the ideas they contain. 

In charge of all this since 1976 has been Associate Editor 
Lois Decker O'Neill, who came to the WQ with a solid reputa- 
tion as book critic and book editor; she leaves us this summer for 
Ireland to write a biography of Maud Gonne, the flamboyant 
actress-revolutionary and friend of William Butler Yeats. Suc- 
ceeding her is Robert R. Harris, a director of the National Book 
Critics Circle and a former editor at Library Jotll~nnl and Book- 
vietvs. Like Mrs. O'Neill, Mr. Harris can draw on a rich array of 
talent: the ever-changing company of Fellows here at the Wilson 
Center who advise on selection and write reviews. To keep peace 
in the family, the WQ lists, but does not review, the scores of 
books that Fellows and former Fellows publish each year. 

Peter Braestrup 
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POLITICS & GOVERNR/IIENT 

D~bunkivzg "The Elnp(y Voting Booth: Fact or Fic- 
tion" by Ronald C. Moe, in Collllilollseizse 

B/orer ~P~athy' (Winier 1979). Republican National 
Committee, 10 First St. S.E., Washington, 
D.C.20003. 

The American electorate has been accused of "apathy and alienation" 
because the percentage of "eligible" voters who turned out on election 
day allegedly fell from 63.4 percent in 1960 to 53.3 percent in 1976. 

This is a "bur-n rap," says Moe, a research specialist at the Library of 
Congr-ess. The 53.3 pet-cent figure is grossly inaccurate because it is 
computed by dividing the number of persons who cast a ballot for 
President by the total number of persons who are of voting age (18 and 
older-) on election day. 

A correct analysis of American voting statistics InUSt first distinguish 
between two categories of people: the "eligible voter" who has regis- 
tered to vote in a given state and is physically and legally able to vote, 
and the "potential voter" who is counted by the Census Bureau as part 
of the voting age population, irrespective of status or citizenship. 

Most states have per-manent voter registration; a registrant is "eligi- 
ble" as long as he continues to vote in general elections. As a result, 
local lists of eligible voters include large numbers of persons who have 
died or moved to another state since the last general election. If one 
assumes, reasonably, that three percent of the population over 18 dies 
or moves in a given year, the "eligible" total in a state with a biennial 
purge of the voting rolls may be off by at least 6 percent even before the 
voting begins. 

Voter participation figures are further distorted by the Census 
Bureau's "potential voter" total. It includes people who do not register 
because they are either aliens, in-transit, incarcerated, in the military, 
or infirm due to age. 

T/2e Wilsoll Qua,?s-l~·lSloll~lle~· 1979 
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And, the "total voter turnout" and the "total vote for President" ar-e 
not identical. There is always a significant number- of pet-sons who 
come to the polls and sign the register on election day but either do not 
vote for one of the pIesidential candidates or have their ballots disqual- 
ified for some reason. Yet thev are classified as apa thetic ''non-voter-s.'' 

If the total of "eligible" registered voters is adjusted to reflect a 6 
percent :nor-talityimobilitli factor, and if signing the election register is 
considered evidence of having voted, then a reasonable estimate of 
voter par-ticipation in 1976 is ~77UCh higher than 53.3 percent. For- 
esample, there \yer-e 9,980,488 register-ed voters in California in 
November- 1976. Of this nuinber-, 7,867,043 (or- 78.8 percent) voted for 
one of the presidential candidates. But 8,137,202 voters turned up at 
the polls and signed their names. The actual voting participation r-ate, 
ther-efor-e, \yas 81.5 percent. 

But this 81.5 percent figur-e is still misleading because it incluties as 
eligible voters all those \yho mav have died or moved to another state 
dur-ing the previous two Vears. When adjusted for the 6 percent 
Inorlalityimobility factor-, California's ·'real" 1976 voter par-ticipation 
figure is 87.5 percent. Using the same ii~r-mulation, the "real" 1976 
voter turnout for New York Slate is 87 percent; for Hawaii it is 91.1 
per-cent; and, for Connecticut it is 90 per-cent. 

The "real" national aver-age is about 88 percent, Moe concludes, and 
this is hat-dry a sign of apathy or- alienation. 

Vietnam and "Amcrican Public Opinion and the War in 
Vietnam" by William L. Lunch anti Peter 

t~ee PoZZs W. Spcrlich, in Wfstel-,7 Poli~icnl Ql~nl?el·lv 
(Mar. 1979), Universit~ of Utah, Sail Lalic 
Cit~. Utah 84112. 

Under close analysis, U.S. public opinion polls taken dur-ing the Viet- 
nam War undermine some conventional assumptions. For exalnple, 
throughout the conflict young people (under 35) were more supportive 
of U.S. involvelnent in Viet~am, and Inore opposed to U.S. withdrawal, 
than wer-e people o\ier- 35. Ironically, gener-al support fol- escalalioll of 
the U.S. effor-t peaked in 1967 at the very moinent when a majority of 
Amer-icans also began to feel that involvennent ill the war- had been a 
"mistake." 

Public awareness of the U.S role in Indochina was virtually nil fr-onn 
1955 to 1965, say political scientists Lunch, of the University of San 
Francisco, and Sperlich, of Ber-keley. As late as 1964, with 20,000 U.S. 
military advisers in Vietnam and future U.S. policy a JOhnSOn- 
Goldwater campaign issue, two-thirds of the American people said they 
paid little or no attention to developnnents in South Vietnam. Popular 
uneasiness over- the war began to gl-ow in 1 967, but support for outright 
Amer-ican Il,itlzcl~·c~~?,ul never exceeded 20 percent from late 1964 until 
after the November- 1968 elections Thereafter, such sentiment began 
an erratic climb to the point wher-e a pullout was the Vietnam policy 
pl-eferred by a majority of Americans in 1970. 

Tile U'ilsoil Qlln,.rel.l,~iSII,IIrllel. 1979 
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treaty signed \yith the Soviets but r-ejected by the U.S. Senate. 
After inter-viewing Carter last December, Burns contends that the 

president is also ready to act as a "manager and compromiser of do- 
mestic politics and policy." Carter's retr-eat fi-o~~ cat-lier populist 
rhetoric at home is due to the assertiVeness of a post-Watergate COn- 
grcss, the Democratic Party's decline as a cohesive force, and damage to 
the Pr-esident's ''moral image--a result of his passionless speech deliv- 
er~, compromises in his human rights campaign, and the lingering 
taint of the Bert Lance affair. 

Carter, \iith his self-assurance and passion for detail, ma· be "su 
premel· fit" for the role of political power broker, but Burns wonders 
how this may affect his chances of r-eelection in 1980. The public per 
ception of Jimmy Carter may become more blurt-ed than ever. In mov- 
ing to the right on some "spending" issues, he mav alienate man!, 
Democrats and pull Massachusetts Senator Edward F. Kennedy into 
the presidential race, supported by a heterogeneous coalition of liber- 
als, blacks, \Yomen, and union meinber-s. 

Even so, Burns still thinks that Carter holds the high cards. He has 
learned his presidential lessons and now has a smoothly functioning 
administration. He is uridcning his popular following by meeting wilh 
hundr-eds of community and business leaders at the White House each 

week. But looking past 1980 and possible reelection, Burns is skeptical 
oi the ability of Carter--more "activist broker" than "tr-ansforming 
leadcr"--to overcome the present "disar-ray" of the American system 
\yith its uncontr-ollable bureaucr-acy, fr-agmented Congress, and disin- 
tegr-ating political parties. Bat-1-ing somr major shift of par-ty coalitions, 
Burns concludes, the reelection of Jimmv Carter will mean "go~ern- 
ment as usual." No drainatic failures, but no master-v of the nation's 
f~indamental social and economic problems. 

~8~k~i~zg- Ihe "The Cities: Unsul\led FI-oblems and Un- 
used Talcl7ls" b!· Geor-ge Gallup, in T/2e 

~6~ZzlnZee~rs Allrioch Rel~ie~c, (Spl-ing 1979), P.O. Box 
148, Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387. 

A gr-eat untapped resource--a massive arn7y of American citizens--is 
ready to work as unpaid volunteers to improve the quality of life in 
their cities and neighborhoods, writes Gailup, pioneer pollster and 
chairman of the Amer-ican institute of Public Opinion. 

Based on a nationwide survey conducted in November, 1978, Gallup 
says that seven out of every 1 0 adults living in urban Amer-ica would be 
Willing to \Vork an average of nine hours per month, ser-ving on commit- 
tees, wor-king 017 neighborhood uplift pi-ejects, or- helping the elderly 
and the handicapped. 

The sur\,ey findings reveal that 57 percent of urban r-esidents--as 
many as 70 to 73 per-cent of college-educated, high-income residents-- 
are ready to serve on city advisory committees \YithOUt pay. The mat- 
ters that interest them most involve schools and education, the plight of 
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senior citizens, parks, sports and recr-eational facilities, and de~eloping 
pl-ogl-a1775 f01~ \'OU th. 

The proportion of city d\Yellers willing to serve on neighborhood 
com mi ttees dealing with peculiar-iv local problems averages 64 percent 
and ranges as high as 75 to 79 pet-cent among the better educated. Some 
18 percent of those polled ~iere willing to work as teacher-s' aides or in 
neighborhood child care centers; 14 percent were willing to help pick 
up trash and litter, 23 pet-cent to \~ork ~yith handicapped residents; and 
15 P"'."'~t t0 \"Ork in neighborhood health centers. 

The suIvev sho\·s that citizens are ready to \york with their- hands as 
well as their minds, \vrites Gallup; they are only waiting to be asked: 
"Voluntecrism is important not so much as a lo~i-cost option for pro- 
viding urban services (alihough there is a potential saving here), but as 
an effective way to impIove the social 1-abric of our cities." 

"Opening a Cur-lain: Thr Metamorphosis Liberal" ~~~ ol. L\;ndon B. Johnson" by Joe B. Frantz, 
~ortM~zEs~? i,, J611~.17NI Oi~SOlll~el.i~ HI`S/OI~I (Feb. 1979), 

Be~nelr W. Wall, History Dept., Tulane 
Uni\ersit~. New Orleans, La. 70118. 

Was Lvndon B. Johnson of Texas just another southern conservative 
M'hO posed as a pr-ogl-essi\ie to win the votes of blacks and norther-n 
liberals? Not at all, says Frantz, historian at the University of Texas at 
Austin. From his ear-liest years in politics, Johnson showed progres 
sive--even liberal tendencies. 

The efforts embodied in LBJ's "Great Society" progr-ams spr-ang fr-om 
his penuine concern for the problems of ordinary folk. 

Frantz bases his judgment, in part, on a study of some 1,200 taped 
interviews with friends and foes of the 36th President. When he served 
as Texas state diIector of the National Youth Adininistration, Johnson 
\ion the praise of black leader-s, such as Mary McLeod Bethune. As a 

young ]egislatiVe aide in Washington in 1933, he led the overthrow of 
the conser~alivcs who controlled the organization of congressional sec- 
retar-ies on Capitol Hill and persuaded his boss, Rep. Richard M. 
Klel>er· Sr to suppol-t sevel-al pieces of New Deal legislation, includ- 
ing Frai~klin Roosevell's proposals for an Agricultural Adjustment Ad 
ministration to help poor farmers. 

There \yas also a less liberal side to Johnson. As a Congressman, he 
infuriated organized labor by voting for the r-estrictive Taft-Har-tleS Act 
in 1946, telling his brother, Sam Houston Johnson, "It isn't what labor 
says it is. It's a good law, and I'm voting for it." He placated Texas oil 
and gas interests by leading the attack against Leland Olds, an advo- 
cate of public power who was nominated to head the Federal Power 
Commission in 1949. But these, says Frantz, were not radical conces- 
sions for a man in the political hurly-burly. 

With the security of his position as Senate majorit~ leader, Johnson 
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could be true to his liberal instincts and \vin passage of two civil rights 
acts tin 1957 and 1960) and the extension of social welfare pr-ograms. 
And as a new President in 1963, he shrewdly realized that the death of 
John F. Kennedy \Yould make the nation more receptive to legislation 
that helped the disat~lvantaged, securing congressional approval for 
welfare refor-m and other anti-poverty legislation. 

"Big and sometimes gauche," Johnson was "almost always a com- 
passionate man," says Frantz. He was essentially a progressive 
throughout his political career--a man who changed with changing 
cir-cumstances and who used the po\ver- he gained to lead the countr-v 
with genuine concern for- minorities and the poor-. 

FBEPEIGI\T POL~CY & P)EFEIVSIE 

Bi~r~ IpUt ~YiZling ~~The Aii~cr~can Mead: A Forei-·n Poiic~ of 
Self-Interest" by John Rielly, in Folaig~? 
Policy (Spring. 1979), P.O. Box 984, Farm- 
ingdjle, N.Y. 11737. 

While wary of direct involvement in the affairs of other countries, 
Americans are concerned that the United States' global influence is 
waning and that the country may be losing the military capability to 
defend itself, writes Rielly, president of the Chicago Council on Foreign 
Relations. 

He reports on a November 1978 Gallup poll of 1,546 Americans from 
all walks of life and on a second survey in November 1978 and January 
1979 of 366 "leaders" selected from Congress, the federal government, 
international business, labor, the media, academia, and other groups. 
Rielly notes that public support for more defense spending is higher- 

SENTIMENTS ON DEFENSE SPENDING 

1960 1969 1974 1978 

Toomuch 18% 52% 32% 16% 

Aboutright 35 31 47 45 

Too little 21 8 13 32 

Selztillzelzl fol· all activist U.S. I.OIE ilZ the ~vol~Id ~vas tested ~, nskilzg: "Do 
~ioll thilzk it ~uill be hest Ibl- the ftlttils of the cotllztly if we take at? active 
Palt ii? woi·k~ affail.s ol- if`~cie stay OLlt OJ~14101.1~1 affUil.s?I) 
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U.S. ROLE IN THE WORLD 
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than at any time since the early 1960s; in 1978, 32 percent said we were 
spending "too little" on defense, versus 21 percent in 1960 and 8 per- 
cent in 1969. 

Public support fol- foreign economic aid programs has dropped from 
52 to 46 percent between 1974 and 1978. Military aid continues to be 
unpopular, although public support increased somewhat from 22 per- 
cent to 29 percent between 1974 and 1978. 

A clear majorit?r of the public (56 percent) and 39 percent of the 
leaders believe that the United Slates is falling behind the Soviet Union 
in military strength. "Public euphoria about detente has evaporated," 
says Rielly, "but there remains solid support for specific aspects of that 
policy." Both the public and the leaders favor limiting nuclear 
weapons, undertaking joint U.S.-Soviet projects to solve energy prob- 
lems,, and even banning all nuclear weapons. 

An o\ierwhelming majority (92 percent) of opinion leaders favor the 
coI17lnitlnent of American troops if the Soviets invade Western Europe; 
the public is less enthusiastic (54 percent) but more so than in 1974 
\yhen the favorable response was only 39 percent. There is growing 
support (59 per-cent), in both the public and the leadership groups sur- 
\ieS'ed, for active efforts by the CIA inside other countries to strengthen 
elements that serve the interests of the United States and to weaken 
those forces that work against U.S. interests. 

There is less interest in news from abroad. And a declining percent- 
age of both the public and the opinion leaders favor an "active" U.S. 
role in world affairs--59 percent, compared with 66 percent in 1974 

and 68 percent in 1947, a peak year. 

UnconditionaZ "The Origin of the ForiTiula 'Uncondi- tional Surrender in World War II" by 

Su~wencZer Michael Balfour, in Ar,llecl Fo,-cL·s al?d So- 
cierv (Winter 1979), Social Science Build- 
ing: University of Chicago, 1 126 East 59th 
St., Chicago, ill. 60637. 

Perhaps the most controversial political decision of World War II was 
the Allies' policy of demanding the "unconditional surrender" of Ger- 

many, Italy, and Japan, announced by President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
at Casablanca on January 24, 1943. Although FDR tried to suggest that 

l`he M/ilsol2 Qllnrll'l~YlSII,,Ililel. 1979 
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the announcement was unpremeditated, it had been recommended by a 
State Department advisory committee on postwar problems in May 
1942 and approved by the U.S. military chiefs in December 1942. 

Roosevelt and Churchill agreed not to compromise 017 the "uncon- 
ditional surrender" formula for sound reasons, says Balfour, professor 
emeritus of history at the University of East Anglia, England. Official 
opinion was sharply divided within both Britain and the United States 
over whether a "hard" or "soft" policy toward Germany might influ- 
ence the German people to turn against Hitler and sue for peace. The 
"unconditional surrender" formula avoided, or at least postponed, the 
Invldious task" of deciding what the terms of a hard or soft policy 

should be--the sort of debate Hitler hoped might provoke a serious 
split among the wartime allies. 

Balfour contends that "unconditional surrender" was never ex- 
ploited by Hitler's regime to bolster the German will to fight on. Al- 
though Nazi propaganda minister Joseph Goebbels is quoted as having 
called the formula "an epoch-making asininity of the first order," he 
preferred to bolster German resistance by invoking more lurid images 
of what an allied victory might bring (e.g., the castration of the entire 
male population). 

There never was any realistic alternative to an "unconditional sur- 
render" policy after 1941, when Winston Churchill's position as Brit- 
ain's wartime leader was secure, says Balfour. The Russians were 
committed to the destruction of Germany, Churchill to the ending of 
Prussian militarism, and Roosevelt to a lasting peace based on a 
fundamental change in the German people and their concept of 
nationalism. 

e~elic~te~ ~in "The Case for the Helicopter" by Gen. 
Hamilton H. Howze, in Arll2Y (Mar. 1979), 
2425 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va. 22201. 

With its prime focus on the NATO battlefield, the U.S. Army appears to 
have lost confidence in armed and troop-carrying helicopters, believing 
that the choppers are too vulnerable to Soviet ground fire, writes Gen. 
Howze, retired director of Army aviation. 

A helicopter can certainly be shot down, he says, but when skillfully 
employed with tanks, infantry, artillery, and other- helicopters, its vul- 
nerability shrinks to an acceptable level and its effectiveness vastly 
increases. 

In part, Howze bases his conclusions on field trials conducted in West 
Germany in 1972. The exercises pitted an "aggressor" armored force, 
supported by Soviet-type, mobile antiaircraft weapons, against a 
"friendly" force consisting of one U.S. M60 tank and either two scout 
helicopters and one armed (Cobra) helicopter or no scouts and two 
Cobras. 

Sixty trials were run in which hits by ground and air weapons were 
recorded. Red smoke bombs lashed to ground vehicles and aircraft 
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were activated by laser beams triggered by the weapons "shooting" at 
them. Anti-armor helicopters, firing rockets, succeeded in destroying 
approximately 18 enemy tracked vehicles for each armed helicopter 
lost. When scout helicopter losses are included, approximately 13 
enemy tanks or antiaircraft vehicles were "killed" for each helicopter 
lost. 

The rolling European terrain helped pilots who used nap-of-the-earth 
flight techniques to conceal their presence; the overcast skies and haze 
often made it difficult for the "aggressors" to see attacking helicopters 
until it was too late. With properly trained pilots, Howze concludes, 
"antiarmor helicopters employing hovering fire at standoff ranges are 
extremely effective in destroying attacking enemy armor." 

The I~a~~ij?ulatioM "LLnkagc: A SLraLegy ior Tempering Soviet Antagonism" by Helmut Sonnen- 

OfRthSSia32 Desire f·'"'~'" NATO Re~,ietv (Feb. 1979), Bureau of Public Affairs, Rooln 6805, Department 
of State, Washington, D.C. 20520. 

The Carter administration's apparent reliance 017 tactical "linkage" to 
affect Soviet behavior (e.g., curtailing trade to induce Moscow to ease 
its harassment of dissidents) is not working, writes Sonnenfeldt, a 
former Kissinger aide now at the Brookings Institution. 

The tactical, or narrow, approach, has several shortcomings. Fir-st, 
Carter administration officials have made clear that key elements in 
the U.S.-USSR relationship, such as SALT, are outside "linkage." 
Secondly, the current use of "linkage" inevitably harms significant 
American interest groups, such as bankers or farlners, who have a 
commercial stake in U.S~So~iet relations. Lastly, there is little evi- 
dence that the Carter approach has forced any major Soviet conces- 
sions. 

The stl·atfgic practice of broad linkage, however, begun by the Nixon 
administration in 1969, had produced by 1972 a "network of under- 
standings, commitments, and processes" that provided the Soviets 
with incentives--some actual and some potential--for restrained con- 
duct. The summit meeting in Moscow in May 1972, resulting in final 
approval of the SALT I agreement, was followed in July by a three-year 
arrangement covering the sale of U.S. grain to the USSR. By June, 
1973, when Soviet party leader Leonid Brezhnev visited the United 
States, a total of nine agreements had been reached covering various 
forms of bilateral cooperation in scientific and other fields. 

The Nixon approach, which was reinforced by a readiness to defend 
U.S. interests (e.g., the Nixon administration issued stern warnings in 
1970 when the Russians tried to establish a submarine base in Cuba), 
faltered in the wake of Watergate and lost momentum during the Ford 
administration. The result was that the Soviets did not hesitate to back 
Angolan rebels in 1975-76, for example, because they knew they faced 
no substantial military risks on the ground, nor any painful reduction 
in contacts with the ~United States. Hence, strategic "linkage" was 
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never adequately tested. 
The principal U.S.-Soviet issues are interrelated, says Sonnenfeldt. A 

new SALT agreement, for example, unaccompanied by broatfer 
restraints and improvei7ients in political relations, is unlikely to have 
significant impact on East-West competition in strategic arms because 
avenues for new advances in strategic weaponry will remain available. 

The problem of how to I.estrain Soviet power can best be overcome by 
a return to the broad, strategic linkage of the Nixon era, Sonnenfeld; 
argues. The Soviets want, and neetf, cooperation with the West. The 
United States should manipulate that desire in order to temper 
Moscow's antagonism and make clear our willingness to counter- Soviet 
aggression. 

li~ovina Aheaa! "European Security: Three Proposals" by 
-- David Li~ebaugh, in Bullerin of the 

on Ik~dSH;R Atolllic Scielltists (May 1979), 1020-24 
East 58th St., Chicago, Ill. 60637. 

Even as Moscow and Washington have been working out a complex 
SALT II agreement, another set of East-West negotiations has been 
underway in Vienna since 1973. These talks involve "mutual and bal- 
anced force reductions" in Europe by NATO and the Moscow-led War- 
saw Pact nations. No overall agreement is expected soon in Vienna, 
writes Linebaugh, former deputy director of the U.S. Arms Control and 
Disarmament Agency. He argues for some interim steps: 

B Token reductions and a freeze. Russia would withdraw one 
11,000-man division from East Germay; America would withdraw two 
Army brigades (about 7,000 men) but not their equipment. Both sides 
would iInpose ceilings on their total military manpower in Central 
Europe. The purpose, says Linebaugh, would be chiefly political--"to 
prime the pump in Vienna MBFR negotiations, and to alter perceptions 
about the trend of events in Europe." 

~i "Stabilizing measures" to reduce the danger of surprise attack. 
Limiting any forces involved in major training exercises to 60,000 men, 
and temporary increases in total force levels in Central Europe to 
25,000, would make it more difficult for the Russians to concentrate 
forces under cover of war games las they did prior to their 1968 inva- 
sion of Czechoslovakia). 

Both sides are on the threshold of a nuclear arms race in Central 
Europe. Moscow is deploying in Western Russia an intermediate-range 
mobile missile, the SS-20, as well as new aircraft, including the Back- 
fire bomber. Since 1976, the United States has stationed substantial 
numbers of "nuclear-capable" aircraft in Europe and may add long- 
range cruise missiles and a mobile ballistic missile. 

For the molnent, a de facto parity exists. Russia has deployed about 
100 SS-20s; the British and French have about 120 missiles on their 
submarines. A moratorium on further deployment of the Soviet SS-20 
and U.S. cruise missiles, says Linebaugh, would give the Vienna nego- 
tiators a chance to get ahead of weapons deployment. 
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ploylnent rate of about one-quarter of one percentage point. While the 
dole relieved extreme suffering caused largely by the government's 
monetary mismanagement in 1920 and again in 1931-32, it reduced 
Britain's annual production of goods and services by 2 to 3 percent. 
Worse, the self-inflicted disease of insurance-induceh unemployment 
was misdiagnosed and treated by London with "the deadly medicines 
of inflation and protectionism" that only compounded the problem. 

"The Professionalization of the U.S. A7p·iserlca s i~i~e~2/ 
Labor Force" by Eli Ginzberg, in Scielz 

i~andarilzs tific Ail2erical? (Mar. 1979), 415 Madison 
Ave., Ne\y York, N.Y. 10017. 

College graduates produced by the post-World War II boom in U.S. 
higher education now command one in four jobs in the American labor 
force, including nearly all the top professional and managerial 
positions, says Ginzberg, an economist at Columbia University's Grad- 
uate School of Business. 

Salaried Inanagers, as opposed to entrepreneurs and self-employed 
professionals, dominate a changing econornv. Their importance has 
grown with the creation of new industries based on computers, the 
transformation of family-owned corporations into multinational con- 
glomerates, and the rapid expansion of nonprofit and governmental 
activities. 

Forty percent of workers in "professional, technical and kindred" 
occupations (a Labor Department category that almost doubled in size 
from 7 I17illion to 13.7 million between 1958 and 1977) I-ender their 
services to organizations-business, nonprofit, and governmental. The 
lower growth rate of the "managers and administrators" category (a 42 
percent increase in the same 1958-77 period, from 6.8 million to 9.7 
million) masks a major shift: the number of self-el~zplqved managers 
(principally small businessmen) declined by 51 percent, while the 
number ofsalal·ied mana~pl-~ ;I~mnp~ h·i 1 10 nprrpnt 

O1~Y.II"'~~U Y~ ''V ~-'~'C~"L· 

The full significance of these changes is not yet clear, says Ginzberg; 
he notes that many of these college-educated professionals have been 
trained to think critically. They do not automatically accept the values 
and goals of the organizations they join. Because of their numbers and 
expertise, they are in a position to inhibit the decision-making of senior 
executives in organizations where, now, "nothing can happen" \yithout 
the participation or, at least, the acquiesence of middle management 
and professional staff. 

Though the growth of professionalization appears to be slowing, 
Ginzberg concludes, "It remains to be seen whether the demands of the 
new American mandarins for a stronger voice in corporate decision- 
making can be met without subversion of the risk-taking, profit- 
seeking, efficiency criteria on which the country's business system has 
long rested." 
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~ze ~kii~t-Rich "Farmland Inflation and the Tractor 
Brigades" by Harold F. B1-eimyer, in Cl?nl- 

Far~zer lelzge (Mar.-kpr. 1979), 901 Nlrth Broad- 
waS, M'hite Plains, N.Y. 10603. 

In classical economic theory, land prices are supposed to reflect farm- 
ing's current and anticipated costs and returns. But the new boom in 
farmland prices, says Breimyer, a University of Missouri agricultural 
economist, "has inverted the normal economics of agriculture." 

The appreciation of physical assets (e.g., land, equipment) in agricul- 
ture has far outstripped current income. Between January i, 1971 and 
January i, 1979, the value of such assets rose from $300 billion to $750 
billion. Far-m mortgage debt rose too, and in 1979 stood at $72 billion, 
compared to about $30 billion in 1971.The resulting gain of about 8410 
billion in equity in physical assets exceeded the $200 billion farmers 
earned from farming in 1971-79 by more than two to one. 

This reversal of returns threatens the existing pattern of U.S. family 
farming, Breimyer warns. The big capital gains on land, \Yhich are fed 
by inflation and the poor performance of the stock market, will eventu- 
ally cl-eate a separate landholding class in agriculture. The land boom 
has benefited some established farmers--those \Yho bought acreage be- 
fore inflation began and can capitalize their gains into larger hold- 
ings-but it has also attracted foreign investors and nonfarmers seek- 
ing tax shelters. Crowded out are families of modest means. 

Farmers have won investment credit allo\yances for machinery, de- 

preciation allo\Yances in orchal-ds (except citrus) and some livestock, 
and other concessions that generally make farming attractive as a tax 
haven. Inheritance la\Ys have also been liberalized, ostensibly to help 
preserve the family farm. But these tax breaks are regressive; they 
benefit wealthy investors the most. 

"Continued inflation in farmland prices coupled with present tax 
la\Ys," says Breimver, "Miill irrevocably lodge landholding \yith scions 
of old established farm families ... and high-tax-bracket nonfarmers." 

SOCIETU 
----~ --I~ 

Our Stable "Crime--Some Popular Beliefs" by 
Eugene Doleschal, in Crinle alzd Deli,?- 

Crivne Wate qrte,2cv (Jan. 1979), ContinentalPlaza, 411 
Hackensack Ave., Hackensack. N.J. 
07601. 

Contrary to popular view, crime in the United States has not increased 
appreciably in the last few decades. It has remained remarkably stable, 
although I~pol·ted crime has risen sharply, writes Doleschal, of the Na- 
tional Council on Crime and Delinquency. 
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The FBI's annual nationwide compilation of crime statistics, the Uni- 
form Crime Reports, shows that the number of serious cl-imes commit- 
ted during 1957 totaled 835 per ]00,000 people. In 1967, the rate had 
risen to 2,989, and in 1977, the rate exceeded 5,200 per 100,000 people. 

When the U.S. Census Bureau began conducting victimization sur- 
veys in 1973, it discovered that most cr-imes are never reported to the 
police and that actual crime rates were four times what the FBI re- 
ported. The Census Bureau data also showed that the actual rate for 
robber-ies resulting in injur-y, for example, was 2.3 per 1,000 persons 
aged 12 and over in 1973, 2.3 in 1974, 2.1 in 1975, and 2.1 in 1976. The 
rate for robber-y of commercial enterprises, regarded as the most reli- 
able indicator of the extent of criminal activity, was 38.8 in 1973, 38.8 
in 1974, 39.4 in 1975, and 38.5 in 1976. 

The national homicide I-ale (the number of people murdered each 
year per 100,000 population) has fluctuated between 5 and 10 for- many 
years, says Doleschal. "As if set by a thermostat, the rate declines when 
it reaches ol- exceeds 10 and starts rising \yhen it falls below 5." 

The census data, Doleschal concludes, supports the contention of 
some criminolog-ists that society tends to foster a stable level of crime 
land punishment) in ordel- to reinforce group values and social cohesion 
and to define the boundaries of acceptable behavior. 

~AJ~zite Flig·azt "White Flight 6r Political Retreat" b\' El-- 
nest EI-bel-, in Disse~2t (Winter 1979), 505 
Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. 

In 1966, University of Chicago sociologist James S. ColeInan conducted 
a massive federally-funded study of segregation's adverse effects on the 
education of minol-itv children. His report, Erltlnlir?i of`Erltrcntiollnl Op- 
I1)OI.1L1~2it~, becalne the authoritative basis for 12 )iears of court-ordered 
school descgregation. Then, in 1975, Coleman shocked suppor-ters of 
inteeration and ticlinhtrri ;1~ T~~pe ~ihr·n hrl 7nnnllnrPT~ ~P hnll rhnnrrprl 

~"`-" ''V ·V"' ""'" "" cl··llvu~ll~~~~ Ilr Iluu cllcl~~~~cl 

his position; he had come to sec the \ihite exodus from laree city scliool 
systems as a disaster caused by for-ced integration. 

The implication of Coleman's change of mind--that less integr-ation 
is the remedy for shrinking \~hile em-ollmcnt in big city schools--has 
170 validity, argues Erber-, an urban and regional planner with the Na- 
tional Committee Against Discrimination in Housing. There is no cor-re- 
lation bet\·cen Increases in minority enr-ollment and a drop in \vhite 
student enrollment. For example, statistics sho\Y that, fI-om 1968 to 
1976, Neul Yolk City, \yith one of the lar-gest percentage increases of 
minority enrollment (14.3 percent) of any major city, had one of the 
smallest percentages of \yhite loss (29.8 percent). Conversel~, San'An- 
tonio lost more than half of its \vhite students dur-ing that perioti, while 
its minority enrollment \yas also dropping (bv 2.8 percent). 

Erber argues that \\rhite families are not fleeing atvav fTOIn big city 
integrated schools but lo~~il.rl such social and economic benefits as ne\y 
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jobs and better housing. From 1970 to 1975, for example, more than 
twice as many households without children moved out of Chicago as 
households ~iith childr-en.At the same lime, thousands of black families 
also moved to the suburbs. 

Even if maintenance of racially segregated schools would influence 
some white families to stay in the big cities, Erber concludes, this is no 
justification for ending school desegregation. The Supreme Court has 
ruled that segregation is wrong and should not be toler-ated. The cause 
of equality \Yould be best served not by halting desegregation but by 
including surburban schools in metropolitan integration orders. 

NO1N to Pay jbr "Aging U.S. Popularion Poses Threat to 
Retirement Systems" by Harrison H. 

s,,i,l SecMrity ~~~PrA~S~;::e~l,",lino~_;~n~::~21SqSu5ec~~tFy~:Cb~SDonnelly, and "Financing Squeeze Forces 

Christopher R. Conte, in Col?gressiolzal 
Qtlarlel-l~-l~ (Mar. 17, 1979), 1414 22nd St. 
N.W. Washington, D.C. 20037. 

In 1900, there \Yere 3.1 million persons in the United States over the age 
of 65; in 1975, there were 22.4 million. This represents a jump from 4 
percent of the total population to 10 percent. As large as this increase 
has been, it will be dwarfed by what happens when the post-1945 "baby 
boom" generation turns 65. 

If America's current low birth rate continues, says CQ reporter Don- 
nelly, no less than 22 percent of the U.S. population will be over 65 by 
the vear 2030. This "graying of America" threatens the viability of the 
Social Security system; the number of Americans receiving social secu- 
rity benefits is increasing faster than the number of younger people 
paying taxes to support the system. 

The simplest remedy, wl-ites CQ reporter Conte, is to raise the Social 
Security tax rate. Congress has done this repeatedly, most recently in 
1978 and 1979. But in terms of impact on taxpayers, the 1978 increase 
was relatively small, and the 1979 increase was offset by a general tax 
cut. In 198 i , however, the Social Security tax: rate is scheduled to jump 
from 6.13 percent to 6.65 percent of covered wages--up $52 for some- 
one earning $10,000, or up $388 for someone earning over $29,700. 

PERCENT OF U.S. POPULATION AGE 65 OR OVER 

20% 
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Soul·ce: U.s. Census Bureau 
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Such a boost is likely to be politically unpopular, says Conte, and 
Congress is already looking for ways to avoid or soften the blow. One 
obvious alternative would be to cut Social Security benefits, now tied 
to the cost-of-living; specific proposals range from raising the retire- 
ment age to reducing the benefits for disabled workers. A second con- 
troversial approach would be to extend coverage to the estimated 6 
million federal and state employees not now covered, thus increasing 
the number of persons contributing to the system. 

A more radical solution, Conte suggests, would be to revise the 
financing system by drawing funds from general tax revenues or by 
imposing a form of national sales tax. Whether any of these alternatives 
is more acceptable than the scheduled 1981 rate increase is a political 
issue that may ultimately be settled by the 1980 elections. 

COl?d~l?ZY1&d h31 '~Du9hf a Dehndani Be Druggrd to Stand Trial?" by Glenn C. Graber and Frank H. 

~·k~Mquiliae~ March, in Hastings Celztel- Report (Feb. 
1979), 360 Broadway, Hastings-on- 
Hudson,N.Y.10706 

Is it proper to bring a defendant to trial when his mental competence 
can only be assured with the help of tranquilizers? 

William Earl Stacy was accused of fatally shooting a Knoxville bus 
station ticket agent in 1976 while in a wild and agitated state, say 
philosophers Graber of the University of Tennessee, Knoxvilie, and 
Marsh, of Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Va. At Central State Psy- 
chiatric Hospital in Nashville, where he was transferred after his ar- 
rest, Stacy was diagnosed as a schizophrenic. While under treatment 
with antipsychotic medication, his condition improved to the point 
that the attending psychiatrist, Dr. Adolph F. Siegmann, judged that he 
was able to understand the nature of the legal proceedings against him 
and to consult with counsel and participate in his own defense. Without 
the medication, Dr. Siegmann testified, Stacy would not satisfy these 
legal criteria for competence to stand trial. 

The appellate court of Tennessee ruled that Stacy should be tried in a 
state of "synthetic competence." Graber and Marsh contend that Stacy 
was being treated without his consent with the sole motive of making 
him competent to stand trial. The attending psychiatrist, moreover, 
was a state employee, like the prosecutor, and faced an acute ethical 
dilemma in having to choose between two modes of therapy-- 
psychotherapy, with greater promise of long-term benefits to the pa- 
tient but less likelihood of assuring his competence to stand trial, and 
antipsychotic drugs that guaranteed immediate competence to stand 
trial but less promise of long-term benefit. 

There is another Catch-22 element in the case. If the jury could have 
seen the defendant ~yithout medication, his plea of innocence by reason 
of insanity might have succeeded. 

Stacy's plea of insanity was disallowed, and he was found guilty. 
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%jMilZ~bYYYZed ~ote~ "A"["""d'"p Ci~ic Illiteracy" by Neal R. Peirce, in Nutiolzal Civic Review (Mar. 
1979), 47 East 68th St., New York, N.Y. 
10021. 

Question: "In what year did Columbus discover America?" Answer: 
"1942." A comically absurd reply? Not according to the results of a 
1978 Gallup Poll, writes Peirce, a syndicated columnist. 

A "citizenship test" administered in 1978 by the Gallup organization 
to one thousand 17- and 18-year-old Americans nationwide showed an 
ignorance of history, geography, and politics alarming among young 
people coming of voting age. Eighty-one percent of those polled did not 
know that party conventions make the final choice of presidential 
nominees; 41 percent were unaware that China is the most populous 
nation in the world; and only 18 percent understood the meaning of 
"detente." 

The Gallup findings confirm the results of the National Assessment of 
Educational Progress, which show a steady decline since the early 
1970s in knowledge of the U.S. governmental system among l'i~-year- 
olds. In 1976, the National Assessment revealed that only 50 percent of 
the young people surveyed knew that each state has two U.S. Senators, 
that the number of Representatives is based on population, and that the 
President cannot appoint members of Congress. Moreover, one-third of 
the 17-year-olds did not believe that newspapers and magazines should 
be allowed to publish articles critical of government officials. 

The civic and political "illiteracy" of these potential voters, says 
Peirce, must be blamed on the country's schools and school teachers. 
Social studies are given low priority, and enrollment ill civics courses is 
declining. The result can be seen in the ans\yers of young people taking 
the Callup citizenship test. Question: "Who was the Democratic candi- 
date for President in 1972?" One answer: "Richard Ford." 

PR]ESS & TELEVISPON 
- 

Renchrrzg the 'The S~ale or ihe Black P1-cij in 19i9~~ b~ Hrnrv C. La B1-ie III, i17 Niell2nn Repol·ls 

BlaGIIC Golzst1172el' (Spl-ing 1979), 1 Francis A\ie., Cambl-idgc, 
Mass. 02138. 

The future of the black pr-ess in America is in doubt. The number of 
black newspaper-s is declining-frro7 208 in 1973 to 165 in 1979. Overall 
circulation is also falling--from a weekly total of 4,099,541 in 1973 to 
2,901,162 in 1979. The two largest papers are Harlem's Tlze Alllstel~rlnll? 
Ne~~?s (92,760 daily) and Chicago's Daily DEfelzdel· (34,000 daily). 

Black newspapers must overcome a host of problelns if they are to 
avoid fadin~ a\iay like America's foreign language pl-ess, \\irites La 
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Brie, a former research fellow at Har-\,ard. Since the n~id-1950s, when 
the \Yhite-o\yned ne\Ys media discovered "minoritv affair-s," the black 
press has been forced into competition \iith the establishment media 
for talented black journalists. Production costs are rising. 

The most set-ious problen7, however, has been the failure of black 
publishers to show advertisers that their papers can reach black con- 
sumers, a market with $70 billion in disposable income. Only 15 per 
cent of overall black ne\ispapcr circulation has been certified as "au- 
dited" by independent bodies such as the Audit Bur-eau of Circulation 
or Verified Audit of Circulations. Without so~~e assurance that ncws- 
papers are actually received, potential advertisers cannot be sure that 
the black press is an effective advertising medium. 

Few black newspapers print har-d-hitting editorials or publish 
nationallv-svndicated columnists; ne\ys copy is often poorly \,ritten or 
lacks depth in reporting. Most black publishers rate society nei~s as 
1770St important to their readers, follo\ved by sports and then ne\vs 
carried on the front page. Many blacks who have \~orked on black 
ne\~spapers quit in fi-ustration because so little revenue is reinvested in 
the business. 

Not all black ne\Yspapers are poor ne\Ys products, La Brie concludes; 
but many are, and their number is growing. 

'a"eZevisionic' "Srle and the Ne\\ Journalism: A 
Rhetorical Analysis of Tom M'olfc" b· 

JotrmaZism Richard A. Kallan, in Coll2,lllliliCc2rio~2 
IMo~?ogr·apl?s (Mal-. 1')7')), Speech Corn 
munication Association, 5205 Lresburg 
Pilic, Falls Chul-ch.Va 22041. 

Tom Wolfe, author of Tl?e PZ·II11L) HOtlSL' Callg, Tl?e Elecll-ic Kool-Aid Acid 
Tt·st, and other books associated \yith the "Ne\Y Journalism," has been 
both praised as a master stylist and dismissed (by critic Dwight Mac 
donald) as a "demagogic parajournalist." What most anal~ses over- 
look, \,ri tes Kallan, a professor- of com munications at the Uni~er-si t,; of 
Nevada, Las Vegas, is that Wolfe and other No~v Journalists are at- 
tempting to compete for attention \yiLh popular- television personalities 
via the printed page. 

Wolfe's style is uniquel! suited to a TV-oriented audience that has 
learned to cspect, and ct-ave, escitcment. He uses a varict; of devices to 
achieve not only escilement but immediacy and credibility as \ell.It is 
"telcvisionic" journalism. 

The third-pet-son point of vie\· is the stylistic device I~ost associated 
\yith Ne\, Journalism. Scenes are presenteti to the reader through the 
eyes of a particular character- \yho is presumed to be present, espericne 
ing and reacting to \vhat transpires. Scene by scene construction, using 
the present tense, conveys a sense of \~itnessing something that is hap- 
pening Izo~v. The realism is heightened by estensiVe dialogue and the 
use of s!imbols--gestul-es, habits, manners, customs, st.les of furniture, 
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and dress that provide instantly recognizable descriptive clues: "The 
grape workers \yere all in work clothes, Levi's chinos, Sears balloon- 
seat twills, K-Mart spor-ts shirts, and so forth." 

Wolfe's similes speak to a plebeian mentality; they are casual, col- 
loquial, and comprehensible. "She had an incredible drunk smile that 
spread out soft and ,oooev like a call of Sher\,in-Williams paint covering 
the \yorld." 

Wolfe has spa\~ned scores of imitators in newspapers and magazines. 
New Journalism is more than a passing fancy, says Kallan. It persisits 
as a general movement to\,ard greater reportorial freedom and more 
innovative and subjective reporting; it testifies to the pervasiveness of 
television's influence. 

Su~ogate ReckZity "T1'" ?V P1'"""" "' """"" M"""'"· '" 
Sight and Sound (Winter 1978179), 111 
Eighth Ave., Ne\Y York, N.Y. 10011. 

Criticism of television has grown to the point where some \Yriters (e.g., 
Jerry Mander, author of Fotll· Al-gtll?zel?ts for the Elil~?il?atiol·1 of Televi- 
Siol2, i 978) have suggested that reform is futile and that there is nothing 
left to do but abolish the medium. But television need not be "insidi- 

ous," \vrites Monaco, editor. of Medin Ctllttlre; it should be possible to 
reorder the priorities of the medium so that it conveys information 
rather than merely drama. 

The remarkable power of television to dramatize its images and 
sounds--and the commercial exploitation of that power--has inflated 
viewers' need for drama, Monaco says. Many viewers \Yatch more 
drama in one weekend than people in previous historical periods saw in 
a lifetime. The avel-age American TV set is turned on for six hours a day. 
When work time and sleep are escluded, viewers spend more time 
exper-iencing television than reality. Hence, it is only natural that "real- 
ity is often disappointing." 

Furthermore, the vast distribution system of television conveys im- 
ages in a remar-kably unifornn dramatic style, integrating such dis- 
pal-ate categories as ne\ys, sports, comedy, and comnnercials into a 

: hibits the pr-esentation of homogeneous flo\\i of bits and pieces that In 
detailed information or intricate plots. Programming concentrates on 
character and personality--hence the popularity of talk shows ("the 
ultimate form of television") and the celebrity of newscasters. "We 
\iatch television to be M'ith people ...so the ultimate function of TV 
becomes surrogation," says Monaco. "To a large estent, it replaces 
experience." 

There is no reason \ihv television cannot be alter-ed so that people 
value it for- the information, rather than the drama, it conveys. How- 
ever, Monaco concludes, television is not going to change until societ~ 
does. It is the critic's task to help Americans to develop an adversary 
relationship with the medium. 
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..Kevs and Revolution: Church Trends 
The ~e?N RadicaZs and Theological Fashions" by David Mar- 

ti17, ill E~ICOIII?[L'I. (Jan. 1979j, 59 Sr. Mar- 
tin's Lane, London 4CZN 4JS. 

In recent vears, says Martin, a sociologist at the London School of 
Economics, the World Council of Churches has cri ticized despotic rule in 
Brazil, South Korea, and other countries and called for an end to racism 
and poverty in the Third World.It has allied itself with what it calls " the 
party of humanity." 

The Council, an ccu~cnical body made up of some 250 Protestant and 
Eastern Orthodox churches, has done this at some potential risk both to 
liberty and to the prac tice of Christ iani tv. On the more rad ical fringes of 
Protestantism in the West, says Martin] political rhetoric has replaced 
confessional healing as the churchman's primary function. 

The ne\i radical celebrates self-expression and nonconformitg. But, 
paradoxically, Martin notes, in repudiating the established order, the 
Left-liberal cleric often succumbs to a new kind of conformity and 
quickly embraces some new Commandments, the greatest of which is: 
"Thou shalt espouse self-expression but not individualism, applaud 
community but not COIISenSUS)) Individualism is rejected because it 
su~o~ests the Protestant ethic of thrift, initiative, and self-discipline. 
S~ti~f~expr-ession is best achieveti through group encounter sessions rather 
than through personal effort. 

The zealotrv of the political cleric springs from the political atmos- 
phere of the 1960s. The radicals offer "spiritual psychology and en- 
counter ideology tuned to Christian instruments," says Martin. They 
overflow \yith political rhetoric but offer little in the \yav of serious 
political analysis. Moreover, they don't bother to assess the kind of 
society that is to be achieved by political action or the costs to be 
assumed or values sacrificed in the process. 

"Islam and Political Values in Sautli 
Ve,r·iaiigslzs 072 alz AI-abia, Eg!rpt and S\;ria" b\: R. Stephen 
ISla7122G The~Pze Humphl-evs, in Tl?e /Midrlle Eas~ Joll,-,lal 

(Wintcr 1979). 1761N St N.W..Washine- 
ton, D.C. 20036. 

Islam plays a vital role ill Arab politics, but it is not monolithic; Islam 
has never meant the same thing to all Muslims. There are, however, 
three basic orientations of religious thought and behavior \\iithin Islam, 
says Humphregs, a research associate at the University of Chicago~s 
Center for Middle Eastern Studies. They are: Fundal7leIltalism, 
Moder-nisl77, and Secularism. 
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Fundamentalists reaffirm the lit- 

I~ eral truth of the Koran and its 

commandments (including the 
prohibition of intoxicants and us- 
ury); they revere the structure of 

9 

(called the shana) created by the 
lawyers and theologians o~ 
medieval Islam. Politically, Fun- 
damentalism prescribes that the 
ruling elite be Muslim, that Muslim 
law be state law, and that Islam be 
the basis for international solidar- 

ity. Saudi Arabia comes closest to ~~~i·i: se :·::· 

meeting the Fundamentalist 
criteria (although it abandoned Clzapter Izeadii~g fi'0172 a IatJ2- 
some of the archaic commercial ,,,,ttcl?i editiol? of the Koral·2. 
regulations of the shari a in 1931). 

The Modernists also revere the Koran and the shari'n but emphasize 
those aspects that harmonize best with the 20th century and Western 
ideas. Religious leaders are esteemed but seen as sometimes "out of 
touch." Egypt is a typically Modernist-oriented state although not a 
"pure or consistent adherent." Islam is the state religion, but the state 
exercises supervision and control of the Muslim religious establish- 
ment. 

Secularists regard religion as a purely personal matter, without 
political consequence. Secularists may draw on the slial-ih in matters 
of family law where popular custom dictates, but they recognize no 
rationale for la\Y beyond contemporary utility. They grant no specific 
political role to religious spokesmen or leaders. Syria, which has no 
official state religion, is a "bold and frustrated" example of the Sed- 
ularist approach. 

SoCial JustiCe "Religion and Politics, Politics and Reli- 
gion" by I)aniel H. Levine, in Jortmul of 

aPzd the Church I,?rel-allzel·ical? Stttdies al?d World Affaill 
(Feb. 1979), Sage Publications, 275 South 
Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif, 902 12 

Religion and politics are so tightly meshed in Latin America today that 
they cannot be separated. For centuries, the Catholic Church tended to 
reinforce the status quo, says Levine, a political scientist at the Univer- 
sity of Michigan. But for more than a decade, religious conviction has 
served Latins "as a source of motivation for radical action and as an 
institutional shield for dissent from authoritarian rule." 

In the aftermath of the Second Vatican Council and the subsequent 
1968 conference of Latin American bishops in Medellin, Colombia, 
leaders of the Church began to accept the notion of change and to 
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promote social justice. Lesser churchmen focused attention on the poor 
and the need to overcome the misery of poverty, not only through in- 
dividual charity but also through political action. 

Controversial Christian-Marxist alliances were formed all over Latin 
America during the early 1970s, especially in Colombia, Chile, and 
Peru. Leftist pressures led to what has come to be known as "Liberation 
Theology," a distinctively Latin American concept that holds that relig- 
ious and political liberation go together. Such spokesmen for Libera- 
tion Theology as the Peruvian priest Gustavo GutiCrrez argue that the 
problem for religion is not atheism or indifference but the need to 
transform the social and political structure of a dehumanizing society. 

As radical Catholic clergymen and lay allies adopted more open polit- 
ical commitments, writes Levine, their activism was matched by 
ultra-conservative Societies for the Defense of Tradition, Family, and 
Property (TFP), most notably in Brazil and Chile. TFP members com- 
bine very traditional forms of Catholic religious practice (e.g., the Latin 
mass) with a strong commitment to reactionary social, economic, and 
poi i tical posi tions. They uphold the sancti ty of private property and see 
themselves as part of a general counterrevolutionary offensive. 

Caught in the middle, the Latin American bishops are trying to hold 
the Church and the Catholic community together while retaining max- 
imum possible autonomy from governments and political groups alike. 
They have resisted attempts by both Left and Right to har-ness the 
moral authority of Catholicism to a particular image of the ideal social 
and political order. 

SCIERICE & TEGHNOLOGU 

~ze EavZiest "Piltdown Revisited" bg Stephen Jay 
Gould, in Nnf((l~2l HiSIOI1' (Mar. 1979), 

EMgZish7nan American Museum of Natural History, 
Centl-al Pal-k M'est at 79th St., Ne\: Yol-]c, 
N.Y. 10024. 

For more than 40 years, Piltdown man \~as believed to be Darwin's 
"Inissing link" bet\yeen apes and humans. Not until 1953 \yas its dis- 
co\iel-v ShoU'17 to be one of the great hoases in the history of science. The 
true mystery of Piltdo\,n, says could, a Harvard biologist and science 
historian, is \,h~ it took so long in I·unnrp th~ h-·~~rl 

-- -·-r--- ···- ··-·--·· 

The skull fragments, jaw, and teeth of Piltdown were first "discov 
ered" near- Piltdown Common, Susses, in 1912 by Charles Dawson 
(1846-19 16), an amateur archeologist, in collaboration with the British 
Museum's Arthur Smith Woociwar-d and the French ~esuii, Father 
Teilhard de Chardin. The association of a human-like cranium wlith an 

apish ja\, troubled many observers, but none suspected fraud. Britain's 
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most respected paleontologists, in- 
; · 

eluding Smith Wood\yard, Arthur 
Keith, and Grafton Elliot Smith, -; a`~~· \ 
staked their reputations on the au- I t~s~a~~~~~~i;~ \ 
thenticity of EOLIIZtll'l.OPt(S, the ~.,~~~~ ~~':::''~::::~::~ \ 
"dawn man." 

Finally, in 1953) after applying a ; 
fluorine test to the presumably I\ 
500,000-year-old fragments, Ken- 
neth P. Oakley discovered that the 
skull and jaw were artificially 
stained and the teeth filed to simu- 

late hun~an \year. The cranium, he ~, 

proved, belonged to a modern hu- 
man; the jaw was an orangutan's. rhe "Piltdo~vl1 hoax" wns based 

The Piltdown hoax, could specu- olz 012ly sktlll fi·agllzelzts, a 
lates, was most likely not a mali- jaw boize, alzd th,·t·e teeth. 
cious forgery but a prank concocted 
by Dawson and Teilhard de Chardin, then a "fun-loving young stu- 
dent." Dawson wanted to expose the gullibility of pompous British 
professional paleontologists; Teilhard wanted to remind the English 
that they lacked France's rich lode of human fossils. 

Why did the hoax escape earlier detection? One reason, could sug- 
TT~JytF ~~iar nrnCp~c;~nal r;~,alr~i that pl,cnlll-aged British scientists to ac- b""'U, """ ~'"'~""'"""' ''""'-' """ -"-u"'" 

cept PiltdoMin as the predecessor of fur-ope's Neanderthal man, first 
discovered near Dusseldorf, Germany, in 1856. Another \yas cultural 
chauvinism. Piltdown, with his highly developed brain, could be 
claimed as the earliest Englishman, the progenitor of the white race. 
The Chinese and other races ~~ould have to make do with Peking man 
discovered in 1927, who had a brain only two-thirds as large. 

The Piltdown hoax, says could, shows science "as a human activity, 
motivateci by hope, cultural prejudice, and the pursuit of glory." 

4s ~ciilzolog?i' I(F~.017~ Virginia DaI·e to Virginia Slims: 
Women and Technology in American 

a Sexis~ ~g~rda Life" by Ruth Schwartz Co\yan, in 
Tech,zolog?~ (Illd CLII1L(Ye (Jan. 1979), Uni- 
versity of Chicago Press, 5801 Ellis Ave 
Chicago,I11. 60637. 

American women have traditionally functioned as passive consumers 
of science and technology--not as producers. And technological prog- 
ress has occurretf with little concern for the special impact it may have 
on women's lives. 

This peculiar estrangement of women from technology, says Cowan, 
an historian at the State University of New York, Stony Brook, has 
existed for decades. Standard histories of technology, for example, 
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make no reference to the baby bottle, a significant cultural artifact and 
one of the more controversial Western exports to underdeveloped coun- 
tries. Much has been written about the impact of the bicycle, but 
almost nothing about the baby carriage or the historical development 
of cribs, playpens, and other paraphernalia of modern child rearing. 

"We do not usually think of women as bearers of technological 
change," says Cowan, "nor do we think of the home as a technological 
locale tin part because women reside there)." 

The domestic household has resisted industrialization, in part be- 
cause Americans have long idealized the household as a place where 
men could retreat from the pressures of the technological order. Occa- 
sional reformers, most of them women (Catherine Beecher, Lillian Gil- 
breth), have advocated communal canneries, laundries, kitchens, and 
nursery schools, but such notions have been branded socialistic and 

therefore un-i\merican. Many important labor-saving devices--·the au- 
tomatic washing machine, vacuum cleaner, and refrigerator, for 
example--were first developed (by men) for commercial and not home 
use. Today, Cowan asserts, some household appliances (e.g., microwave 
ovens) are acquired less to increase efficiency than to demonstrate fam- 
ily status. 

In America, the land of practicality and Yankee ingenuity, the en- 
gineering profession is regarded as inappropriate for women. This may 
help to explain why the recent upsurge in "antiscience" and "anti- 
technology" attitudes has coincided with an upsurge in women's politi- 
cal activism. 

Accenfz~ating "Technology: Hope or Catastrophe?" b\· 
Harvev Brooks, in Techllolog?~ ill Society 

~z~e Positive (Spring 1979). Pel-gamon Press, Mas\Yell 
House, Fairview Park, Elmlord, N.Y. 
10523 

Are science and technology going to save the \iorld or destroy it? Even 
nonradical scientists have begun to fear that the unintended negative 
effects of advancetl technology mav out~yeigh the positive effects, ac- 
cording to Brooks, former Dean of jEngineering and Applied Physics at 
Harvard. 

He cites some concerns: the development of nuorocarbons and nitro- 
gen fertilizers that may be dissipating the stratospheric ozone laver 
that protects humans fi.OIn harmful solar radiation; the specialization 
of knowledge that threatens democratic decision-making; and medical 
advances that have given r-ise to uncontrolled population growth. 

Some scientists have jumped aboard the small-is-beautiful "appro- 
priate technology" band\iagon, proposing that technology be used in a 
more restricted \vav by small, lar-gely self-sufficient communities. 
Others, such as biologist Garrett Har-din of the University of California, 
Santa Bar-bara, have proposed a "lifeboat ethic" that permits son~e par-t 
of humanity, perhaps the desperately poor of the underdeveloped 
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world, to perish so that others mag' live in affluence, without competi- 
tion, and without overloading the ecosystem. 

Most of the pessimists see a rigidly finite world. Brooks argues that 
the earth's resource base is constantly changing and expanding 'ivith 
new knowledge and technology. Resources are not consumed; they are 
transformed in the process of serving mankind and can be recovered at 
a price. In this sense, says Brooks, "the pie is expandable, given suffi- 
cient time, technical wisdom and foresight, and the political will to 
defer current consumption for investment in future supply." 

Optimism about the future, he concludes, requires some assurance of 
controlled population growth, a sustainable energy supply (solar, the 
breeder reactor, or fusion), a world trading system that benefits all 
countries, and continued technological progress aimed at producing 
more goods and services more efficiently. 

Buing BdLC;G "Sail Fewer ior the World's Cargo Ships" by Lloyd Bergeson, in Tecl?nology Re~,iew 

the irGIZZ ShiP)S (Mar.-Apr. 1979). Room 10140. Massa- chusetts Institute of Technology, Cam- 
bridge, Mass. 02139. 

Noting that commercial ocean vessels today account for almost 8 per- 
cent of total oil consumption in the non-communist world, Bergeson, a 
marine engineer, suggests that sail power could ultimately fill 50 to 75 
percent of ocean transport requirements. 

Commercial sailing ships were brought to a high state of develop- 
ment in the early ]900s befol-e low-cost fossil fuels made steamers and 
diesel motor ships mol-e economical. The German square-rigged ship, 

lirril b\· ps~,,li,ria,, ol Tecilnuiog~ Ke\~ie~v. 

As n squar~-riggel·, the Preussen can·ied 53 snils. 0111y II 
suils al-e YL?qtiiYEd I·VitlZ the I~loden? schoolzel· I·ig shou/l? here. 
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PreLcsse,?, built in 1902, carried 8,000 long tons of cargo at a maximum 
sustained sea speed of 17 knots and an average voyage speed of 7.5 
knots. The vessel's 60,000 square feet of sail, carried 017 five masts, were 
safely handled by only 41 men using a hand-powered winch system. 
The seven-masted schooner, Thomas W. Lu~,solz, also built in 1902, at 
Quincy, Mass., carried 8,000 to 11,000 dead\Yeighl tons and represented 
the ultimate design in the development of the fore-and-aft rigged com- 
mercial schooner. 

Bergeson believes that new antifouling bottom coatings, syn- 
thetic fabric sails, fore-and-aft rigging that per-mits "motor-sailing'; in 
light winds, and the use of modern hull forms, including catamarans, 
can greatly improve the performance of large sailing ships. Carrying 
only limited amounts of fuel, the ships would have engines a\iailable to 
use in emergencies as well as to avoid severe storms and escape calms. 

UYzguz'ded i~ri~issi~es "Reentering Space Objects: Facts and 
Fiction" by S. E. Doyle, in Jotciizal of 

kznd OtkaeY Deb?ris Sp··· L·lli (F·" 1978). University of Mis 
sissippi Law Center, Universirv, Miss. 
38677. 

The U.S. Air Force's North American Air Defense Command (NORAD) 
monitors the status of all objects launched into space. As of April I, 
1978, a total of ]0,791 satellites, rockets, and various pieces of nonfunc- 
tional debris had been placed in orbit, of which 6,191 had fallen out of 
orbit and either burned up in the atmosphere or returned to earth. 

One of the tasks of the NORAD Space Defense Center, says Doyle, a 
deputy director of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA), is to predict which objects are likely to survive re-entry. It is an 
imprecise science, at best. 

When America's new Space Shuttle makes its maiden flight early in 
1980, for example, it will jettison a large external fuel tank at about the 
time it reaches an altitude of 60 nautical miles. The release is timed so 

that whatever pieces of the tank survive the intense heat of re-entry will 
fall into the Indian Ocean west of Australia. Because of such uncertain 

factors as the aerodynamics of the tumbling tank, however, NORAD 
can only suggest that the debris has a 97 percent chance of falling into a 
strip of ocean 1,700 miles long and 50 miles wide. 

Given this degl-ee of uncertainty about an object of known size, 
weight, and shape, says Doyle, it is impossible to know where and when 
pieces of a space satellite will come down when it malfunctions and 
then skips, hops, and dives through the atmosphere shattering into 
segments of varying size and weight. On the morning of January 19, 
1978, when radioactive chunks of the Soviet Union's Cosmos 954 

landed in Northwest Canada, the Russians were predicting that it 
would return to earth near the Aleutian Islands, and NORAD predicted 
a splashdown near Hawaii. 
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Gas fyOyn SugcaY ~'B'"'"'" A'""h"l Program" by Norman Gall, in Col?l,?zolz Grou,·2d (Winter 1978), 
American Universities Field Staff, 527 
East 72nd St., New York, N.Y. 10021. 

After World War II, Brazil, with the world's fifth largest land area and 
sixth largest population, came to depend almost entirely on the inter- 
nal combustion engine and a massive road network to help develop its 
economy and tie together its vast territory. No other major nation now 
relies so heavily on trucks and cars. 

The sharp 1973-74 increases in the price of imported oil hit Brazil 
hard. A cumulative trade surplus of $4.7 billion, earned between 1945 
and 1973, was wiped out by a $10·3 billion deficit over the next three 
years, leaving an overall negative trade balance of $5.6 billion for the 
1945-76 period. To meet this economic challenge, writes Gall, a con- 
sultant to the American Universities Field Staff, Brazil is turning to 
alternate fuel supplies based on photosynthesis. 

Brazil's vast sugar plantations have been producing alcohol as a by- 
product for 50 years. In 1974, production totaled 740 million liters (195 
million gallons). The government's goal is to produce 5 billion liters 
annually by 1980, permitting the use of alcohol as a fuel in a 20 percent 
mixture with gasoline, as well as a raw material for the chemical indus- 
try. This effort will require 234 new distilleries and 1.5 million hectares 
(3.7 million acres) of new sugar cane plantings. 

Pilot plants have been established in several parts of the country 
where experiments are under way for making alcohol from wood, man- 
ioc, and the baba~u, a wild palm that thrives in Brazil's northeast. 
Besides saving scarce foreign exchange, says Gall, conversion to alcohol 
as a major fuel source can provide rural jobs, reduce urban air pollu- 
tion (alcohol burns more cleanly than gasoline), and put low-fertility 
croplands into useful production. 

SaZvage Rites "The World's Bigaest Environmental Hangover" by John Clark, in AMinzal 
Kingdon? (Feb.-Mar. 1979), New York 
Zoological Society, Bronx, N.Y. 10460. 

On March 16, 1978, the supertanker A1120CO Cadiz ran aground and sank 
in heavy seas off the town of Portsall on the Brittany coast, spilling 
220,000 tons of high-grade Iranian-Saudi crude oil into the sea. It may 
hold the I-ecord for the most catastrophic grounding for years to come, 
says Clark, director of the Conservation Foundation's Coastal Re- 
sources Program. 
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The lethal effects of the oil spill on birds and aquatic life were enor- 
mous. Some 20,000 cormorants, guillemots, auks, and rare Atlantic 
puff ins were killed. In one coastal bay, 9,000 tons ofBreton oysters were 
destroyed or officially condemned as unfit for market. All told, more 
than 100 miles of shoreline were affected. 

More than one-fourth of the oil cargo penetrated two or three feet into 
the bottom sediments of coastal bays and estuaries beyond reach of 
bacterial decomposition. "The bottom-dwelling part of the food chain 
may be crippled and unable to sustain an abundance of fish and other 
life in these bays for many years to come," says Clark. 

Was the disaster preventable? The Liberian-registered Amoco Cadiz 
was "an economy-model tanker" with no back-up steering system to 
take over when the rudder mechanism failed only eight miles off the 
French coast. Even so, its Italian captain vacillated for six hours before 
officially accepting assistance. A French salvage tug was alongside in 
less than three hours and could have prevented the grounding, but the 
captains and owners of the tanker and salvage tug bickered endlessly 
over the question of salvage rights Later, a towing cable parted in the 
stormy night, and the supership went aground. 

International rules on crew training and safety need to be tightened, 
says Clark. But the solution to the foul-ups that produced the AI??OCO 
Cadiz disaster is to replace traditional salvage operators with "an effec- 
tive international rescue program." 

Clecalzing ~ "Carbon Dioxide and Climare" by John 
Gribben, in Energy Policy (Dec. i 978), IPC 

CaYt4oM Dioxi~e Business Press, Oakfieid House, Ferry 
mount Rd., Hywards Heath, Sussex, Eng- 
land RH163DH. 

Mounting concern that the burning of fossil fuels may lead to increased 
concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and catastrophic 
climatic changes is often cited as grounds for greater reliance on nu- 
clear energy. 

There is reason to believe, however, says Gribben, a researcher at the 
University of Sussex, that the destruction of the earth's blomass, espe- 
cially its forests, is adding as much carbon dioxide to the atmosphere as 
the combustion of fossil fuels. The carbon dioxide is released when 
wood is burned as fuel, as is common in much of the Third World, and 
when vegetation dies and decomposes. 

Moreover, the destruction of forests reduces the amount of carbon 

dioxide that is 1-el?zoved from the atmosphere by the natural process of 
photosynthesis. Reforestation and properly managed timberlands can 
increase the normal transformation of carbon dioxide into oxygen and 
also provide firewood to augment fossil fuels for central power plants 
and home heating. 

Gribben believes that carbon dioxide should be regarded as a pol- 
lutant, or waste, to be treated like the wastes from nuclear power 
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stations. Processes already exist by which carbon dioxide can be 
"scrubbed" from the waste gases emitted by power stations and blast 
furnaces. Ultimately, new ways will be found to convert the carbon 
dioxide into solid compounds that can be stored in abandoned coal 
mines or injected into offshore waters (e.g., the Straits of Gibralter) 
where the prevailing currents will carry them to the ocean depths. 

The increased technological sophistication required to deal with car- 
bon dioxide as a pollutant, he says, will raise fuel costs. But these costs 
should properly be compared to the costs of developing nuclear power 
and dealing with spent nuclear fuel. 

~ze EYze~-y "U.S. Energy Policy: Transition to 
What?" by Daniel Yergin, in Tlze World 

Sta~~nck Le Today (Mar. 1979), The Royal Institute of 
International Affairs, Chatham House, 10 

St. James's Square, London SWIY 4LE. 

The announced energy goal of the last three American Presidents has 
been to reduce U.S. dependence on imported oil. Yet oil imports have 
been increasing, says Yergin, an energy consultant, and will continue to 
increase. Imports are likely to average more than 9 million barrels a 
day in 1979, or almost 50 percent of U.S. consumption. 

Dependence on foreign oil puts a strain on the U.S. dollar and risks 
creating a seller's market with higher prices and the danger of supply 
cutoffs for either technical or political reasons. Competition for oil has 
already caused tensions among Western industrial nations and suspi- 
cions that the United States is seeking to pre-empt Saudi Arabia's oil 
production and boost U.S. imports in order to hoard domestic oil re- 
serves. (U.S. imports of OPEC oil grew by 70 percent between 1973 and 
1977, while those of most other major Western industrial countries 
declined or remained stable.) 

Why has there been no effective American response to the oil crisis? 
Primarily, says Yergin, because of the enormous stakes involved: "To 
frame an energy policy is to allocate large benefits and large costs and 

U.S. OIL IMPORTS 

millions oi barrels a da\ percentage of total oil consumption 

1969 3.2 22.4% 

1971 3.9 25.8 

1973 6.3 36.1 

3975 6.1 36.8 

1977 8.7 47.0 

1978 6.4 43.5 

Soul·ce: Congl-essional Research Service, E,lerg?· Illfor7llalio,l 
Diges~, p. 36; Mo,l~h!v E,lergg Reiitf~v. July 1978. 
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to distribute or redistribute income." Should American oil companies, 
for example, benefit from OPEC's arbitrary price increases? These in- 
creases, in effect, have boosted the value of known U.S. oil and gas 
reserves by an estimated $800 billion. 

Careful analysis, says Yergin, shows that, regardless of financial 
incentives, domestic oil and natural gas production can only be sus- 
tained, not increased; that President Carter's goal of annually produc- 
ing 1.2 billion tons of coal by 1985 cannot be met; and that the de facro 
moratorium on major nuclear power development is likely to continue. 
On the other hand, conservation and decentralized solar energy have 
yet to be really tested. (Solar energy could possibly supply up to a 
quarter of America's energy needs by the year 2000.) 

U.S. energy policy continues to be held in stalemate by contending 
special interest groups--including both consumers and producers. This 
means ever-increasing imports of foreign oil--perhaps until the inter- 
national energy distribution system can no longer stand the strain. 

~kzar Pvice Sa~e~v .3 "Ca" Go"e"""e"' Place a Value on Sav- 
ing a Human Life? by Dick Kirschten, in 
Natiolzal JoLtmal (Feb. 17, 1979), 1730 M 
St. N.W.. Washington. D.C. 20036 

Should the federal government be compelled to analyze the precise 
costs and benefits of its new regulations intended to reduce exposure to 
cancer-causing agents and other hazards? Must the government set a 
monetary value on human life? 

Such questions have become crucial, says Natiolzal Jotlmal corre- 
spondent Kirschten, since Federal Appeals Court Judge Charles Clark 
demanded to know in October 1978 how many cases of cancer would be 
avoided if managers of U.S. refineries and petrochemical plants spent 
the $500 million required to meet federal standards on benzene emis- 
sions. Judge Clark set aside the proposed new benzene standard after 
an industry witness alleged that the controls might avert two cases of 
leukemia every six years at a cost of $300 million per life saved, and 
federal officials declined to make any estimate. 

Different decisions came down in three other recent cases--dealing 
with asbestos dust, vinyl chloride, and coke-oven emissions. Federal 
appeals courts ruled that the Labor Department Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration (OSHA) does not have to justify workplace 
standards by quantifying expected health gains; OSHA need only prove 
that industry is capable of reducing the hazards to workers. 

The U.S. Supreme Court must ultimately decide whether precise 
risk-benefit analyses are necessary. Yet, says Kirschten, many special- 
ists contend that insufficient technical knowledge renders most such 
analyses meaningless. Some reputable scientists believe that humans 
have natural defense systems that protect them from low-level expo- 
sure to many toxic substances so long as a certain "threshold level" is 
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not exceeded. But there is no proof that such a threshold exists; long- 
term exposure to cancer-causing agents, like benzene, may have a 
cumulative effect. 

AWTFS & LETFTIEWS 
- 

~i~igh Akb?J~enturQ "Penny Dreadfuls: Late Nineteenth- 
Century Boys' Literature and Crime" by 

~Or Eotvep Cl~sses P"''''k A. Dunae, in Vic~oriun Siiidio· (Winter 1979), Ballantine Hall 338. In- 
diana University, Bloomington, Ind. 
47405. 

There was a preoccupation with juvenile delinquency in Victorian Eng- 
land, and a species of popular literature known as the "penny dreadful" 
was often blamed for criminal behavior in the young. 

Heroes of the "penny dreadful" periodicals, writes Dunae, a Univer- 
sity of British Columbia historian, were usually young boys who quar- 
reled with their employers or schoolmasters and then ran off to live 
adventurous lives as pirates and high\Yaymen. The stories were con- 
demned by clergymen, journalists, 

"glorified physical aggression" and g- 

and magistrates because they 
encouraged disrespect for authority 
among working-class youth. 

Middle-class apprehensions grew aj B 
as the spread of mass literacy in 4~·~Y" 
England produced scores of these 
magazines aimed at adolescent 
boys in the 1870s. Hundreds of 
thousands of the penny periodicals 
were sold weekly under such titles 
as Bad Boys' Paper, Boy's Stal~2dard, 
and Boy's World. Boys of Engla,2d, 
published from 1866 to 1899, fea- ~f~i~:~i~~'ln~I~ia_p~;6&aB~IS~~ 
tured the adventures of Jack Har- ~n~p,~ ~c,lBISj~a~1~3%i~-~~ 

kaway, who, says Dunae, "\Yaylaid F,arri Puoo\. Di-eildhlir and Otilei Vic~oli;ln Holl-ul-· 
travelers at gunpoint, led insurrec- hi· dliciloci-l,lgh, ~ IVii hp limiiar UauPI iLulldolii. Ltd. 
tions in the schoolhouse," and "Pe,2,zy Dr~adful" hero Harkaway 
formed questionable attachments disparches a Sparzish villain. 
to attractive older women. 

There were some attempts by social reformers to launch more whole- 
some competing journals but most of these appealed to the parents of 
middle-class children rather than to working-class juveniles. A series of 
"penny healthfuls" published in 1895 offered poetry, prose, and fairy 
tales especially edited for young readers. 
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More successful was Boy's Otcm Paper, a periodical founded by the 
Religious Tract Society, which in the 1890s had the highest circulation 
of any boys' periodical in Britain. By then, British imperialism was in 
full flower, and there was a general admiration for all things military 
and muscular. Even the young heroes of the respectable periodicals 
were fighting--not against teachers and policemen but against savage 
tribesmen and other enemies of Queen Victoria. 

It is doubtful that the penny dreadful inspired social misconduct; it 
may even have had a cathartic effect, says Dunae. Indeed, most evi- 
dence indicates that juvenile crime in Britain declined in the last quar- 
ter of the 19th century. 

A I~onzk~Pzent Po "The Myth of the Taj Mahal and a Ne\Y 
Theory of Its Symbolic Meaning" by 

P~ic~e ou to Love? Wavne E. Begley, in Tlze Air Bltlletil? (Mal-. 
1979), College AI-t Association of America, 
16 East ~2nd St., Ne\Y York, N.Y. 10022. 

India's Taj Mahal, the beautiful, white marble mausoleum built near 
Agra by the Mughal emperor Shah Jahan (1592-1666) for his wife 
Mumtaz Mahal, has long been regarded as a symbol of marital devo- 
tion. Official accounts depicted Shah Jahan as grief-stricken when 
Mur-ntaz Mahal died suddenly in 1631, at the age of 38, a fe\Y hours after 
giving birth to their 14th child. 

Although she was the second of Shah Jahan's three legal wives, writes 
Begley, art historian at the University of Iowa, Mumtaz Mahal was 

clearly his favorite. She ~yas the 

mother of all his living children 
(escept for- one daughter by his first 
~iife) and his constant companion 
during the 19 years of their mar- 

1;~:li::::::~ riage. In the early 19th century, 
Persian historians M'IULC that Shah 
Jahan was so faithful to Mumtaz 
Mahal that he remained celibate for 

I the 35 remaining years of his life. 
: Contemporary accounts by 

European visitors, ho\Yever, por- 
tray Shah Jahan as arrogant, petty, 
and ruthless Sir Thomas Roe, 
the first British ambassador to 
the Mughal Court, found the em- 
peror obsessed with power and the 
emblems of power; French and Ital- 

I)cinii i,reii b?· pz,lriiilW,, Oll.llp ;Ilel~U~O/iltili lan travelers reported that the Shah 
carried on an incestuous relation- 

Mtcghal E17zperor Shah Jahzan ship with his eldest daughter and 
olz the Peacock Tl~rolae, c. 1635. ultimately died of a urinary dis- 
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order brought on by overdoses of aphrodisiacs. 
In 1914, the German philosopher Hermann Keyserling expressed his 

~~...1~^ ^~~~..~ tL,..,,,,,.,t:r ...-;,;,r r\F thP T?; 1\Aahal ~linnrlPrin~ if it was 
CLUUUL~ ilUUUL Lllr: IV111411LI~ VI 1~1115 VI L11~- IUJ i·lullul) ~lullr--~--3 

not intended to symbolize the emperor s own achievements rather than 
serve as a funeral monument to his \Yife. Begley agrees. The architec- 
tural plan of the immense complex and the choice of Koranic passages 
inscribed on the mausoleum and its gateway suggest that the Taj \yas 
conceived as a vast allegory of Paradise and the Day of Resurrection, 
when the dead shall arise and proceed to the place of judgement be- 
neath the Divine Throne. 

The Taj Mahal, Begley concludes, seems "less a romantic symbol of 
devotion than a vainglorious, yet profound attempt to define God in 
Shah Jahan's o\Yn terms, perhaps even to rival him." 

Rea/v;8·iPing ~ar3e "Journals on the Left: Making It as Marx- 
ists" by Lewis Cole, in Change (Mar. 
1979), NEW Tower, New Rochelle, N.Y. 
10801. 

The radical graduate students of the 1960s have become the radical 
young professors of the 1970s. For the first time in American history, 
savs Cole, a former college English teacher, a "sizable" community of 
Mgrxists and radicals is teaching in the nation's universities. They have 
spawned a number of new radical and Marxist journals. Among them: 
Politics n,~d Society, Tlze Il?sL11-ge,~t Sociologist, Htll7?alz Factol·, Radical 
Tenchei, Radical Histoiy Review, Piaxis, Radical Plzilosoph~, 
KAPITALISTATE, and Marxist Perspectives. 

Mostly produced by academics and often edited collectively, these 
publications cover almost every field of research in the humanities and 
social sciences. Ironically, writes Cole, they are flourishing at a moment 
when radical student political activity has largely withered and died. 

Occasionally these journals publish some useful research, as when 
Radical AI1IL·l-ica delved into the early history of the homosexual move- 
ment in America. But, unfortunately, they are often as guilty of 
obscurantism, dullness, and devotion to jargon as the nonradical, 
non-Marxist publications their editors hope to supplant. The theoreti- 
cal articles, Cole contends, are "heavyhanded and needlessly abstract; 
worst of all, they add little that is new to the storehouse of Marxist 
thought." 

Their failure is partially explained by the academic training of most 
of the authors. A more Cundamental problem lies in Marxism itself. 
Marxism is not just another commodity in the marketplace of ideas, 
Cole observes. Its purpose is not Simply to interpret the \Yorld but to 
help change it. The great interpreters of Marxist thought--fi-om Lenin 
to Mao Tse-tung--have all been leaders of mass working-class 
movements. Marxists often criticized the powerful U.S. social 
mo\iements of the 1960s (e.g., the struggles for racial equality and \Yel- 
fare rights) for their lack of theory. But these ne\y journals, Cole con- 
cludes, "are the expression of a theory \yithout a movement." 
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A i~i~agfe7 ofi%~d~ "Whp the Shah Fell" bp Waltel- Laqueur, 
in Col72n2elta~' (Mar. 1979), 165 East 56th 
St., New YoI-k, N.Y. 10022. 

What really caused the downfall of the Shah of Iran? The obvious 
factor-s--conoomic difficulties, social injustice, political repression--all 
existed, but they don't explain very much, says Laqueur, of Georgetown 
University's Center for Strategic and International Studies. The same 
conditions can be found in most Third World countries. In Algeria, for 
example, a third of the workforce is unemployed, despite the oil reve- 
nues, and political opposition is harshly suppressed. 

"The impression was created in the Western media that Iran was a 
more brutal dictatorship than others, whereas it was in fact only less 
effective," says Laqueur. The Shah labored under many handicaps. He 
had been on the throne too long (almost 40 years); he lacked the 
charisma and demagogic skills to be a successful modern-style dictator, 
like Cuba's Fidel Castro. 

The strongly religious character of the demonstrations against the 
Shah came as a surprise. Even so, Laqueur argues, the conservative, 
urban merchant class constitutes a political force in Iran that equals in 
importance the Islamic clergy and is more powerful than the Left-- 
which played only a modest role in the Shah's downfall. The Iranian 
economy now faces a difficult period of retrenchment and adjustment 
that ~Yill be eased, in part, by oil royalties. Political tranquility will take 
longer and will come with the rise of a new autocracy, not democracy. 

Iran is unlikely to become a Soviet satellite like Afghanistan, says 
Laqueur, but there is danger that the Iranian turmoil, and the process 
of apparent disintegration in Pakistan and Turkey, will spread to other 
Asian and African countries, which have now come to question the 
power and will of the United States to help them. 

Po~3/g·ZstisMz "Whv They Won't Speak Our Language in 
Asia" by SeliE S. Harrison, in Asia 
(Mar.-Apr. 1979), P.O. Bos 379, Fort Lee, 
N.J. 07024. 

White House Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski once predicted that Asia 
would succulnb sooner or later to the homogenizing impact of a 
"technotronic era" in which cultural differences virtually disappeared. 

Just the opposite seems to be occurring, says Harrison, a senior asso- 
ciate of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. "Cultural 
divisions are hardening rather than dissolving." This is especially ap- 
parent in the sensitive sphere of linguistic policy, where indigenous 
languages are being pushed at the expense of English. 
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Unlike Japan, which laid the foundations for modernization in the 
last century by establishing a broad base of literacy in a standardized 
Japanese language, the major non-communist countries of South and 
Southeast Asia are multilingual. Most must choose not only between 
one indigenous language and English, the language of a former colonial 
ruler, but also between national and local (or regional) languages. 

From Pakistan to Malaysia, the enormous numbers of new students 
and teachers in these countries make it difficult to use English as a 
national medium of instruction; for one thing, there are not enough 
qualified instructors. In Malaysia, the switch from English to the na- 
tional language, Bahasa Malaysia-a standardized version of Malay-- 
has no\y been completed in most elementary and secondary schools. 
Even in the Philippines, where English has deep roots, Tagalog is now 
spoken by more than half the population and is overtaking English as 
the lingua franca. 

The shift to native languages is part of a larger effort by Asian politi- 
cians and intellectuals to reaffirm indigenous cultural identities. Not- 
ing that "the line between nativism and xenophobia is a narrow one," 
Harrison warns: "We are not headed toward one world but toward a 
world deeply divided by a color line that coincides all too closely with 
economic inequities and cultural differences." 

Mobilizing f&e '~C""'"' ~'" ""d So"'ef Ma"p""r'~~ bJ Michael Rywkin, in problenzs of Con?- 

Ikii~usli~Pz l~asses lllUIZiS172 (Jan.-Feb. 1979), Superintendent 
of Documents, Government Printing Of- 
fice, Washington, D.C. 20402. 

The unequal distribution of manpower in the Soviet Union could result 
in a slowing of industrial growth, localized unemployment, and social 
unrest during the next few decades if Soviet leaders fail to shift surplus 
labor from Central Asia to the industrial centers of European Russia. 

"Burgeoningrural Muslim populations" of Kazakhstan and Central 
Asia now provide the major increases in Soviet manpower, writes 
Rywkin, a professor of Russian studies at City College of New York. 

Between 1958 and 1975, gross "European" reproduction rates in the 
Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic (R.S.F.S.R.), the Ukraine, 
and Byelorussia dropped from a range of 1.14 to 1.36 (1 = a roughly 
static population) to only .98 for the R.S.F.S.R., 1.0 for the Ukraine, and 
1.08 for Byelorussia. In contrast, the birthrate for the Muslim majority 
in Soviet Central Asia continued to rise. In 1975, the population of the 
R.S.F.S.R. grew at a rate of 5.9 per 1,000, while that of heavily Muslim 
Uzbekistan increased by 27.3 per 1,000. 

Yet rural Muslims show little inclination to move to labor-short in- 
dustrial areas; it is primarily non-Muslims who are migrating out of the 
Muslim regions. If Muslim migration does not occur, Rywkin warns, 
the Soviet government will need to either rapidly increase overall labor 
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In 1970, more than a million foreign workers, mostly from Upper 
Volta, were employed in the Ivory Coast, accounting for almost half the 
agricultural labor force. A drop in coffee and cocoa production due to a 
1978 drought led to an exodus of these laborers, who are now reluctant 
to return without assured work contracts. Meanwhile, some 50,000 
French nationals (compared with 12,000 at independence) continue to 
hold key positions in industry and government. 

Economic and political power is closely held by a small elite of 
wealthy Ivorian planters and government officials in Abidjan, says 
Rondos. There is no meaningful public participation in the nation's 
ruling Parti Democratique de CBte d'Ivorie (PDCI), and there have been 
signs of restlessness among students and younger party members. 

The Vie·vk, "South Korea in 1978: The Growing Se- 
curity Dilemma" by Sungjoo Han, in 

~TOi~Z S&OUI Asin,z Suni~y· (Jan. 1979), University of California Press, Berkeley, Calif. 94720. 

In October, 1978, two events occurred which underscored South 
Korea's complex security dilemma, says Han, professor of international 
relations at the University of Korea. First, Japanese Prime Minister 
Fukuda Takeo and Chinese Deputy Premier Teng Hsiao-ping issued a 
joint assessment that no "war tension" currently existed on the Korean 
peninsula. A few days later, the United Nations Command in Seoul 
announced the discovery of a third North Korean invasion tunnel under 
the demilitarized zone. 

Provocative acts, such as the construction of invasion tunnels" and 
the build-up of North Korea's "offensive capabilities," last year showed 
that President Carter's 1977 plan to withdraw U.S. ground forces from 
South Korea by 1982 was "ill-advised and premature," writes Han. 
President Carter subsequently revised the withdrawal schedule, aug- 
mented U.S. air power in South Korea, and secured congressional ap- 
proval for a major South Korean military improvement program. 

On the international, domestic, and economic fronts, South Korea 
made satisfactory progress last year, Han reports. Relations with the 
United States "began to return to normalcy" despite the Koreagate 
scandal. South Korea made headway in its efforts to establish official 
relationships with communist countries, particularly the Soviet Union. 

Despite government financial scandals, President Park Chung-hee 
won re-election over a divided opposition party, and South Korea con- 
tinued to enjoy an extraordinarily high rate of economic growth (15.5 
percent according to preliminary estimates). Foreign exchange earn- 
ings soared due to exports and overseas construction contracts. While 
accommodation grows between China and the United States and Ja- 
pan, the threat from the North remains paramount for South Korea, 
says Han. The government reasons that "only an insurmountable 
superiority in economic and military power" will force North Korea's 
Kim Ii-sung to abandon plans for a forceable takeover of the South. 
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Kerosene substituted for firewood. pica, Indonesia, and Singapore have 
Synthetics replaced natural fibers. shown it can be done. 
No\u. the gl~O\~Lh in oil pl-oduction has There are five al-eas in \Yhich gov- 
slowed, and pr-ices have risen sharply. ernn-nents can act to slow population 
There is no longer cheap oil to growth: providing family planning 
help boost the earth's populalion- set-vices, improving social conditions 
sustaining capacity. (such as nutrition and literacy), re- 

World population growth 117USt be shaping economic and social policies 
halted at about 6 billion, savs BI-o\Yn. (such as those governing the nulnbeI 
Stabilizing at a lo~'er level would be of children for whom tax deductions 
esceeding]g difficult, given the great can be claimed), improving the status 
momrntum of population gr-owth in- of women (through education and 
hel-ent in the large nulnbers of young jobs), and encouraging people to un- 
people coming into Lheir reproduc~ive derstand ho\Y population size affects 
years. Yet, Barbados, China, Costa the quality of their daily lives. 

"g=ollective Bargaining And 1Ernployee Participation in 
FWlestern Europe, North America and gapan" 
The Trilater-al Commission. 345 East 46th St., New York, N.Y. 10017. 90 pp. 
Authors: Benjamin C. poberts, Hideaki Okamoto, and George C. Lodge. 

Collective bat-gaining between trade soine equity capital funds. 
unions and industrial I77anagen~ent in Japanese firms have developed a 
Western Europe, North America, and network of consultative committees, 
Japan should be supplanted by coop- but their boartis of directors include 
eration involving greater employee no employee representatives. How- 
participation in manager~ent. So say ever, some firms have introduced 
the authors of this report by the "shado\Y boards" of lower--level man- 
Trilatel-aI Task Force on Industrial Re- agers and employees. Most Japanese 
lations. government, business, and union 

As a simple po\yer contest, collective leaders agree that this consultative 
bar-gaining does not cover· enough is- process should be estended. 
sues of importance to the welfare of The United States is one country 
employees, such as adjustments to where industrial relations have gen- 
new technology. Labol--management ct-ally not moved beyond adversarial 
bat-gaining also pushes up labor collective bargaining. A typical labor 
costs and, thus, inflation, even during contract, however, is more com- 
per-iods of slack demand. A nfore coop- prehensive and detailed in the United 
erative approach could promote a States than in other industrial coun- 
healthier industr-ial climate, tries. Moreover, a number of U.S. 

Western Europe has gone the furth- firms have set up special labor- 
est in involving employees in man- management comi~7ittees to deal with 
agement, through "works cou~cils." such issues as worker productivity. 
West Germany's "co-determil7ation" These committees may evolve into 
policy pl-ovides fol- one-half of the di- more colnprehensive forms of coopel-- 
rectors of n~OSt companies to be ative industrial relations. 
elected by the employees. In Sweden, Employee participation in man- 
unions are seeking to obtain control of agement is not univel-sally accepted 
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n~cnsions," the repoIt says. In 1969, laws are ineffective deterrents; of the 

Chilean government officials esti- 10 countries (including Belgium, 

mated that illegal abortions caused 35 Burma) that prohibit abortion under 

percent of all l-naternal deaths and any circumstances, seven report one 
that 6 percent of Chile's annual health aboItion for ever!: five live births. 
care budget was spent for treatment of Over the last century, abortion-- 
abortion-related cases legal anti illegal--has been a major 

In 17nost Of the \Yorld, the incidence factol- in the fertility declines experi- 
of aboitions is expected to grow be- enced by industrialized countries. 
cause of a preference for smaller Since P"S""t contr"c'ptive methods 
families, the lack of family planning are neithei totally effective nor uni 
services, and an incr-ease in the versally available, soii7e reliance on 
nui7nber of women of childbearing age. abortion will pIobablv be necessary to 

Already, more than half of all pIeg- achieve the two-children per family 
nancies in Italy, Portugal, and average needed for world population 
Uruguay, where abortion is illegal, stabilization. "Only universal use ofa 
and in Austria, Japan, and the Soviet perfect contraceptive would largelv 
Union, \~here it is legal, are believed to eliminate the need for abortion ser-- 
end in abortion. RestIictiVe abortion vices," the report concludes. 

"Changes in the Future Use and Characteristics of the 
Automobile Transportation System" 
Office of Technology Assessment, U.S. CongI·ess. Government PI-inting Office, 
Washington, D.C. 20402. 39 pp. $1.80. (Stock no. 052-003-00649-9) 

Unless chronic, worldwide oil short- public transpurtation, ride-sharing 
ages intervene, the private automobile schemes, and transportation man- 
will remain the principal form of per- agemenr systel~s that give piioritv to 
sonal transportation in this counlr~ high-occupancy vehicles (e.g buses 
for the nest 20 years, says CongI-ess' and vans) can 13~.i179 less than a 5 p"'- 
Office of Technology Assessinent cent reduction ill the number of vehi- 

(OTA). Because of increases in popula- de miles traveled anlluallv. 
tion, urbanization, and income, this Sooner or later there will be a shift 
means that by the year 2000, there will fi-om perroleuin to alteinati~e energy 
be 36 pet-cent mol-e licensed dl-ivel-s sources for the auromobile--possibl~ 
and 56 percent more cars on the road liquid fuels made fi-om coal, tar sands, 
than in 1975. Total automobile travel or oil shale; alcohol fuels; electricity; 
will iise by 75 percent, to 1.8 trillion or longer term options such as fuel 
vehicle miles annually. cells. In the meantime, federal efforts 

Despite increased auto use, ~ew to force Detroit to build smaller, more 

highway construction will taper off efficient car-s will result in a slight I-e- 
and travel tiines will increase, particu- duction of perroleuin requirements lor 
]arly in ul-ban areas, \'here avel-age autoi~obiles (cxcluding trucks and 

speeds will be 10 to 15 per cent slo\Yer buses) from the present 5.2 million 
and drivers \'ill find ser-ious conges- bal-r-els per day to 4.8 million bar-Iels 
lion Z or. 3 times as often as today. pel- da' by 1985. 

The OTA study finds little cause for- Auto rmission contl.ols recluired b!r 
optimism. Potential improvements in the 1970 Clean Air Act will graduall\ 

T/2e 1Yils0l2 QL(aTfeTI\·iStcmrller 1979 
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reduce motor vehicle air pollution as bel\Vecn $1,300 and $1.800 a year to 
older caIs without control devices are o\rn and operate a car. Except for the 
replaced by ne\Yer models. But about lowest income groups~ "espenditures 
half- the U.S. population \Yill still be for automobile transportation have 
exposed to hazal·dous concentl-ations I-eplaced food as the secontl ]al-gest 
of dirty air caused in large measure by item in the household budget." 
private automobiles. A fivefold increase in fetieral support 

Among the study's other findings: lor mass transit would have little ouer- 
Cur-renLly the avel-age tlrivrl- spends all effect on auto use. 

"Indochinese We~ugee Assistance $rogram: Hgeport to 
the congress, Decemtser 31, 1978" 

Office of Family Assistance, Social Security Administration. U.S. Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C. 20201. 

A total of 170,698 refugees from Viet- 186 and approving the rest. Many of 
nam, Laos, and Cambodia have re- the refugees will be eligible for full 
settled in the United States as of U.S. citizenship in another year anti a 
November i, 1978 (46,637 of them in half. 

California), according to this latest Employment data show that 94.9 
repor-t to the Congress by the Depart- percent of the refugees 16 pears of age 
menr of Health, Education, and and older who were in the labor force 
Welfare. (workingg or looking for work) had 

More than $617 million has been found employment. This compares 
appropriated by Congress since 1975 \yith 94.5 pet-cent a177017g all Amel-i- 
for the Indochinese Refugee Assistance cans. Since the fil-st survev was taken 
Program. The program is slated to be in July 1975, the employment rate of 
phasetl out by 1981. But 20,113 more Vietnamese refugees has r-isen from 
escapees arrived during the fiscal year 68.2 percent among men to the pl-esent 
which ended last September 30. "An level of 95.2 percent, and fi-oin 50.9 
increasing number of refugees from pet-cent among ~yomen to the pl·esent 
the countries of Indochina can be ex- 94.3 percent. 
pected during the next few years." the Bet\Yeen August i, 1977, and August 
report says. 1, 1978, at a time when 16,165 new 

Most of the refugees (75 percent) are r-efugees arrived, the percentage of the 
fr·om VietRall7; 20 percent are Laotian, total refugee population receiving 
and 5 percent are Cambodian. On the cash assistance dropped slightly, from 
whole, they are adjusting well-- 34.8 percent to 33.1 percent--well 
learning English, acquiring job skills, belo\y the peak level of 36 percent 
and achieving self-sufficiency. Approx- I-eached in May 1977. The most recent 
imately 130,000 refugees were eligible sample survey conducted in Novern- 
in 1978 to adjust their immigration ber-Decel-nber 1978 showed that only 
status fro17n parolee to permanent res- 11 percent of all refugee households 
ident alien by virtue of having lived in were dependent solely on federal cash 
the United States for two years. Of assistance. Many of the other refugee 
these, 116,680 applied, and the Immi- households requiring such help were 
gr-ation and Naturalization Service receiving only limited aid to supple 
completed action on 104,904, denying n7ent low wages. 
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'']Fair Practices in Nigher Education: 
HPights and ]Responsibilities of Students and Their Colleges 
in a 1Period of Hntensified Competition for Enrollments" 
Jossey-Bass Inc., Publishers, 433 California St., San Francisco, Calif. 94104.91 
pp. $7.95. 
Authors: Carnegie Council 017 Policy Studies in Higher Education. 

There are "signs of set-ious deteriora- teen percent of the Federal Guaran- 
tion" in most U.S. universities and col- teed Student Loans and 17 percent of 
leges that are likely to worsen in the National Direct Student Loans are in 
1980s and '90s as these institutions default and more than 20,000 recip- 
coll7pete for students, I-eports the Car- ients have filed for bankruptcy to dis- 
negie Council on Policy Studies in charge their loans. 
Higher Education. Some faculty ar~d administrative 

Academic dishonesty among stu- practices beal watching. "Grade infla- 
dents is apparently on the rise: 8.8 tion" is rai7npant; between 1969 and 
percent of undergraduates in 1976 re- 1976 the proportion of students with A 
ported some form of cheating was nec- and B avel-ages rose from 35 to 59 per- 
essary to get the gl-ades they wanted, cent \Yhile those with averages of C or 
up 1.3 percent since 1969. (In univer- lo\Yer dropped from 25 to 13 percent. 
sities that emphasize research, the Academic credit is reatiily given for 
figure jumped from 5.4 to 9.8 percent.) insufficient or inadequate work. Off- 

Even larger percentages of students campus and out-of-state pl-ograms are 
admit to spontaneous cheating on pa- proliferating, granting degrees based 
pers or esan7s tiuring their college on questionable standards, or sii~plv 
years--?2 percent at Al-nherst College, serving as "diploma mills." Some in- 
for exainp]e, and 30 percent at Johns stitutions are using misleading adver- 

Hopkins. tising to attract students. 
Theft and mutiliation of library All this, the report notes, mav signal 

books and journals is considered a a genel-al loss of self-confidence and 
serious problem at 80 pet-cent of the of a sense of l77utual trust, and a gen- 

uni\iersities studied-as are abuses of eral decline ill integl-itg of conduct 017 
public financial aid programs. Thir- campus. 

l`l~e Wils0l2 QIINllbl~)'/SII))I)I?eT 1979 
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Tl~is poste,- pl-oolzoteed the fil.st U.S. pl-ofi?ssiol2al baseball ten117, the CillCilZ- 
Izati Red Stockil?gs, ol-gul?ized ii? 1869 by Halyi WI-ight (celztel-). Mal·I~ 
Ai?zericalzs ~~,ere scnlldulized by the players' higl~ salal·ies--%800 to ~1,400 
pel· seasolz. Othel-s I-idictlled the tll?ifO~712S. I(HC117Y,)I falZS yelled, votl ve got 
~~il?iskers like a Il?nlz alzcl pal?ts like a bo?i." Yet the Red Stocl;ilzgs MiflZt 
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$psr$s in A~ierica 
East Germany's state-run Ttrrn und Sportbul~dd churns out 
Olympic medalists with Teutonic efficiency, but for sheer popu- 
lar interest, the United States is the world's sporting nation par 
excellence. Sales of athletic equipment have reached the $15 
billion mark, as millions of Americans devote their leisure to 
tennis, boating, golf, jogging, and other endeavors. Millions 
more flock to see highly paid professionals at play or watch 
sports contests on TV. Yet, athletically speaking, the United 
States has been a late bloomer, lagging a century ago far behind 
England and Germany. The growth of sports, and how it reflects 
American aspirations, has increasingly begun to intrigue Ameri- 
call scholars, even as some ignore the warning of marathon 
champion Frank Shorter: "It ruins the whole thing to take it so 
seriously." Here, editor Cullen Murphy looks at the rise of sports 
after the Civil War; sociologists David Altheide and Robert 
Snow gauge the impact of television; and philosopher Michael 
Novak speculates on what sports tell us about ourselves. 

T~~4EIE ~%f~~E~J FBW~~J~IE~ 

by Gullelz Il~urphy 

Devotees of sports hail a "Golden Age" almost as often as 
boo!e publishers herald a "major literary event." Still, the pres- 
ent era is as good a contender for the title as any. Endorsements 
by sports stars can mean money in the bank for shaving cream 
manufacturers or the margin of victory for ambitious politi- 
cians. Professional athletes are themselves amply represented in 
Washington by, among others, Senator Bill Bradley (D.-N.J.), 
late of the New York Knicks, and Representative Jack Kemp 

Tl,e Wilsoil Ql~nrterh'iSu~,lrl 2e,- 1979 
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(R.-N.Y.), a 13-year National Football League veteran and, ac- 
cording to the New Yor~e Daily Navs, "almost certainly the only 
member of C'ongress whose district picked him up on waivers." 

There are now more professional football teams (28), base- 
ball teams (26), basketball teams (22), and hockey teams (21) 
than ever before, and Americans spent $2 billion last year on 
tickets to athletic contests, using up enough oil in the process to 
keep New York City running for a year. Attendance at all sport- 
ing events is up (to 255 million); so is individual participation in 
such exertions as jogging (96 million), swimming (85 million), 
bicycling (66 million), and tennis (41 million). 

For their part, many scholars now consider sports a legiti- 
mate field of study--if only as a circuitous means of studying 
something else. Physician Benjamin Rush (1745-1813) once 
sought to placate critics of school sports, remarking that "the 
common amusements of boys have no connection with their 
future occupation." Now, latter-day savants spend their work- 
ing lives manipulating lambda scores and Gini coefficients as 
they plot the influence of childhood sports on, say, juvenile de- 
linquency or upward mobility. Their research--"athletic Dress- 
ing Room Slogans as Folklore"; "Machiavellianism Among Col- 
lege and High School Coaches"--is seldom conclusive. 

Sedentary Pleasures 

On another front, the nation's pollsters report a high inci- 
dence of''no opinion'' on such topics as welfare reform, SALT II, 
and the electoral college; yet virtually everyone has a considered 
position on athletics. 

Some Americans are the spiritual heirs of Theodore 
Roosevelt, champion of "the strenuous life," frenetic hunter, 
horseman, and footballer. ("You must remember," a friend of 
his once remarked, "the President is about six.") Yet, one should 
not exaggerate the size of this ruddy, energetic, sport-for-all- 
seasons contingent. According to a 1978-79 Yankelovich survey 
conducted for the Gel~zel·nl Mills Al~·zericarz Fal~zil~ Repol·t, only 36 
percent of adult Americans subject themselves to regular exer- 
cise. 

The General Mills report describes the remaining 64 percent 
as "sedentaries." For some, this is undoubtedly an ideological 

Cttllel? MLIIPh?', 26, is ussociate enirol- (essays) of The Wilson Quarterly. 
Bol-l? ilz Nc-·1·\, Roclzelle, N.Y., lzE I?olds a B.A. ii? I?istol?, fi-oi?? Allzl?elst 
College (1974) nl?d writes freqttel~rtl!~ jbl· pr~b2icatiol?s hel-E alzd abl-oad, 
il2Clt~dil2g Le Monde al~d Harper's. 
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posture: Ever since William Bradford, the governor of Plymouth 
Colony, outlawed "stoole-ball" in 1621, a skeptical minority has 
looked down on sports as vulgar, narcissistic, or at best a frivol- 
ous use of time. The editor of the Al??el·ical·z Spec~abol· is among 
them. For the past year he has kept a log of unfortunates who 
have died while jogging "as an omen to all who would don 
malodorous apparel and join in this madness." 

The lion's share of the inactive file, however, is probably 
composed of fans. The NEM, Yorkel·'s portly humorist Robert 
Benchley was typical of the breed. "Cavalier though he may 
have been about his own`exercise," his son Nathaniel recalled, 

"he was nevertheless quite interested in other people's." Foot- 
ball and horseracing were his first loves. To keep hinzself in 
Shape, Benchley had a sofa, which he called his "track," and 
took several turns around it every day, though he insisted that 
jai alai was really his most demanding sport because the stairs 
at the Hippodrome were so steep. Benchley's spiritual heirs, 
who burn off calories by frequently adjusting the TV set on 
sports-saturated Saturday afternoons, are everywhere. 

Whatever the import of such varying attitudes toward 
sports-and no doubt someone will make the case that they are 
culturally as significant as race, sex, religion, political party, or 
class--their roots extend far back in U.S. history. 

Early Puritan settlers in New England did not conceive of 
man as created for a life of fun. In the more tolerant South, 

Virginia's squires pursued such aristocratic pastimes as 
horse-racing, though "formai" athletic activities were few. 

Tl~e Wilsorl Ql~ane,·lviSLl,,i~lle,- 1979 
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Americans throughout the colonies managed to eke out what fun 
they could, but up through the first half-century after Independ- 
ence, organized sports played on a regular basis did not exist in 
the United States. Charles Dickens, who toured the new Repub- 
lic toward the end of this period, claimed to have witnessed no 
organized recreation except spitting, "and that is done in silent 
fellowship, round the stove, when the meal is done." 

Then, during the 1840s and '50s, U.S. opinion-makers wor- 
ried that the United States was getting "flabby"--a leitmotif in 
American letters ever since." Transcendentalist Ralph Waldo 
Emerson inveighed against the "invalid habits of this country" 
and Oliver Wendell Holmes, in the first issue of the Atlalztic 
Molzthly, affirmed that such a "paste-complexioned" youth as 
the United States' had "never before sprang from the loins of 
Anglo-Saxon lineage." 

Leisure and ATfluence 

Middle-class Americans took heed. Ice-skating, ocean- 
bathing, and boxing acquired scores of converts. Baseball, 
which had been played in some form since the earliest colonial 
days, in 1842 boasted its first real team--the genteel, amateur 
New York Knickerbockers. Footracing became increasingly 
popular, and $1,000 prizes were not uncommon. Men of the 
cloth, hoping to capitalize on America's new cult of Hygeia, 
began preaching "muscular Christianity," defined as the duty to 
"fear God and run a mile in four minutes and a half." 

The two decades after the Civil War launched something of 
a silly season in the United States as fad after imported fad 
swept the nation. bicycling, croquet, tennis, archery, golf, 
roller-skating. The diversion of young and old alike to "bicy- 
cling" (Americans debated for years over just how to pronounce 
the word) reportedly cut piano sales in half, and Scielztific Al?zel·- 
icarz observed in 1885 that the roller-skating craze had pushed 
up the price of boxwood, then used for skate wheels, from $28 to 
$120 per ton. 

The now familiar team sports grew quickly, attracting tens 
of thousands of spectators. Baseball, which had developed a 
more or less standard set of rules before the war, came into its 
own in 1869 as the Cincinnati Red Stockings, the nation's first 

"Sce, lol· csample, "Echoes of the Jazz Age." b\: F. scott Filzgel-ald: "Americans wer·e 
getting sol:c. Thel·e \vcl·e signs evel-~whcr·c: We still won the Olympic games, but with 
champions \vhose names had li·w vo;vels in them--~eams composed, like the Figh~ing Irish 
combination of Nocl-e Dame, of I'resh ovrl-seas blood." (Irollicall\; I~. Sco~~ I;~rzge,~ld has 
rcwel- ~owels than F,-u,lli A. Pie~·kn,-ski, the Univel-si~~ or Pennsyl\·ania guar·d who beca me the 
fil·s~ All Ai~~er·ican \vith a "foreign" name in 1904.) 
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States ilz tile 1880s. 
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professional athletic team, toured the country winning all 65 of 
its games against local competition. That same year, the first 
intercollegiate "football" game pitted Princeton against Rut- 
gers, with 25 men to a side. (Rutgers won, 6 to 4.) 

What provided the impetus for the post-Civil War sports 
boom? It is tempting to say that while Waterloo was won on the 
playing fields of Eton, sports in the United States owe some- 
thing to the battlefields of Gettysburg and Antietam. The war 
effort helped transform the United States into an industrial 
giant, which in turn fostered a vast migration from rural areas 
to the great cities." Physical exercise and impromptu games 
were part of daily life in the countryside. But the urban masses 
demanded new and different amusements. Cramped conditions 
led to spectator sports in stadiums; professionalization of the 
players was encouraged by numerous wealthy backers. A grow- 
ing middle class with more leisure time and "disposable in- 
come" made sales of sporting equipment---such as the fashiona- 
ble tricycle, which cost as much as $300--a significant item in 
the economy. (Today, money spent on leisure activities in the 
United States accounts for $1 out of every $8 of personal spend- 
ing.) 

By 1880, 90,000 miles of railroad track linked major U.S. 
urban centers--St. Louis, Cincinnati, Louisville, New York, Bal- 

"In 1850. onl! 15 i,ul·ccn~ of Ihe U.S. population li\:ed ii~ cities; b?· 18RO, the pcl·cenlage hall 
~loublc~l, and Ihe aclLcal numbcl· haLi cluatlt·up]eti to 13 Inillion. 
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TNE BBcCK PAGE 

TI~e rise of`spol·t ii? the Ulzi~erl States is, ii? pal-i, also tl?e stol-\i of` the 
gl·otvrlz of` 12e~zispapel~. Pel-c~l~tive eclitol-s il2 the 1890.s begat? addil·lg 
spol·ts pages to theil- publicatiol?s fol- the sr2llze leasoll that, a feu, ?,eals 
eal~liel., fl?e\ Izad stal·ted to 11~11 col?zic stl.iF)": to atll.clct tl?e gellL'l.cll I~L~CldL~I. 
~ciho, 1~, 1900, I?ad or? aliel-c~ge ol?l?i fi.ve !,enl·s oj`schoolil2~. As FI~clel-- 
ick W. Cozzells al2cl Flol·ellce Sco~,il Sttillzpf` poil?t orlt Ilz Spor-ts in 
American Life 1I 953), the tail soorl begat? to uiag the clog. 

When William Randolph Hearst bought the Net~i Yol·k JoLcl-ii·al in 
1895, he began to outdo his rivals in the malter of r-eporting sports 
news, and what emerged was the modern newspaper sports section. 
Where rival newspapers were printing from three to seven columns 
of sports news daily, the Joulnalal doubled, trebled, and quadrupled 
the space and also began special Sunday issues of t\yelve pages. 
During the years 1896 and 1987, Hearst began the pr-actice of signing 
up sports champions to write for his paper: Hobart on tennis, Bald 
on bicycling, Batchelder on wheeling, and Hefflefinger, the Yale 
hero, on football. Experts on his staff included Ralph Paine of Yale 
on rowing, Charles Dryden on baseball, and Paul Armstrong on box- 
ing. It might be said that Hearst invented the present-day sports 
page makeup, since today the innovations of 1896 have become 
commonplace.... Hardly any major paper--be it ever so conserva- 
tive or intellectual-goes to press \yithout a sports page.... 

There are uncounted examples which could be cited to show how a 
sports-hungry reading public has prompted invention and innova- 
tion in the processes of gathering and disseminating the news. It was 
in the year 1899 that the first story covered by wireless, a sports 
event, appeared. The inventor, Marconi, had been experimenting for 
four years, and had ar-rived in the United States with his equipment 
packed in t\yo trunks and eager to have his new wil-eless tested. The 
Associated Press hired Marconi and his equipment to report on the 
international yacht race involving Sir Thol-nas Lipton's Shalnl·ockk 
and the American Colullzbia....Byy 1913, telegraph lines could be 
strung direct to the scene of most sports events, regardless of locale, 
and repor-ts written by a sports editor and his small staff could go 
direct to newspaper offices. 

The first time a complete newspaper page was tr-ansmilted by 
Associated Press Wirephoto frol-n one city to another was on New 
Year's Eve, 1936, when the Dallas iM0172i17g Ne~cis printed a special 
Rose Bowl Souvenir Edition 017 the presses of the Los Al?jieles Ti~lles. 
During the Tournament of Roses Parade, and before the game be- 
tween Souther-n Methodist University of Dallas and Stanford Uni- 
versity, 15,000 copies of the paper ·i,er-e I-Lln off. 

Pl~hliciled b?; Tile (i~ii~lo~ii?· ol' Cl~irugo P,-ess. Cop?.t-igilr 195.3 h?· 77~e Il~,i~·e,-;ii?· ul Chicago, lisL·d h~· 
p',"'iscio~i ol':2icliael S. Sl~~,lipl: 
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timore, Chicago--and r-ailroad entrepreneurs promoted sport- 
ing events as a way of boosting their own ticket sales. For that 
very reason, the Boston, Concord, and Montreal Railroad in 
1852 arranged the first intercollegiate crew regatta between 
Harvard and Yale on New Hampshire's Lake Winnipesaukee. 
(Harvard won.) The railroads helped make possible the creation 
of baseball's intercity National League in 1876. To lure passen- 
gers, streetcar companies built parks and stadiums on the out- 
skirts of towns; the owners of resort hotels financed race- 
tracks--like Monmouth Park in New Jersey--to attract paying 
guests. 

In many ways, large and small, the growth of sports mir- 
rored growing U.S. affluence, a phenomenon glimpsed by Mark 
Twain when he described baseball as the "outward expression 
of the drive and push and rush and struggle of the raging, tear- 
ing, booming 19th century." And the growth continued. By 1910, 
Americans were spending $73 million on sports, not counting 
capital investment; by the 1920s, even factory workers had 
enough free time to attend ball games. Boating was once the 
preserve of the wealthy; today, 34 million Americans spend their 
off-hours on the water. If any generalization is valid about 
American sports, it is that activities first patronized exclusively 
by the well-to-do--from bicycling to tennis--eventually trickled 
down to Everyman." 

It is primarily the social aspect of sports that has captivated 
scholars. The spread of public schooling, the rise of literacy, and 
the growth of mass-circulation newspapers (whose readership 
had climbed to 15 million by 1900, from 3.5 million three dec- 
ades before) fast pushed sports into the realm of popular culture. 
With their informal, partisan prose, sportswriters emerged in 
the 1890s to assume a place they have yet to relinquish. When 
the Chicago White Stockings trounced the Pittsburgh Pirates on 
May 4, 1891, sportswriter Leonard Dana Washburn's story be- 
gan: 

You can write home that Grandpa won yesterday. 

And say in the postscript that [pitcher] Willie Hutchin- 
son did it. The sweet child stood out in the middle of the 

big diamond of pompadour grass and slammed balls 
down the path that looked like the biscuits of a bride. 

~The Nc\v Deal's M'or-lis PI·ogr-css Acli~~inis~l·a~ion (WPA) \venr so Ihr· as to build i~~unicipal 
polo gl-ounds. B!· 1')37. Ihe WPA had consrl·Llctcil 1.500 athletic licltls, 430 s\\-i m mi ng pools, 
3,.500 tennis coul-ts, 123 gollcoul-scs, ai~tl 28 miles ol~ slii 11·ails. (Sce Fostel· Rhc~a Dullcs, 
A,,le,·iL`n LL'(II~IS 10 PI~I!·. NC\\: YOl.h: Al)plC1IOII-CCII tU1.?., ]940.) 
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I Fl~edelic Rellzilgton, 
falllL'd al·tist of` the o2cl 
West, plalied football at 
Yale ilz 1879. A decude 

later; he I·etLal72ed to 
sketch the]llayel-s ilz 
actiol7. 

- FI-o,,, Hnl-per's Wcelilv 

Washburn went on to note that Mr. Staley, who pitched for 
Pittsburgh, "did not have enough speed to pass a streetcar going 
in the opposite direction." 

Early apologists once made the case for athletics by stress- 
ing its healthful benefits, just as afficionados of horse flesh 
claimed they were primarily interested in "improving the 
breed." But by the turn of the century, sports was popular sim- 
ply because it was fun. 

And yet Americans were aware-self-consciously aware, as 
they still are--that sports fulfilled important social functions. 
Frederick Jackson Turner delivered his famous paper, "The Sig- 
nificance of the Frontier in American History," in 1893. The 
western frontier, with its promise of new opportunity and es- 
cape since the landing at Plymouth Rock, had been "closed" 
scarcely a decade earlier. At a time when the United States was 
undergoing rapid industrialization, sports provided a new 
safety valve, a new frontier. For recent immigrants, and eventu- 
ally for women and blacks as well, athletics became a route to 
public accomplishment and self-esteem. "Who shall say," wrote 
a prescient historian, Frederic L. Parson, in 1917, "that the 
quickened pulse, the healthy glow, the honest self-respect of 
honest sport have not served in part to steady and inspire a new 
Americanism for a new century?" 
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%y David E. AlrheicZe and Robeur iD. S·izoliv 

On May 17, 1939, when there were barely 400 working tele- 
vision sets in the United States, station W2XBS of New York 

produced the first live telecast of a sporting contest--the 
Columbia-Princeton baseball contest for fourth place in the Ivy 
League. The quality of broadcast was poor; a New Yol·le Til7zes 
reviewer wrote, "The players were best described by observers 
as appearing 'like white flies' running across the screen." The 
sportscaster, Bill Stern, didn't know when to keep his mouth 
shut. A director hollered into Stern's earplug."Shut up! If they 
can see it, don't say it." A new era in sports had begun. 

Forty years later, the most popular shows on television are 
sports events. When asked to list their favorite TV programs in a 
1979 WnshingTolz Post national survey, 17 percent of the 1,693 
respondents mentioned at least one sports show--a much 
greater response than any single dramatic or comedy series re- 
ceived. One-quarter of the average man's television-viewing 
time is spent watching sports; for women, the figure is 15 per- 
cent. 

To many people, sports are simply competitive play, with 
no broader significance; in short, fun and escapism. For others, 
sports dramatize the human condition. But in today's profes- 
sional sports, thanks to the ever-increasing influence of TV, 
neither interpretation holds. Sports and television, after all, 
seek somewhat different goals. 

The logic of television is shaped by economics, as a sports 
contest is not. Since television must sell commercial time to be 

profitable, its managers' goal is to deliver the maximum 
number of viewers to advertisers. Sports events serve this goal 
admirably, but they must fit TV's normal entertainment 
criteria. Some of these criteria are inherent in sports--color, 
action, excitement, the appeal to a sense of idealized justice. TV 
exaggerates them. During lulls in action, viewers' attention is 
riveted on such sideline attractions as cheerleaders (e.g., the 
jiggling Dallas Cowgirls) or zany crowd behavior. (An ABC 
Monday Night Football camera once caught a spectator making 
an obscene finger gesture at the camera; sportscaster "Dandy 
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Don" Meredith explained to his partner, "Howard [Cosell], he 
means we're Number One".) While true sports fans are happy 
just to see the contest, instant replays and sportscasters' emo- 
tive commentary "hype" the drama for the less committed. 

No one symbolizes the rise of the star sportscaster more 
than Howard Cosell, once described by a jealous critic as "the 
only man in the world who changed his name [from Cohen3 and 
put on a toupee in order to tell it like it is." James Michener 
describes a Miami Dolphins-Pittsburgh Steelers football game 
he attended where one fan, who had a radio tuned to pick up 
television audio, became a center of attention: 

What's [Cosell3 saying now?'' people begged.''What did 
he say about that pass?" What Howard Cosell said 
about a play was much more important than the play 
itself....It was as if only the presence of Cosell lent 
verity." 

Television's marriage to sports has made Cosell a mil- 
lionaire. Its economic logic also means big money for profes- 
sional sports that can attract national audiences: 

ABC, CBS, and NBC together spent approximately $160 mil- 
lion to broadcast National Football League games during the 
1978-79 season. Baseball will get $54 million for the 1979 sea- 
son for network and local broadcasters. The 22 teams of the 

National Basketball Association currently divide more than $40 
million each year. And the Professional Golfers Association will 
receive $30 million from its contract with NBC and CBS to 
broadcast tournaments from 1979 to 1981. More than half that 

money will be reimbursed to corporations that sponsor tourna- 
ments on the PGA tour, with the remainder retained by the PGA 
tour for administrative costs and capital development. 

Media revenue is a crucial source of income-for the owners 

of professional sports teams. As Roone Arledge, ABC-TV sports 
and news chief, observed several years ago, "So many sports 

Jalncs A. Michrnc·I-, Spo,-~s i~l ilii~r,·ic-ri. Sc\v Yol-l\: Random House. 197h, p. 31 1. 
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organizations have built their entire budgets around network 
TV that if we ever withdrew the money, the whole structure 
would collapse." 

Consider, for example, the short-lived World Football 
League. Promoter Eddie Einhorn, whose independent TVS net- 
work had the league's television franchise during its opening 
(1974) season, was able to sell the games to 110 television sta- 
tions around the country, including the top 36 markets. But 
after league scandals (such as manipulation of attendance fig- 
ures), the audience ratings for league telecasts dropped drasti- 
cally, and Einhorn decided not to renew his contract. Without 
TV revenue, the league's second season was its final season. De- 
livering an unkind epitaph, Eddie Einhorn declared: 

sis, the league had mediocrity written In the final anal~;l~one;~:l:talI~nh~:~ $250- or %500agame players writren 
all over it. I think the lack of a national television $ack- 
age definitely hurt their credibility, too. If a league s not 
good enough to have a national TV game of the week, 
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a guy doesn't want to go. It's bush, and he's not going to 
pay money to see it. 

In the Big Leagues, the TV factor is no less important. And 
the rules of most games have been changed to suit the TV 
requirements for faster action. Offense is emphasized over de- 
fense. For example, professional baseball now has the "desig- 
nated hitter" to bat in the American League as a substitute for 
the \Yeak-hitting pitchers. Adding to the action are a larger 
strike zone to encourage more hitting, a livelier regulation ball 
(with a bigger rubber center and more tightly sewn cover), and 
umpires who are trained to keep games moving at a faster pace. 

T]The Bowl Boom 

Football began promoting the field goal for the last-minute 
victory and the longer kickoff for the exciting runback. New 
rules encouraged more passing (defenders may make contact 
with receivers within five yards of the scrimmage line but are 
restricted beyond that point; offensive linemen are allowed to 
use open hands and extended arms to shield the quarterback). 

Basketball reinstated the exciting "slam dunk" and insti- 
tuted the "24-second rule" to increase the offensive pace of the 
game. Teams in the NEA must attempt a shot within 24 seconds 
of receiving the ball. 

Tennis adopted the sudden death playoff to court the media, 
and, to brighten the color TV screen, players no longer dressed 
only in white. 

Golf also developed the sudden death plavoff, as well as its 
par scoring system." Long ago, it allowed noisy TV cameras to 
disturb golfers' concentration. When TV began to cover sports, 
one irate golf champion vowed, "I'11 never accept a grinding 
camera on the course when I'm playing." A television executive 
prophetically responded, "When we start to offer big money, 
he'll learn to." 

Sometimes, major changes have been made on the spot to 
adapt sports events to commercial TV's programming require- 
ments. In one case, the Mit-Leu Television Network had con- 

tracted to produce a closely-timed three-hour "package" of the 
December 19, 1975, Blue-Gray College All-Star football game for 
syndication to TV stations ar-ound the country. When, at the 
beginning of the game, it looked as if the contest might last too 
long, TV officials ordered that the first period be 12 minutes 

II1 poll. ~icci pla?·ers I·ciic\\· pla!· nl Ihe Ihih hole nncl pla\· until one pla!cr \vins a hole 
ollll-ifhl. II, ~ci~nis, su~icicn ilea~h ineans ihal, af~el-;1 h-sct Ijc, a ~js-bl-e;lhjng set is ],la!;ecl. 
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long rather than 15. When the game moved more quickly than 
they had expected, the third quarter was ordered stretched out. 
And when that tactic proved inadequate, additional minutes 
were added to the final quarter. In the last 31 seconds, after the 
game technically should have been over, I-he Blues scored a 
touchdown to win, 14 to 13. Bill Moseley, an official of the 
Blue-Gray Committee, later publicly apologized to the Grays for 
allowing TV to steal their victory. 

To assuage TV's need, seasons are longer. More games are 
scheduled during the prime time evening hours (e.g., Monday 
Night Football); and during overlaps of different sports' seasons, 
schedules are adjusted to avoid conflict. The United States Golf 
Association split what used to be 36-hole Saturday marathons 
into 18-hole contests on Saturday and Sunday. College post- 
season football championship games were spread out (from De- 
cember 22 to January 1 in the 1978-79 season), rather than all 
being played on New Year's Day. Football "bowl" games have 
multiplied like rabbits: There were 5 major bowl contests in 
1940; the 1978-79 season saw 12. 

Superstar Economics 

In 1974, ABC offered to broadcast the Notre Dame-Georgia 
football game if its date were shifted from Saturday, November 
9, to Monday, September 9, as a season opener. Both schools 
quickly agreed to the change. Some adverse criticism followed, 
but Bear Bryant, the University of Alabama coach, commented, 
"We think TV exposure is so important to otil~ program and so 
important to this university that we will schedule ourselves to 
fit the medium. I'11 play at midnight if that's what TV wants." 

Television has also changed the style of athletes. Some vet- 
eran golfers, for example, have reputations as frightful grouches 
on the greensward, but as soon as they come on camera, they 
become all sweetness and light. A few athletes find the opposite 
technique equally pleasing to the media--at least one boxer and 
one tennis player come to mind as accomplished actors using 
on-camera nastiness to pique the attention of audiences. 

TV officials believe that, for prime time, an "ideal norms" 
format, emphasizing honesty, hard work, teamspirit, and fair 
play, is best. The commissioners of the various professional 
leagues have sought to reduce the amount of visible violence on 
the playing field, notably by imposing cash fines on erring play- 
ers. While brute force has always been part of most contact 
sports, it embarrasses the networks when witnessed close-up by 
millions during family viewing time. Ex-gridiron star Frank Gif- 
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BBSKETBBLL DOLLAWS 

For the past three years, the office of 
Lawrence F. O'Brien, U.S. Basketball 

Commissioner, has been compiling a 
profile of a hypothetical professional 
basketball team. Sources of revenue 

and major expenditures for such a team 
are shown below. According to the 
Commissioner's office, the figures are 
quite close to the average for U.S. pro- 
fessional basketball teams. Figures for 
expenses exceed 100 percent because 
the typical team in the National Bas- 
ketball Association operates at a loss. 

REVENUIES 

Gate receipts 71% ~46~ 
TV, radio, playoffs, concessions 29 

100% 

EXPENSES ~ts pe,·ce,li of,·e~,e~il~~ 

Player salaries, pensions, etc. 51% 
Administrative and 

miscellaneous expenses 19 
Arena costs 13 

Advertising, marketing, 
public relations 6 

Coach, trainers, scout 
salaries 5 

Team travel 5 

League assessment 4 

Legal 4 

107% 

ford, who fostered his share of mayhem during his playing days, 
is now heard to intone as a commentator on Monday Night 
Football: "Violence has no place in this game." On the other 
hand, TV would lose many viewers and, as a result, advertising 
dollars, if all harum-scarum were eliminated. 

Player salaries have also been affected by television. Man- 
agement has been using TV revenue to stay in the black for over 
a decade; in some cases, a team can play to an empty house and 
still make money. Now players have decided that they have not 
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been getting their fair share of the dollars. Multi-year contracts 
in excess of $100,000 a year are no longer uncommon for in- 
dividuals. A few players even have multi-year million-dollar 
contracts." 

Inevitably, superstar economics have developed, with play- 
ers both employing business agents to negotiate contracts and 
increasingly playing out their contracts to become free agents.f 
To earn big money is to prove that one is a superstar; to earn less 
is to be second-class. The top players are now both highly skilled 
athletes and wealthy entrepreneurs who, like Hollywood actors, 
sell their services to the highest bidder. 

Selling the Sizzle 

For their part, the sportswriters have largely adopted the 
management perspective, saying: "It's just a job, and why 
shouldn't players get paid a lot of money," or "The owners still 
have a lot of money," or "The only problem is that some players 
aren't worth what they are getting." 

Each of these statements makes sense in the context of 

worker-employer wage negotiations. They still seem alien to 
amateur players and numerous fans who cannot understand 
how anyone could possibly put a dollar value on athletic en- 
deavor. Strikes have become relatively common in professional 
sports: the 13-day strike by the Major League Baseball Players 
Association in 1972 that caused a l0-day delay in the season's 
opening and the cancellation of 86 games; the 1979 baseball 
umpires strike; the brief 1979 walkout by some athletes in the 
North American Soccer League who wanted to form a players 
union, but who were forced back to work when a judge 
threatened to deport striking foreign athletes. 

All in all, professional sport has become more a matter of 
TV entertainment than a straight competitive contest. And yet, 
the push to produce a winner--and a top-rated TV attraction-- 
at any cost has actually undermined, to some extent, sound 
business logic. Many owners of teams spend more money on 
players than the teams are making as profit; the "bottom line" 

'Fil-5t basen~an Pete Rose swilched li-om the Cincinnati Reds to the Philadelp]lia Phillies in 
Dccen,bel- 1978 lol- a contl-act a\~el-aging $745,000 a vear· (\yith part of his salal-v paid by a 
Philadelphia television station). Pi~tsbul-gh Pirates I-jg]ll fielder Da\le Par·ker· has a comp]i- 
catecl contract that. after allowin~ fol- inflation. slloultl net hiln an a~el-age of $1 million to 
51.5 million a ~eal-. Califol-nia Angels first baseman Rod Cal·e\l''s fivc-~eal- contr·acr fives 
Ililll a $900,000 a lear avel·age. 

i'In baseball, a pla?·el- must announce a veal· in atl\;ance that he intends to become a li·re 
agen~ in ol-del- to ]la\·e his name placed in a dl-aft. Othel- majol- ]uaguc reams ma~ then bid 
lol- Iris scl·\:ices. 
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may, in the short run, show a loss. And the current willingness of 
a few team owners to make huge investments to capture the top 
players has given sports a certain oligopolistic flavor. As the Los 
Alzgeles Til7zes commented after the 1977 World Series: 

The world championship New York Yankees weren't 
built. They were just a complicated business merger. A 
$3 million pitcher here, a $2.9 million outfielder there, 
a $1 million shortstop on top, and presto! Instant World 
Champions....The pennant will be decided in a coun- 
tinghouse in November, not a playing field in October. 

Yet, ironically, in some cases, the guarantee of TV revenue 
may actually lower owners' incentive to win, especially if they 
know they cannot spend enough to produce a championship 
team. Asked in May 1979 if he thought this was true in the 
National Football League, George Alien, former coach of the Los 
Angeles Rams and Washington Redskins, replied, "I think that's 
right. Nobody is losing money; everybody is making it, even if 
his team is in last place. You don't have to win to make money. 
Look at the ISan Francisco] 49ers---they won two games." 

In short, professional sports have become like many another 
industry--operating in accordance with the dictates of its spe- 
cial marketplace. To mask the internal cynicism, massive public 
relations efforts are made to promote the notion that nothing 
has really changed, to maintain the image that professional 
sports still embody the magic, altruism, uncertainty, rivalry, 
and super-human capacity for heroism. 

We are repeatedly told by team publicists that players per- 
form out of personal pride and team loyalty. Along with this 
ideal, we see professional athletes engaging in charity drives 
and coaching at youth training camps. National Basketball As- 
sociation stars appear in commercials for YMCA basketball 
leagues. Reggie Jackson, the notoriously temperamental New 
York Yankee slugger, once stated, "Being a pro athlete is one of 
the most difficult things in the world. Realistically, it's not 
realistic." 

For his part, Toronto Blue Jays baseball club president 
Peter Bavasi noted that his organization was involved in selling 
"the illusion of baseball." He added: 

I grew up in the time when ... the only acceptable way 
to promote a baseball team was to win the World 
Series. We don't have that luxury [in Toronto], so we 
must sell the sights, sounds, smells, and tastes of base- 
ball ... the sizzre instead of the steak. 
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But there is more to image-making than baseball game "bat 
nights" and "guaranteed win nights" (fans who attend home 
games of a normally unlucky team are guaranteed tickets to 
another game if the team loses). Team owners make major fi- 
nancial investments such as million-dollar player contacts, in 
part so that they seem dedicated to preserving intertearn com- 
petition; those owners who do not are berated by the local 
sportswriters and fans for "not caring." 

Wmateurs $rofit 

Largely because of television, the real values of professional 
sports have become the standard for amateurs as well. At the 
college level, it is helpful to have winning teams to bolster insti- 
tutional prestige and alumni loyalty. Fund-raisers for Yale, for 
example, contend that a victory over Harvard by the univer- 
sity's football team spurs an extra $500,000 in Old Blue alumni 
contributions over the following year. 

For some universities, sports are big business, attracting 
tuition-paying students, alumni dollars, and lucrative television 
contracts. For example, the College of William and Mary, a 
6,000-student school in Williamsburg, Virginia, with a high 
academic reputation, wants to expand its present 15,000-seat 
football stadium to accommodate 30,000 spectators, despite 
substantial opposition from students, faculty, and the local 
community. Supporting the proposal, which bears an estimated 
price tag of $4.8 million, are alumni and the school's official 
governing board. The enlarged stadium, it is said, would enable 
William and Mary to again host its tradifional opponents, in- 
cluding Navy and the University of Virginia, who demand 
higher revenues from ticket sales than the college can now pro- 
vide. Such games, in turn, would attract remunerative TV 
coverage. 

Perhaps sports may again be played less for fortune than for 
fun. Unhappily, the more predictable outcome is a wider gap 
between the traditional ethos of sports on the one hand and the 
commercial realities on the other. If so, collective self-delusion 
will reach a new level, and the sports dramas provided by televi- 
sion in pursuit of top audience ratings will assure us that the 
fiction we are watching is real. 
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by Illickznel Novnk 

"I find more genuine religion at the baseball match than I 
do at my father's church on Fifth Avenue," Ernest Howard 
Crosby, the 19th-century New York social reformer, is said to 
have remarked. This observation may also apply, for some, to 
football and basketball, the other two American sports that are 
public liturgies as well as games. 

For certain sports are rather like religions--not like Chris- 
tianity, Judaism, Islam, or any of the world's other great faiths, 
but forms of secular religion nevertheless. The elements of reli- 
gion are visible in them: dramatic re-enactments of struggles 
representing life and death, involving moral understanding and 
development, evoking awe for powers not wholly in an in- 
dividual's control, and employing public liturgical figures who 
stand in for the people as a whole. 

I concentrate on baseball, football, and basketball--a holy 
trinity--because I love them most and because these three 

sports, invented in the United States, have captured in symbolic 
form elements of American life turban and rural, rich and poor, 
white and nonwhite, highly educated and hardly educated) as 
other games have not. Tennis and jogging may have more direct 
participants, but when it comes to public participation in a visi- 
ble liturgy, these three sports appeal across regions and classes 
as no others do. 

The combination of baseball, football, and basketball repre- 
sents a unique expression of the American consciousness; in no 
other countries have these three sports together seized the na- 
tional imagination. Many nations play basketball with en- 
thusiasm, if not finesse," within two years of its invention in 

"Since men's basketball became a I-egulal- reatul-e at the Summel· Ol~mpics in 1936. the 
Unitetl states has \von the Soldmetlal rvcl·!l rime but once. It lost to ~he Soviet Union in a 
contl·ovel-sial game in 1972. 
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1891, it had already spread to 11 nations (among them France, 
India, and Japan). A few--Japan, Canada, and some Latin Amer- 
ican countries--play baseball. Only Canada loves anything simi- 
lar to American football. 

Not all Americans love these sports, of course. Some find all 
three profoundly boring. A theologian once asked me how I 
could possibly dignify football with theology; she called it 
"Neanderthal," found baseball "tedious beyond belief," and de- 
scribed basketball as "silly tall men in short pants." For such 
nonbelievers, the only hope is prayer and fasting. 

Some Americans are excited by one of these games but not 
by the others. This should not be surprising, since each differs in 
mythic substance and narrative form. These variations evoke 
important diversities in the American character. 

Consider the matter of time. Baseball is clockless. Barring 
an act of God, a baseball game lasts as long as it takes to go 
through nine innings of six outs each (even more innings, if after 
nine a tie score exists). The longest major league game occurred 
May 31, 1964, when the San Francisco Giants and the New York 
Mets played 23 innings for 7 hours and 23 minutes. (San Fran- 
cisco won, 8 to 6). 

By contrast, a clock (frequently halted) limits football to 60 
minutes. Each actual play on the field lasts an average of four 
seconds, with approximately 140 plays in a game. Thus, the real 
action may require as little as seven minutes. Like chess, foot- 
ball is a game of sets, formation, deliberation. 

In professional basketball, play is limited to 48 minutes (un- 
less a tie score forces a game into overtime) and in college bas- 
ketball to 40 minutes, but virtually every second contains hectic 
action. Unlike football, basketball teams cannot "run down the 
clock" by spending time in huddles or on the line of scrimmage. 

Each of these games involves its players in quite different 
social bonds. In baseball, the individual is always the center of 
attention. Each member of the team is chosen as the focus of 

'B'I~NB IQBc~a~~B~B~LPI$ by Jeff Nlillar & Bill Hinds 
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action by the tiny white ball. The central drama is a duel of 
direct intimidation between the pitcher and the batter. The 
most painful accusation in baseball is to "choke," to buckle 
under pressure. 

Separation of Powers 

Baseball dramatizes the myth of the lonely individual; foot- 
ball, the myth of the collective. Whereas the batter goes to the 
plate in total solitude, a football player is (so to speak) part of a 
committee. A hitter hits alone, but a passer can do no better 
than his blockers and receivers permit. Football is a game of 
social liberation ("running for daylight"). It is not an acquisitive 
game; the winner is not the team that acquires the most 
yardage--yardage is won only to be surrendered--but the team 
that breaks through for the most points. 

Basketball is as corporate as football, but it gives far more 
latitude to the soloist. The individual can rarely go his own way 
in football; in basketball, the individual's style gives the game 
more than half its pleasure. Basketball is like jazz: separate 
virtuoso instrumentalists improvise along a common melodic 
line. 

A third area of difference is each game's relationship to the 
law. In virtually every single play, baseball requires tremendous 
dependence upon the force of law. It is a game of exquisite 
checks and balances and in some ways exemplifies republican 
government. The offensive players step to the plate one by one 
like solitary executives battling a hostile nine-member congress. 
The umpires provide an independent judiciary. Distances, the 
weights of ball and bat, the height of the pitcher's mound, and 
other elements are exquisitely calculated, statistically, to keep 
the game in balance. 

Football is another story. Given its number of players and 
the rapidity of its collective action (during blazing seconds of 
actual movement), it is impossible to police completely. Its in- 
herent violence is tempered by rules, regulations, traditions, ex- 

Michael Novak, 45, CL117~1ZtlY a Resiclel?l Scholal- at tlze Al?zel·iculz Elztel-- 
p~·ise r,astitLlte, u,as tllztil lacelztlv the Cnddel?-Wilsol? dlsstilzgtcislzed p~-of~s- 
sol- ofr~ligiolz at Syl~ctlse Ul?ivel·sily. B0172 ii? JOhlZStoM,l?, Pa., he received 
his A.B. fi-ol?z Stol~elzill COIIeg-e (1 956), his B.T. fi-ol?z GI·egol-inl? Ul?ivel·sity 
ilz Rollze (1958), al·2d alz M.A. fi.0172 Hawnlzl (1965). His books ilzclude 
Belief and Unbelief (1965), The Experience of Nothingness (1970), As- 
cent of the Mountain, Flight of the Dove (197~), The Rise of the Unmelt- 
able Ethnics (1972), Choosing Our King (1974), nl?d The Joy of Sports 
(1976). He is ct117.elztl?, ~?,ol-kilzg or? a sttlhv ofdel??ocl-ntic cqpilalisl?·2. 
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sports builds character."unfortunately, critics of sports misun- 
derstand an important point concerning the relationship of 
sports to moral understanding and development: the kind of 
virtues celebrated in our sports have more to do with helping us 
to understand the basic human situation than with offering us 
practical guides to moral behavior. 

Risk and Ridicule 

Sports form our character at a level deeper in some ways 
than the merely ethical. They show us what it is to be an in- 
dividual confronted with one's own terrors and what it is to 

show persistence and courage. They establish one of the most 
fundamental meanings of the community--not the community 
of eye-to-eye encounter, full of sensitivity and communication, 
but the sort that occurs in teamwork under great stress and 
provocation. 

This type of community is characterized not so much by 
tender feelings toward one another, although these may indeed 
be both present and quite powerful, as by the ability to accom- 
plish together a common task, picking up one another at the 
point of weakness of each, gaining strength from one another, 
adapting almost unconsciously to one another's needs and re- 
quirements, and coming to recognize and achieve effortlessly 
the "click" of disparate individuals acting together as one. This 
is a rare and precious experience. There are many other mean- 
ings of community, but this is a basic one. It is a meaning crucial 
in pluralistic societies, in which cooperation rather than tender 
love is absolutely necessary. It is not entirely an accident that in 
later life many former athletes look back on this experience of 
community as one of the most profound of their lives, in the 
light of which they judge all other meanings. 

Everyone fails at something at some point during life; 
likewise, no athlete wins all the time. Teaching oneself how to 
lose, how to learn from errors, how not to make excuses, and 
how to rise to struggle again on another day are ordinary lessons 
in sports. Most athletes fail more than half the time. (In base- 
ball, a batter who hits successfully even one-third of the time is a 
star.) Each athlete discovers in himself stark limitations and 

finds himself inferior to others in many skills. 
Teams, as well as individual athletes, serve as a symbol of 

the inevitability of defeat as well as victory. In baseball, for 

Spol-t: If You M'ant to Build Chal-actel- TI-?- Something Else." Ps?~cholog?~ Tocia?i, October· 
1971. 
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example, major league teams rarely win 100 of 162 games in a 
season. Yet almost all win at least a third of the time. In the last 

10 seasons (1965r78), major league teams have had records of 
.667 or better only three times, of .333 or worse only twice. 

Moreover, our major sports are played under the eyes of 
connoisseurs, and ridicule for failure is quite open and un- 
abashed. One of the most important experiences in sports is the 
experience of public failure--to which is added, sometimes in 
good humor and sometimes meanly, an element of humiliation. 
Since every exercise of freedom involves risk, there is in sports 
an excellent preparation for trying things publicly, even at the 
risk of public failure, and for accepting with grace both failure 
and defeat. 

To learn such things is not quite the same as acquiring 
moral virtue. Yet it is no small thing to learn how to be recon- 
ciled to one's own human assets and liabilities. The benefits? A 

certain insight into the human situation, the uses of craft, and 
the limits of will--into "character" in that sense, rather than as 
it is spoken of by Sunday School teachers. Athletes, like artists, 
may achieve a species of excellence and create work of consider- 
able beauty while not excelling in the moral virtues. Often, in- 
deed, like the rest of us, they are moral mediocrities. Babe Ruth 
was a hero on the baseball field but a drunken, gluttonous buf- 
foon off the field. 

The virtues taught by sports, like the virtues involved in 
artistic excellence, are in this sense nonmoral. To learn how to 

think clearly under the pressure of impending defeat and 
humiliation is an important human gain. The conditions of an 
athletic contest are appropriate conditions under which to learn 
such skills, which pertain to the survival, even to the possible 
improvement, of the human race. They have a certain existen- 
tial, if not directly moral, weight. 

Sports also function as a religion by providing a source of 
emotional release. They are fun largely because they are an 
aside, separate for most spectators from the "game of life." Of 
our three national sports, football especially fulfills this func- 
tion. In a culture like ours that praises sentimental virtues and 
represses destructive ones, some way must be found to channel 
aggressive tendencies. Football is one such channel. Pal-tisan 
Revie~v editor William Phillips once wrote: 

Football is not only the most popular sport, it is the 
most intellectual one. It is in fact the intellectuals' se- 

cret vice. Not politics, not sex, not pornography, but 
football, and not college football, but the real thing. Pro 
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SOCCIE]R I$MD HHOCKEY 

If`baseball, football, al?d basketball are Ai7?erica's Izatiolzal spol-ts, m,hat 
al·e the atlzletic "faiths" of otJ?el~ coul2tries? Soccer, of cotlrse, is stc- 
pl·el~ze throtlg~out l?ztlch of the Iz,ol·ld, pal?icularly Etll·ope alld the Thil-d 
World; ice hoclce?, is poptilal· ii? I?orthen? cotl~lllries. Ilz his book, The Joy 
of Sports, Miclzael Novak disctlsses the cL1l1Lll-al siglzificalzce of these 
t~vo sports. 

What kind of show does the public ~Yant? And why? In different 
cultures, people find different skills exciting. There is nothing inher- 
ently spectacular in catching a ball or- swinging a bat (or in running, 
tackling, shooting a ball in a basket). Jugglers in Hungary show 
greater skills.... 

If we ask \yhSi hockey still has not caught on in [much of] the 
United States, contrasting symbolic values come to light.... The 
game is played on ice. Its symbolic matrix lies in the lands of snows, 
blizzards, and dark freezing nights. Hockey is a Slavic sport, Eastern 
European, Scandinavian, Canadian. One gets suggestions of an Ice 
Age once again smothering the planet. One senses the sheer celebra- 
tion of hot blood holding out against the cold, of the vitality of the 
~yarm human body, of exuberant speed rejoicing in its own heat, of 
violence and even the sight of red blood on \yhite ice as a sign of 
animal endurance. There are stories about young hockey players 
saving as trophies the stitches pulled from their own healed wounds. 
"Twelve more stitches, dad!" the teenager boasts, entering home 
after a bloody game. Against the possibility of freezing, against the 
omnipresent threat to human survival, hockey celebrates the heat 
and passion of survival. ... 

The images surrounding soccer are those of Africa, Brazil, Paki- 
stan, and India: green fields, leisure, space, effortless running and 
grace, freedom, an almost total absence of violence or force, an 
almost total commitment to fluid form, to kinesis, to the patterns in 
motion of a unit of runners. Running and passing are the steady 
pleasures of the game; the sudden appearance of the great players 
just as they are needed, flashing in from out of nowhere to execute a 
perfect kick, suggests the intelligence and instinct of anticipation. 
Soccer is freedom and flow, and it weaves its graceful tension back 
and forth, up and down the field, resolving it only infrequently with 
sudden charges upon the goal and the slashing, spinning projection 
of the ball, by head or foot, into the large net. 

Hockey is swift, soccer graceful. Hockey is physical, brutal, vio- 
lent; soccer evasive, flowing, quietly impassioned. The net in hockey 
is small and narrow, and the puck whizzes toward it almost as 
swiftly and invisibly as a bullet; the net in soccer is larger than a 
mother's arms, ample, and the slower flight of the large, black-white 
ball leaves a visual image almost as permanent as the trail of a jet. 
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football is the opium of the intellectuals. ... Much of its 
popularity is due to the fact that it makes respectable 
the most primitive feelings about violence, patriotism, 
manhood. 

Neither football nor other sports will purge the male spirit 
of violence, but they do give that spirit shape, form, and beauty. 

A respect for fate is taught by the three American sports. 
Each of our national games is, in a powerful way, decided by 
fate. The way the ball bounces decides many a baseball or bas- 
ketball game. And, in baseball, victory or defeat is never certain 
until the last out. William Saroyan once expressed this valuable 
feature of the game: 

With a score of 6 to 0, two outs, two strikes, nobody on, 
an average batter at bat, bottom of the ninth, it is ~t~trpossible, aild sometimes necessary, to believe that 

something can still happen--for the simple reason that 
it has happened before and very probably will again. 
And when it does, won't that be the day? 

The football was deliberately designed not to be round, to 
be unpredictable in its bounces. Many astute football coaches 
have well understood that close games are decided by the 
breaks; they train their teams, accordingly, to press hard for the 
breaks--a fumble by the other side, a pass interception---and 
then suddenly to exploit such graces from the gods. 

The It;light of the Dove 

As for basketball, on any given night, almost any team, "get- 
ting hot," can defeat almost any other, and even in the closest 
and most evenly matched contests, the contingencies and tricks 
of fate of the last few seconds often decide the outcome. The 

player who makes 80 percent of his free throws over a season 
either does or does not make his one critical free throw drop. 
Often the last shot of the game, surely as much by luck as by 
skill, decides the outcome." (A whimsical proposal for the Na- 
tional Basketball Association: why not give each team 100 
points and then play for only one minute? Without loss of ex- 
citement, it would save a great deal of wear and tear). 

We are supposed to be a puritan, pragmatic, calculating 
people. Yet it is astonishing how inwardly satisfied we are by 
liturgical images of luck and fortune. Indeed, the importance of 

"01902 I-egulal- 1977-78 season games in the National Basketball Association. 119(13 
percent) were decid~d b?: one or two points. 
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SPORTS IN THE AMERICAN IMAGINATION 

Sports appeal to people on the same level as do novels and plays-- 
the level of imagination, the stage on which agents in conflict decide, 
act, and meet their destiny. For this reason, the most illuminating 
route to an understanding of sports lies through the fields and val- 
leys of our historical and literary imagination. 

The first European settlers stood in awe of the cunning and craft of 
the American Indian--the "noble savage," "athlete of the wilder- 
ness." They learned to track in the forest, delighted in marksman- 
ship, and tested themselves in feats of agility and endurance. 

Nature and humanity were viewed as part of one whole; man did 
not walk on the earth so much as in it--listening to nature, adapting 
to its limits and laws. An image developed of a wholly natural man 
who by superior sensitivity lived up to the potentialities of nature. 
The first U.S. fictional hero, Natty Bumppo, the central character in 
the "Leatherstocking Tales" of James Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851), 
achieved this new ideal, living by a code of wisdom, agility, and 
stunning athletic prowess, in which he found a deep and quiet satis- 
faction of spirit. 

Nature, in the American imagination, was not always beneficent: 
"Dan'l Boone kilt a b'ar," but the b'ar might just as well have killed 
Daniel Boone. As a result, the new athletes acquired a special rever- 
ence for the ability to accomplish perfect physical feats with fre- 
quency and grace. To do so yielded a sense of immortality. 

The vision of living in unity with nature while performing perfect 

luck may be the most fundamental assumption in the American 
view of the world. We believe in equal opportunity, yet experi- 
ence teaches us there is no equality of results. We believe in hard 
work, yet we can see quite vividly that individual rewards are 
not directly equivalent to hard work but are decisively affected 
by a little luck here and there. By freedom and by equality, we 
seem to have in mind a kind of lottery in which luck might strike 
anyone at any time, regardless of social class or position. Not 
mere, random good luck, of course, but a luck for which one has 
trained and prepared oneself--luck, nonetheless. 

Our greatest athletes have a knack for "coming through" at 
the most critical moments. They are graced. Fortune blows out 
their sails. They have prepared themselves, they have trained, 
they have worked hard, but at the last moment it is the flight of 
the dove that bears them aloft, not the patient climbing of the 
mountain. This, at least, is what our games seem to celebrate. It 
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Natt, Bt1112~3~30 SI3ealT a bLICk. ~,,~~,·i~~E h· P ~ Richardi IIHY3) 

acts lives on, to a large degree, in our major sports. The green ex- 
panse of baseball and football fields is reminiscent of nature unclut- 
tered by urban encroachment. There, heroes of craft and cunning 
struggle against the elements, against others, and against their own 
natures, seeking in themselves "rhythms" and mysterious potencies 
(being "up" for the game), craving opportunities to perform flawless, 
perfect acts. 

-M.N. 

happens to fit, as well, what our scholars have to tell us about 
the actual evolution of equality of opportunity in the United 
States." Nothing seems to correlate with results as much as luck 
or chance. 

America loves the underdog. Our national ethos is based 
upon the lucky discovery of an untried New World, full of won- 
der, upsetting the Old Orders of the ages. 

Finally, sports involve the mysticism of numbers. Ameri- 
cans take an eerie delight in numbers, as if numbers were the 
inner structure of reality itself. Baseball especially reflects this 
oddly pragmatic, down-to-earth mysticism, delighting in the 
ancient mystic numbers, three and four: three strikes, four balls, 

·"Economic success seems to depend on val-icties oT lucli and on-the-job competence thac 
al·e onl\: model-atrlg· I-elated to lamil\: bacligl-ound, schooling, ol- scores on standal-dized 
~rsts."-ChI-istopl~el· Jenclis ei (II.. Illeqclali~?~: A Rectssess,lle~ll of' ~he Effec~ of Fur,2i41 a,ld 
Schoolii2g i,2 Allle,-icrc, New Yol-k: Basic Books, 1972, p. 8. 
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three outs, four bases, 360 feet (a perfect circle) to "home." 
Every aspect of the game is quantified: runs, hits, errors, hitting 
percentages, home runs, stolen bases, earned run averages. 
Counting makes it real. 

Individual athletes are the priests of sports, and like the 
priest, its ritual victims. In a sense, athletes are heroes of a 
spiritual order. They are not necessarily handsome, physically 
well-formed, godlike--Babe Ruth had the shape of a pear on 
spindles. But they do overcome overwhelming odds (Jackie 
Robinson stealing home, making incredible catches; George 
Blanda winning magical, last-second games for the Oakland 
Raiders while in his mid-forties). Sometimes they represent 
causes larger than themselves (black Hank Aaron breaking 
\yhite Babe Ruth's career home run record, Billie Jean King 
beating Bobby Riggs at tennis). Sometimes they simply perform 
perfect and beautiful acts again and again (Reggie Jackson hit- 
ting three home runs in one World Series game, pitcher Mark 
"the Bird" Fidrych bringing life to the otherwise hapless Detroit 
Tigers). But this is on the field. When their careers in the public 
liturgy are ended, they are often burnt-out cases, ritual vic- 
tims--dropped from public sight. 

Sports are not all-important, and they obviously are not a 
full religion. But they do help fulfill important secular religious 
needs. It is a little sad that many intelligent persons, not least 
some employed at universities, are blind to the powerful 
realities of the sports in their ver-y midst. It is a shame to over- 
look this field of fundamental experience, from which many 
Americans have learned so much about harsh, humanistic vir- 
tue. To overlook it, indeed, is to squander a precious national 
resource. Without the games we have--baseball, football, bas- 
ketball, and all the rest--~ie would be far poorer than we are. 
Their loveliness, though limited, deserves to be sung. 
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SPBRTS EeN A~ERI~A 

Eighty years ago, American econo- land in 1798, and the A17?erical·I Ttcl-f 
mist Thorstein Veblen solemnly ar- REgiStEY, launched in Baltimore in 
gued that play, or sports, had 1829, was America's first sporting 
become one of the four "occu- magazine. 
pations" of the leisure class. The In the splendidly illustrated 200 
other three: government, warfare, Years of Sport in America: A 
and religion. Pageant of a Nation at Play (Mc- 

Yet, during the republic's earlier Graw-Hill, 1976), Wells Twombly 
days, sports--especially those that quotes John Quincy Adams on the 
encouraged betting--were regarded National Course, \Yhich opened with 
as frivolous, or worse. fanfare outside Washington in 1802. 

In Sport--Mirror of American Life "Many scores of American legislators 
(Little, Brown, 1963), an analysis of went on foot from the Capitol ... 
the social factors (increased leisure [and] they found not only grog but 
and income, urbanization) that fos- 'sharks' [bookr-nakers] at the races." 
tered sports, Robert H. Boyie notes If horse racing began as a gen- 
that when the first Continental Con- tleman's sport, it was soon demo- 
gress met in 1774, anti-sports feeling cratized, although the rich still own 
ran high. One of the Articles of Asso- most of the horses. Wagers on the 
ciation called for the discouragement Kentucky Derby alone no\y exceed $3 
of''every species of extravagance and million each year. 
dissipation, especially all horse rac- Later, the well-to-do spent many of 
ing, and all kinds of gaming, cock their dollars 017 big racing sailboats. 
fighting...." America won the Royal Yacht 

Sports flourished in America Squadron Cup in 1851 in a race 
nonetheless. In her brief but thor- around the Isle of Wight. When the 
ough American Sports 1785-1835 trophy was deeded to the New York 
(Seeman Press, 1931; Porcupine Yacht Club in 1857, notice was sent 
Press reprint, 1975), Jennie Holliman to all foreign yacht clubs that it \ias 
writes that, in addition to the "blood open to challenge. The Civil War 
sports" (hunting, fishing, cock fight- intervened, and the first race took 
ing), swimming, boxing and wres- place in 1870 in New York har-bor. 
tling, and track and field had been The American schooner, Magic, won, 
brought over from England and av- and the United States has never since 
idly enjoyed by the colonists long be- lost possession of the America's Cup. 
fore Independence. Some of yachting's flavor can be 

Regional differences soon became sampled in The Sea Chest: A 
apparent. Opposition to horse rac- Yachtman's Reader (Norton, 1947; 
ing, primarily because it promoted reprint, 1975). Editor Critchell 
gambling, was strong in Puritan- Rimington's selections range from 
minded Ne\Y England. The sport the humorous (James Thurber's sail- 
thrived in the South. Diomed, the ing experiences, which gave him a 
first American racing steed to gain ne\y appreciation for the "simple, 
\Yide renown, was brought from Eng- boomless bicycle") to the instructive 
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(Gardner Emmon's essay on deter- Levels of the Game (Farrar, 1969). 
mining the strength of wind at sea). McPhee writes an elegant chronicle 
Now "yachting" has become "sail- of the complex rivalry that devel- 
ing," a small-boat sport open to tens oped during a single tennis match-- 
of thousands of Americans. the 1968 United States Open's semi- 

Professional boxing has tradition- final at Forest Hills, N.Y., where 
ally served as a route to fame for the Arthur Ashe defeated his Davis Cup 
less privileged. Tom Molineux teammate Clark Graebner. 
(1784-1818) was raised a Virginia Imported from Scotland, golf was 
slave, yet he became America's most played in Charleston, S.C., as early as 
celebrated boxer of the time. In 1810, 1790; the Savannah (Georgia) Golf 
he fought the English champion, Club held meetings until 1819. How- 
Tom Cribb, in London for the world ever, golf didn't really catch on in the 
championship; it was the first battle United States until the late 1870s. 
for a world crol\in between a black Herbert Warren Wind, in The Story 
and a white. The event \yas held out- of American Golf: Its Champions 
doors in a chilling rain and heavy and Its Championships (Knopf, 3rd 
wind, and a badly battered Molineux ed., rev. 1975), sums up the sport's 
had to be carried from the ring--at chief appeal: one does not have to be 
the end of the 33rd round. A descrip- a "young, fast, beautifully coordi- 
tion of that fight, and of many subse- nated athlete to play it acceptably." 
quent bouts, can be found in A Picto- A fe\Y other specialized books are 
rial History of Boxing (Citadel, 1959; worth noting. The Ne~ll Yorkel·'s 
rev. ed., 1975) by Nat Fleischer and Roger Angell is probably the most 
Sam Andre. The book also contains evocative baseball \vriter now work- 

an extensive collection of black-and- ing. He combines a journalistic at- 
white photographs (dating from the tention to detail with relaxed reflec- 
mid-19th century) and drawings. tion in The Summer Game (Viking, 

The time when some sort of ball 1972, cloth; Popular Library, 1973, 
game was not played in America is paper) and Five Seasons: A Baseball 
unknown. In a readable history, Four Companion (Simon & Schuster, 
Centuries of Sport in America, 1977, cloth; Popular Library, 1978, 
1490-1890 (Derrydale Press, 1931; paper). Anyone \Yho thinks that 
Arno reprint, 1968), Herbert Man- baseball is just a matter of swatting a 
chester points out that the pre- ball around with a stick might want 
Columbian Aztecs enjoyed a form of to read Leonard Koppett's All About 
footballisoccer. North American In- Baseball (Times Books, rev, ed., 
dians originated lacrosse. Tennis, 1974). Koppett's main interests lie in 
devised by Major Waiter Wingfield the subtle psyche-intricacies of the 
in England in 1873, arrived in the game (e.g., the many functions of a 
United States in 1875. Manchester manager and the importance of 
says that the lawns of the few exist- statistics to fans). 
ing U.S. cricket clubs were easily The NFL's Official Encyclopedic 
adapted for tennis, much to the History of Professional Football 
chagrin of a few old Anglophiles. The (Macmillan, 1963), edited by Tom 
upstart sport soon became firmly es- Bennett and others, provides a vivid 
tablished. overview of the world of pro football 

A book that captures the grace and through a mixture of brief team his- 
rigor of tennis is John McPhee's tories, capsule biographies, accounts 
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of key games, club standings, rosters, (A. S. Barnes, 6th rev. ed., 1978). 
rules, and play diagrams. Sportswri- Two of the best anthologies of 
ter Larry Merchant's The Mational sport are John T. Talamini and 
Football Lottery (Holt, 1973, cloth; Charles H. Page's Sport and Society: 
Deli, 1974, paper) is an offbeat, anec- An anthology (Little, Brown, 1973, 
dotal examination of the vast paper) and Henry B. Chapin's Sports 
amount of (mostly illegal) betting on in Literature (McKay, 1976, paper). 
pro football. Spoi·t and Societ~ contains essays 

In The City Came (Harper's Maga- ranging from Lewis Mumford's 
zine Press, 1970, cloth; Pocket Books, critique of mass sports (too much 
1971,paper), journalist Pete Axthlem regimented spectacle) to a reflection 
writes about basketball as it is on self-trial by English physician 
played from the asphalt playgrounds land first four-minute miler) Roger 
of the inner city to the 50,000-seat Bannister. Sports iM LiteratLII·e in- 
palaces that host the pros. Focus- eludes (mostly) fiction by such fans 
ing on New York City's Harlem and as Irwin Shaw, John Updike, Ring 
Bedford Stuyvesant, he interviews Lardner, and James Thurber. 
neighborhood "stars" who excel in The dean of American sportswrit- 
basketball but who never make it to ers, Waiter Wellesley ("Red") Smith 
the big time, of the Netv York Til?~es, has collected 

The most perceptive basketball his favorite sports accounts in Press 
memoir is Bill Bradley's Life on the Box (Norton, 1976). His 18 choices 
Run: a Career in Basketball (Times include W. C. Heinz ton football), 
Books, 1976, cloth; Bantam, 1977, Stan Fischler (hockey), and Edward 
paper). Bradley's career, however, is J. Neil (bobsledding). Smith's favor- 
far from typical. A star for both ites also include the Big Dramas, 
Princeton University and the New such as Boston Red Sox star Ted 
York Knicks, he was also a Rhodes Williams' last game the hit a home 
scholar. He is now the junior U.S. run in his last time at bat) and the 
Senator from New Jersey. knockout of Nazi Germany's Max 

For the generalist, a one-volume Schmeling by Joe Louis in 1938. 
reference guide, providing histories They reveal the powerful emotional 
and records for more than 50 sports impact a sports event can have on 
from angling to yachting, is Frank G. even its most sophisticated ob- 
Menke's The Encyclopedia of Sports servers. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: So,l?e of` tl?e books ,?2ellfiol?ed ill tlzis essay wel-e stlggested by David 
Altl?eide alld sl~OYtS COll~)??elZtCltol. Heywood Hale Brotl,l. 
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Nncleaff Eneffgy: 

SAE$TAGING THE 
ATO~I~I~IC AGE 

"Before Three Mile Island, I was comfortable with the record of 

nuclear energy," writes Alvin M. Weinberg, one of the pioneers of 
atomic power. Yet long before the accident in Pennsylvania last 
March, Weinberg was worried about the siting, design, man- 
agement, and operation of the 70 commercial U.S. nuclear 
power plants that today provide more than 10 percent of the 
nation's electricity. Short on oil and coal, some countries, nota- 
bly France and South Korea, are "going nuclear" in a big way. 
Other countries, such as West Germany and the United States, 
are increasingly disturbed by the possibility of large-scale 
radioactive contamination. Weinberg believes that solar energy 
and other "clean" approaches should be pushed; but none of 
them, he argues, can fully substitute for the "nuclear enter- 

prise." Here he reviews the history of atomic power and suggests 
what must be done to ensure its future. 

by AZvin 1~7. IAJeilzberg 

A I-million-kilowatt, pressurized-water nuclear reactor-- 
the type widely used in the United States today--contains 15 
billion curies of radioactivity. This is about equal to the natural 
radioactivity that accompanies decay of the four billion tons of 
uranium dissolved in all the oceans. Nothing except time can 
turn this radioactivity off. The radioactivity in a reactor decays 
only slowly after the reactor is shut down: it contributes about 
200,000 kilowatts of heat while the reactor is running, and, de- 
pending upon how long the reactor has been running before 
shutdown, it is still generating 8,500 kilowatts a week later. 
Unless a large chain reactor is cooled even after the reaction has 
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ceased, the fuel will melt. If it melts, radioactivity will escape 
from the fuel and may enter the environment. 

From the beginning, all of us at Arthur Compton's wartime 
Metallurgical Laboratory in Chicago, where the first chain reac- 
tion was established in 1942, sensed that man had crossed a 
threshold when he learned how to create radioactivity at will-- 
and on an enormous scale. 

Until then, radioactivity was measured in micro- or milli- 
curies; one gram of radium, costing $50,000, was equal to one 
curie. (The maximum permissible dose of radium in a human 
being is one ten-millionth of a gram.) Enrico Fermi, the devel- 
oper of the chain reactor, and our scientific leader, on occasion 
would remind us of this. It was not only the Bomb that changed 
things, he said, it was also the creation of unimaginably large 
amounts of radioactivity. 

The simplest way to ensure that no member of the public 
was hurt by the release of radioactivity from a malfunctioning 
nuclear reactor was to put the reactor in a remote place. To be 
sure, the first chain reaction, on December 2, 1942, took place on 

IT CAN BE A BRIGHTER WORLD 
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57th Street and Ellis Avenue in the heart of Chicago's South 
Side. This tiny venture into large scale radioactivity gave Gen- 
eral Leslie Groves, head of the Manhattan Project, and Arthur 
Compton plenty of anxiety, but every day counted during the 
war. To have awaited the completion of the site at Argonne 
Forest Preserve outside the city would have taken too much 
time. 

But we took it for granted that the large (250,000 kilowatt) 
plutonium-producing reactors then being planned, as well as a 
much smaller pilot plant reactor, would be remotely sited--the 
latter at Oak Ridge in the hills of eastern Tennessee ("site X"), 
the former on the huge Hanford Reservation in eastern Wash- 
ington ("site W"). Most of the other reactors built by the Atomic 
Energy Commission between 1946 and 1974 were confined to 
these and several other sites: Savannah River, South Carolina; 
Idaho Falls, Idaho; and Los Alamos, New Mexico. 

All of these places were, at the time, far from population 
centers; and as the supporting towns, such as Richland, Wash., 
and Oak Ridge, Tenn., developed, they were sprinkled with spe- 
cialists who had daily experience in the handling of large-scale 
radioactivity and knew how much was dangerous and how 
much was but a tiny addition to the earth's all-pervasive natural 
background radiation. 

Had all U.S. power reactors been as secluded as the original 
Hanford or Idaho Falls or Savannah River reactors, the nuclear 
enterprise might have avoided many of the problems it has now 
encountered. We might have had by this time perhaps 25 remote 
sites, each eventually having as many as 10 or 20 reactors (Han- 
ford at one point had 9 large reactors), each surrounded by a 

112\,i17 M. Mieillbei-g, 64, is foulzder and director of the Institute for Elzergy 
Alzalysis at the Oak Ridge Associated Universities. Born ilz Chicago, he 
I·eceived his S.B., S.M., alzd Ph.D. tilt physics, 1939) frol?2 the University of 
Chicago. HE ~·l,aS 012E Of the first l?ze112bel-s of the tl,~riversity's wal·tinze 
Metalltll·gical Laboratory, whel-e he sewed frol?·1 1 942 to 1 945. He has beerz 
at Oak Ridge silzce 1 945, first as director of the physics divisiolz (1 947-48), 
212e12 as dir~ctol· of lasearch (1948-55), latel- as director of the Oak Ridge 
Natiolzal Laboratory (1 955-73). He holds ol· shares pate,zts fol· the origil2al 
Halzfolzl pltltolzitll?-2-prodtlcil·lg reactor, rite origilzal hol?2ogelzous reactor; 
the first liglzt-~·vater reactor; the first Izeavy-bvater reactor, al?d the ol·igil·zal 
ligLlid-cooled, graphite-1?2oderated reactor. Dr. Weilzbel·g, I~z,ho sewed olz the 
Presidelzt's Scielzce Advisory Con·znzittee ulzder Eiselzhol·ci~l· al?d Kel?lzedv, 
is a fol7?2el· Guest Scholar at the Wilso,? Center. His books il~cltld~ The 
Physical Theory of Neutron Chain Reactors (1958, Miith ELlgelze P. 
Wig~·2er), alzd Reflections on Big Science (1967). 
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large unpopulated zone, and each ringed at a distance by vil- 
lages inhabited by people who worked at the plants and for 
whom the safe handling of radioactivity was a fact of life. 

Had the nuclear energy enterprise remained a government 
monopoly, as originally prescribed under the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1946, then the siting and generation of nuclear electricity 
might have evolved along such lines. Power generation would be 
in the hands of the Atomic Energy Commission, or a successor 
agency, and the electricity so generated would be distributed by 
private and public utilities. 

But, in retrospect, this could never have happened. The 
utilities, perhaps stung by the consequences of their foot- 
dragging on rural electrification in the 1930s, were anxious to 
forestall the development of a government-operated nuclear 
version of the New Deal's Tennessee Valley Authority. And this 
was not a phantom threat: in the early 1950s, Tennessee's 
Senator Albert Gore was calling tin vain, as it turned out) for 
federal construction of six large power reactors in the United 
States. But the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 put nuclear energy 
into the private sector: Congress allowed utilities to own and 
operate nuclear power plants, and indeed, encouraged the pri- 
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vate sector to design and develop reactors. Today 41 utilities 
operate some 70 large nuclear power plants. 

Producing electricity in remote sites is also awkward. Util- 
ity planners build conventional coal and oil generating plants 
near cooling water and close to "load centers" (i.e., population 
centers) to reduce the cost of transmission lines. A conventional 
plant's impact on the environment has, until very recently, been 
regarded as a secondary matter. As for fossil fuel plants' possible 
danger to the public, for a long time this was not an issue, even 
though their emissions may cause or exacerbate lung disease. It 
was all but inevitable, therefore, that nuclear generating plants 
would by and large be sited as conventional plants had been. 

Baniers Mrithin Barriers 

Thus, during the early 1960s, Consolidated Edison, which 
traditionally had put its conventional plants close to New York 
City, proposed building an underground nuclear plant in the 
borough of Queens; the proposal was withdrawn only when it 
became clear that the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission would 
never license a plant in such a densely populated area. 

How could nuclear engineers reconcile the intrinsic danger 
represented by 15 billion curies in the core of an operating reac- 
tor with the necessity of placing the reactor fairly close to popu- 
lation centers? 

Several strategies evolved. First, reactors were not allowed 
too close to populated areas. The AEC land now the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission) required "exclusion" zones and close- 
in "controlled" zones around reactors. No one can live in an 

exclusion zone, which usually extends about one-half mile from 
the reactor site; the utility controls access to the controlled zone. 
Of the 90 or so nuclear sites now in operation or being built, only 
13 have more than 25,000 people living within a five-mile 
radius, and only 10 have more than 100,000 within a ten-mile 
radius. To this extent, the original approach to nuclear safety 
has prevailed, although only a handful of commercial power 
plants are sited as remotely as are Hanford and Savannah River. 

But this isolation was clearly not enough. Elaborate en- 
gineering devices were developed to place barriers between the 
environment and those 15 billion curies inside the reactor. The 

AEC used to speak of three approaches to safety: extremely care- 
ful design, to minimize the. likelihood of a mishap in the first 
place; various systems, such as shut-off rods and sensors, to 
abort a mishap before it gets out of control; and back-up devices, 
such as the emergency core cooling system, to cool the reactor 
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and prevent a meltdown should the regular system fail. 
In addition, there are now at least three physical barriers at 

each reactor between the radioactivity and the world outside: 
metallic zirconium enveloping the fuel pellets in which the 
radioactivity is largely generated; the thick steel pressure vessel, 
along with the pipes that carry the primary cooling water at a 
pressure of about one ton per square inch; and the now-famous 
concrete-encased steel dome designed to withstand a pressure of 
50 pounds per square inch without leaking. In the event of a core 
meltdown, should any one of these barriers remain unbreached, 
little radioactivity would reach the public. 

How well had these systems worked before the accident at 
Three Mile Island, in March, 1979? Pretty much as planned, in 
American reactors. There were several major accidents, how- 
ever, as well as many minor incidents: 

W In 1961 a serious nuclear excursion, apparently initiated 
by deliberate removal of a control rod, killed three operators in 
a small experimental reactor in Idaho Falls, Idaho; some 
radioactivity escaped because this reactor, being located so far 
from people, had no containment shell. 

W A loose piece of metal blocked the coolant and caused a 
partial meltdown at the Fermi fast breeder reactor plant outside 
Detroit in 1966; both primary system and containment held. 

W At Browns Ferry, Alabama, in 1975, a fire disabled much 
of the emergency core cooling system, but enough remained to 
prevent a core meltdown; no radioactivity leaked to the atmos- 
phere. 

Outside the United States, the record, at least in the early 
days, was not as good. The worst incident was Britain's Wind- 
scale fire in 1957. A plutonium-producing reactor made of 
graphite caught fire; since the reactor was not surrounded by a 
containment vessel, some 20,000 curies of radioactive iodine 
were released, several thousand times as much as was released 
to the outside in the Three Mile Island accident (10-15 curies). 

A properly operating reactor is generally a benign source of 
energy. It emits no carbon dioxide or sulfur dioxide or particu- 
lates. Its radioactive emissions during routine operation ar-e 
rather less than those from a coal plant of the same output." The 
main hazard comes from the 200 tolls of uranium that is mined 

to keep it fueled each year. The mine tailings--leftover material 
after uranium ore is processed---contain about 1,000 curies, but 
they are usually stored in remote places and much of the 

"A I-million-kilo\~lact coal plane burns Z.j million tolls of coal per year. This coal may ha\e 
some 10 tons of LII·aniun~ in it, and this i-cpl·csents about 50 cnl·ics o~l·ariiuacli\lil?· in ihe coal 
ash and in gases released in che ait- neat t)le coal plant. 
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clear energy. Most, if not all, of the world's atomic bombs have 
come from reactors built expressly to make bombs, not from 
power, reactors. Should a country want to make bombs badly 
enough, it call do so without troubling to build or buy a com- 
mercial power reactor. Indeed, I believe nuclear power is rather 
peripheral to the proliferation issue; our attempts to devise 
technical fixes for that problem tend to be "allusive and senti- 
mental" (to quote Robert Oppenheimer) rather than "substan- 
tive and functional." We can not prevent Pakistan or South 
Africa from making bombs if they are intent on so doing and if 
their leaders place the manufacture of bombs above other na- 
tional aims. 

ghe HBrobability Paradox 

The 15 billion curies in an operating reactor, and the possi- 
bility of its release, has long struck me as the primary issue, the 
one on which nuclear energy will stand or fall. Since a serious 
reactor malfunction is a matter of probability, the issue be- 
comes more and more important as more reactors are built. To 
illustrate: If the probability of a serious malfunction, in which 
significant amounts of radioactivity are released, is, say, 1 in 
20,000 per reactor per year, then when there are 100 reactors 

operating, one might expect one such accident every 200 years; 

but if there are eventually throughout the world 10,000 
reactors--as could happen were nuclear energy to become the 
world's primary energy source--then, unless the probability of 
an accident for each reactor is reduced, one could expect one 
such accident every two years. 

I do not believe the public in the United States or elsewhere 
would retain much confidence in an energy system that caused 
even relatively modest radioactive contamination every two 
years. Nor does it make much difference where accidents hap- 

pen: TV converts an accident anywhere into an accident every- 
where. For nuclear energy to grow in usefulness, the accident 
probability pel· ueactol will simply have to diminish; the public 
will have to be prepared to cope with the radiation risk such 
infrequent accidents might entail; and the media will have to 
deal with nuclear malfunctions in the same way it deals with 
other industrial accidents that have comparable impact on 
health. 

Bo Lindstrom, the Swedish aeronautical engineer, pointed 
out some 20 years ago that air travel faced exactly this dilemma. 
He argued that if air travel continued to expand, and the acci- 
dent rate pel· passel·zgel· r7zile held constant, then by around the 
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year 2000 there would be several serious accidents every day 
around the world. For the individual passenger, air travel would 
remain as good a risk in 2000 as it was in 1960. But, he argued, 
the public's confidence in air travel would collapse. Air trans- 
port has, of course, become much safer, per passenger mile, than 
it was at the time Lindstrom made his observations; and, I sup- 
pose, the public and the media have become somewhat inured to 
occasional air crashes. Both changes were necessary for air 
transport to survive. 

What are the actual probabilities of malfunction in reac- 
tors? Before the Three Mile Island accident, all of us in the nu- 
clear enterprise were fairly comfortable with the estimates 
made by Norman C. Rasmussen of M.I.T. in his famous 1975 
study on the probabilities and consequences of a reactor acci- 
dent." He estimated that for a light-water reactor the probabil- 
ity of a core meltdown that would release at least a few thou- 
sand curies of radioactivity was 1 in 20,000 per reactor per year. 

"Ullited States Nuclear Regulator!; Commission. Rcactol- Safety Study: n,2 Assussr,le,2t o/ 
Risks i~l(i.S. Coltl,llel·cictlNllcleco-Po~~~L·,-Plnll~s, Octobel- 15775, M'ASH-14dO (NUREG-751014). 
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Most of these incidents would not cause physical damage to the 
public. A few would, and a very few, estimated at one in a billion 
reactor years, might be a major catastrophe--3,300 immediate 
radiation deaths, 45,000 extra cancers, $17 billion in property 
damage . 

Gripping Dramas 

Rasmussen himself has set the uncertainty in his estimate of 
probability at about 10 either way (although the report puts the 
uncertainty at half this), his estimate of consequences perhaps 
at three. That is, the probability of an accident causing signifi- 
cant property damage might be as high as one in 2,000 per 
reactor per year; the probability of the very worst accident 1 in 
100 million reactor years. A recent NRC review of the Rasmussen 
report led by University of California physicist Harold W. Lewis 
has set even greater uncertainties on the probabilities, although 
it generally praised Rasmussen's methodology. 

Before Three Mile Island, I was comfortable with the record 
of nuclear energy. The non-communist world's light-water reac- 
tors had amassed 500 reactor years without a meltdown; if one 
added the U.S. nuclear navy's record, one could roughly triple 
this--no meltdowns in about 1,500 reactor years. Rasmussen's 
upper limit of meltdown, about 1 in 2,000 reactor years, was 
close to being vindicated. 

Though I write this before all the returns are in, I believe it 
is fair to say that Three Mile Island suggests that the probability 
of accidents that release a few thousand curies may have been 
underestimated, not so much because of possible engineering 
deficiencies, but because of human error. Closure of two valves, 
thus incapacitating the auxiliary feedwater system, followed by 
various other malfunctions and operator errors, was not, as far 
as I can deduce, contemplated in the Rasmussen study. 

Yet containment for the most part held. The iodine released 
was perhaps a dozen curies; the maximum total whole body 
exposure to any member of the public was probably less than 
what we used to accept evev~ da?i as the allowable dose in the 
early days of the atomic energy project. No member of the pub- 
lic has suffered bodily harm from Three Mile Island. 

Chauncey Starr, vice chairman of the Electric Power Re- 
search Institute (the research arm of the utilities), has estimated 
that an incident like Three Mile Island has a 50-50 chance of 
occurring every 400 reactor years. Call nuclear energy survive if 
such incidents have a 50 percent chance of happening that of- 
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ten? I do not think it can. It is not that people will actually be 
hurt; it is that people will be scared out of their wits. The drama 
of the hydrogen bubble in the pressure vessel at Three Mile 
Island has rarely been matched on TV. And with 200 reactors 
operating in the United States alone by the 1990s, one might 
expect a new, gripping TV serial once every few years. 

Six Suggestions 

Can the nuclear enterprise be redesigned so as to make it 
acceptable? Can the probability of an incident like Three Mile 
Island be significantly reduced? And is it likely that the public's 
land the media's) reaction to future Three Mile Islands will be 
more commensurate with the actual damage rather than with 
their perception of the potential hazard? 

In my view, ail of this is possible. Indeed, Three Mile Island 
could be the salvation of nuclear energy. Before the incident, the 
possibility of a core meltdown was, by and large, the private 
knowledge of the nuclear and the antinuclear communities. To- 
day, every newspaper reader and TV viewer knows about cool- 
ing systems and their malfunction. Best of all, the managers of 
the electric utilities that operate nuclear plants are now acutely 
aware that the responsibility entailed in operating a nuclear 
power plant is far greater than that entailed in operating a 
fossil-fuel plant. 

But "consciousness raising" is not enough. I believe an 
acceptable nuclear future should have six characteristics: 
increased physical isolation of reactors, further technical 
improvements, separation of generation and distribution, pro- 
fessionalization of the nuclear cadre, heightened security, and 
public education about thP hazards of radiation. 

Physical isolation. It is unfortunately too late to return to 
the original siting policy that confined nuclear activities to very 
remote places. But ~ye can achieve a good deal by confining the 
enterprise, forever, to those existing nuclear sites that have few 
people near them. About 80 nuclear sites (operating or being 
built) currently meet that criterion. Evacuation in an emergency 
would be relatively easy. More important, everyone living 
within five miles could be educated about radiation, and each 
household might be equipped with a radiation detector, much 
like smoke detectors. 

Moreover, the size of the future population within five miles 
ought to be restricted. This could be accomplished if the area (75 
square miles) around each site were properly totted. If we even- 
tually had 100 isolated nuclear sites in all, this would amount to 
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THE FEDERAL ROLE 

At the end of World War II, the United States had a $2 billion atomic 
industry on its hands, with major laboratories, research reactors, 
and hundreds of scientists and other personnel. The question in 
Washington: What to do with it all? 

One group, led by General Leslie Groves, head of the wartime 
Manhattan Project, sought to keep the atom under military supervi- 
sion. Another, led by Connecticut's freshman Democratic Senator, 
Brien McMahon, pushed for civilian control. The latter prevailed 
with passage of the McMahon Act in 1946, which created the f~ive- 
member Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). Congress charged the 
Commission (chaired by David E. Lilienthal, former head of the 
Tennessee Valley Authority) with both weapons development and 
research into possible peaceful applications of the atom. 

Initially, the AEC's budget was modest. In 1952, for example, Con- 
gress gave the agency $753 million, of which only $67 million was for 
nuclear reactor development. More than $400 million was devoted 
to weapons and the manufacture of fissionabie materials. 

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, passed by a Republican Congress 
in the ~yake of President Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" speech to 
the United Nations, was designed to turn nuclear energy over to 
private industry. It allowed electric utility companies to own and 
operate nuclear power plants (though none were yet in existence) 
subject to AEC licensing. The act prohibited the government from 
selling nuclear-generated electricity, but did not set out any master 
plan for siting and development of private power reactors. The 
utilities were given further incentives under the 1957 Price-Anderson 
Act, whereby the federal government itself insured nuclear utilities 
against damage claims. The first U.S. po\Yer reactor began operating 
that year in Shippingport, Pennsylvania. With massive government 
subsidies, the commercial nuclear industry began to thrive. 

In 1974, the AEC was reorganized. Its watchdog functions passed 
to the new Nuclear Regulatory Commission, while its research arm 
became the Energy Research and Development Agency (ERDA). 
ERDA was absorbed by President Carter's new Department of En- 
ergy (DOE) in 1977. 

The current (fiscal year 1979) DOE budget is $10.7 billion. As in 
the old AEC, a substantial portion of this total--about $2.5 
billion--goes for defense-related activities. Research on nuclear 
power claims $1.1 billion. Other energy research categories: solar, 
$559 million; fusion, $356 million; coal, oil, and gas, $759 million. 
The department also spends $485 million annually on nuclear waste 
management. Most of this waste is generated by weapons programs, 
not by electric utilities. 
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committing 7,500 square miles to the enterprise in perpetuity. 
Only a small part of this area, perhaps 200 square miles, would 
be exclusively reserved for nuclear operations; the rest could be 
devoted to farming. 

Since the number of sites is limited, the generating capacity 
of each will increase as the nuclear enterprise grows. Eventually 
each site may have as many as 10 reactors, compared to an 
average of less than 2 per site now. Such clustering ought to 
bring in its wake other improvements. Large sites are likely to 
have more able people in charge than are small sites. There will 
develop an organizational memory: Small mishaps on Unit 2 
five years ago are not likely to be repeated on Unit 4 roday. I 
speak of this from my experience at Oak Ridge, a large, power- 
ful, nuclear center which has always had the logistical strength 
and organizational memory to contain the damage when acci- 
dents have happened. 

A Question of Nerve 

The sites, like dams, also ought to be invested with an impu- 
tation of permanence. If one concedes that the sites are perma- 
nent, then one can simply leave the voluminous low-level radio- 
active wastes las well as the old reactors) in place until their 
radioactivity has largely decayed. After 100 years or so, the bulk 
of the low-level wastes, as well as the old reactors, will be fairly 
innocuous. Dismantling old reactors after that should be rela- 
tively easy. During the decay period, the old reactor buildings 
might be used to store the other nuclear wastes. In an active, 
self-contained nuclear complex, maintenance should pose little 
difficulty. 

Techlzlical in·zprovenzelzts. As Three Mile Island has shown, 
the nuclear establishment is still learning. Is it learning fast 
enough? Will improved back-up systems reduce the probability 
of failure faster than the number of reactors grows? Surely 
Three Mile Island will lead to corrections of certain faults in 

existing pressurized-water reactors. It will also lead to even 
tougher government regulations. This combination of tougher 
regulation and improved technology will certainly lessen the 
likelihood of future Three Mile Islands. 

Beyond this is a more fundamental question: Are there 
types of reactors inherently safer than the common 
pressurized-water reactor (PWR)? After all, the PWR was con- 
ceived as a compact reactor capable of being stuffed into a sub- 
marine; its evolution into the mainstay of huge central nuclear 
power plants on land is still a source of wonder to its original 
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NUCLEAR ENERGY 

Geneuation alzd Distribtltion. The nuclear system requires a 
powerful organization if it is to be operated properly. We have in 
this country about 200 electricity-generating utility companies. 
Nuclear electricity does not lend itself very well to such frag- 
mentation, nor to small operators. A I-million-kilowatt power 
plant often represents a large fraction of the total output of a 
smaller utility. Twenty-seven of the 41 "nuclear" utilities have 
but a single reactor. It seems to me that such small nuclear 
utilities are less likely to maintain the organizational strength 
and memory necessary to operate a nuclear reactor properly 
than is an organization that owns and operates many reactors. 

If the siting policy that I espouse becomes a reality, it seems 
natural that the large, clustered sites will be operated by power- 
ful organizations whose main job is operating nuclear facilities. 
Presumably, most of the sites would serve more than a single 
utility. Thus, one could envisage the gradual separation of gen- 
eration from distribution of nuclear electricity, the former being 
in the hands of powerful organizations-public or private--that 
do nothirzg btlt gelzerate ntlcZear electricity. Such nuclear generat- 
ing entities would have the technical capacity to supervise every 
element of the design and construction of their plants. They 
would be much less at the mercy of the reactor and equipment 
suppliers than they now are. 

clearing the Brain 

It is a delicate, and not very clear, question as to whether 
the operating consortia should be public or private, whether one 
would get better land safer) operation from private organiza- 
tions policed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or from a 
public Nuclear Energy Authority. There is an inherent tension 
between safe as possible and cheap as possible. The conflict man- 
ifests itself when a pilot decides to cancel a flight because the 
weather is bad, even though this costs his company money. 
Many would argue that a public operator is more likely to weigh 
his decisions on the side of safety. But public authorities seem to 
me to be harder to regulate than private ones. 

After Three Mile Island, every nuclear utility, not to men- 
tion reactor manufacturer, must realize that its very existence 
may depend on avoiding incidents of this sort. This must be 
powerful medicine for clearing one's brain of a possible confu- 
sion as to which comes first, safety or continuity of electricity 
supply. 

Professionalization of the ntlcZear cadre. The pilot of a trans- 
atlantic Boeing 747 is paid about $100,000 per year, perhaps 50 
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percent of what the president of his airline gets. The superin- 
tendent of a nuclear plant gets $40,000 per year, about 20 per- 
cent of what his president gets. The pilot and the operator bear a 
heavier burden of direct responsibility for people's lives than do 
their respective bosses. In the case of the pilots, this is more or 
less acknowledged in their pay; in the case of a plant superin- 
tendent, it is not. Why? 

I believe the answer is to be found again in the mistaken 
belief among utility executives that a nuclear plant was just 
another generating station. The pay scales, indeed, the whole 
conception of training and expertise, tended to be strongly in- 
fluenced by this perception. Moreover, a utility manager found 
it awkward to pay operators of one kind of plant much more 
than he paid operators of another. 

But the responsibility borne by the nuclear operator is so 
great that he and his staff must be regarded--and trained--as an 
elite. They must constitute a cadre with tradition, competence, 
and confidence. Is it possible to get people of such quality for 
jobs that are essentially very boring? This is the same problem 
faced, say, by the pilots on the Eastern Airline shuttle between 
Washington and New York or by the anesthesiologist during a 
routine operation. We deal with this ennui with money, with 
status in the community, with shorter work schedules. This is 
the very least we can do with nuclear operators. 

That is why I have so strongly urged cluster siting and sepa- 
rate generating entities: Both would be more conducive to crea- 
tion of the professionalized corps necessary to keep the nuclear 
enterprise out of trouble. At a nuclear center, there will be nzarzy 
people to choose from when vacancies arise. There will be a 
general ambience of expertise. And an independent generating 
entity can pay its employees salaries that are not bound by the 
locked-in traditions of coal-fired utilities. 

Meavy secttrity. The nuclear enterprise will always demand 
far greater security than the fossil-fueled enterprise. Terrorists 
and saboteurs can merely incapacitate a fossil plant; in nuclear 
plants, they can, albeit with some difficulty, produce serious 
accidents. This is another reason why cluster siting is impor- 
tant. It is easier to guard 10 reactors on a single site than 10 
reactors on separate sites. 

Public education about radiariolz. None of the above meas- 

ures will ensure the survival of nuclear energy unless the public 
and the media come to accept the risk of radiation as no differ- 
ent from the risk of other noxious substances that are products 
of our technology, particularly agents such as mercury or 
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CALVERT CLIFFS, A TYPICAL PLANT 

The idea behind nuclear power--creating heat to boil water to 
make steam to drive turbines--is simple. But operating a com- 
mercial reactor is a complicated business. The Calvert Cliffs 
plant, comprising two pressurized-water reactors in Maryland on 
the Chesapeake Bay, is typical. Owned by the Baltimore Gas & 
Electric Company, it began operating in 1975; construction costs 
totaled $766 million. A profile: 
Designer: Combustion Engineer- Envirol?,??e,ztal effects: As a cool- 
ing, Inc. ant, the plant uses 2.4 million gal- 
Builder: Bechtel Power Corp. ions of water from the Chesapeake 
Persolznel: Over 200, including Bay every minute; the water is re- 
chief engineer, section engineers, turned to the bay 10 degrees 
nuclear plant operators, secre- warmer. According to a company 
taries, guards. statement: "The plant has no sig- 
Capacity: About 1,620 megawatts. nificant effect on the environ- 
Electricity produced in 1978 was ment." According to a Nuclear 
the equivalent of 16 million bar- Regulatory Commission state- 
rels of oil, ment: "Emphasis [at Calvert 
Site: The plant itself covers 126 Cliffs] is upon commercial opera- 
acres of a 1,135 acre tract. A high tion; attitude toward safety is that 
wire fence surrounds the entire meeting N.R.C. requirements lit- 
property. Housing begins beyond erally is sufficient." 
the perimeter; 150,000 people live Sewice Area: Calvert Cliffs serves 
within 30 miles of the reactor. 800,000 residential, industrial, and 
Security: Number of guards not commercial customers in Balti- 
disclosed. more and eight nearby counties. 

:: ;D7 
~I 

(A) Water intake basin; (B) pump house; (C) ndnzi,?istvntion building; (D) 
turbine room; (E) control roonz; (F) reactor containl?zent buildings, constuuc- 
ted to withstand earthquakes, tornadoes, and the direct impact of a 747 
jetliner; (G) water tanks; (H) pla,zt switchyard; (I) first security clearance 
checkpoint. 
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polychlorinated biphenyls that persist and sometimes las at 
Seveso,Italy)interdictland. 

Why, after all, did Three Mile Island create such extreme 
concern, especially since not one member of the public has been 
harmed by it or, for that matter, by the operation of any other 
commercial nuclear reactor? Why was Three Mile Island the 
biggest story of the year when the collapse of the Grand Teton 
Dam in 1976, or even the collision of the jumbo jets in Tenerife 
in 1977, vanished from the front pages in a few days? 

Invisible IH[azard 

I see several reasons for this seeming double standard. The 
potential for a disaster was there, though exactly how close we 
came will have to await the outcome of the current investiga- 
tions. Since its dimensions could not be gauged and the whole 
situation was so completely novel, the crisis provided the classic 
ingredients of high media drama. The fear of possible radiation- 
induced death goes deep. Radiation is mysterious: It cannot be 
sensed, you can't see it, yet it can kill you. 

The estimate of the hazard of radiation is clouded by bitter 
scientific dispute. In particular, there is the strongest kind of 
disagreement among scientists as to the effect of very low levels 
of radiation, even levels as low as our natural radiation back- 
ground. Most of the estimated delayed cancer deaths associated 
with so-called hypothetical accidents are supposed to be caused 
by exposures well below the occupational limits. If one assumes 
that any extra radiation, however small, causes cancer, then if 
millions of people are exposed, some extra cancers will result. 
But if, as I believe, low-level radiation is nowhere near as 

dangerous as, for example, television newsmen seem to think, 
then the public's land, perhaps more important, the media's) 
reaction to the possibility of such irradiation may be far more 
restrained." 

The whole question of low-level radiation is so critical to 
public acceptance of nuclear energy that I consider this a lead- 
ing, if not the leading, scientific issue underlying the nuclear 
controversy. Unfortunately, since the effects (if any) are so rarely 
seen because the exposures are so small, the issue may be be- 
yond the ability of science to decipher. Fortunately, we do have 
a standard--natui-al background radiation---with which to 

"The controversy over· low-level radiation is examined in Tlte Effec~s 9,i Populalioils of 
Exposn,·e ~o Low Levels oflonizi,zg Radiariol?s, the report of the Committee on the Biological 
Effects of Ionizing Radiations, National Academy of Sciences (1979). The committee divided 
sharply on the issue, a dissenting I-eport is appended. 
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compare additional exposures. At Three Mile Island, the total 
dose to the population was about 1 percent of natural back- 
ground--a level where no effects can be seen. 

Unless changes are made that restore the public confidence, 
the Nuclear Age will come to a halt as the present reactors run 
their course. And we shall have to revert to the energy strategies 
that were available before fission was discovered. What are the 
alternatives to fission? Aside from conservation, which has its 
limits, there are only four: geothermal, fusion, fossil, and the 
various forms of solar energy. 

The potential of geothermal energy--from natural steam or 
hot dry rocks--is relatively small; if we are to contemplate a 
world that has many more people, and that uses, say, three 
times as much energy as we now use, geothermal can hardly 
help. 

Pricing a Moratorium 

As for fusion, despite the optimism that prevails among sci- 
entists working in the field, it seems to me that the possibility 
still remains just that--a possibility. The fuel, deuterium and 
tritium (isotopes of hydrogen), is all but inexhaustible, yet the 
engineering remains formidable. Moreover, fusion is not devoid 
of radioactivity. To be sure, there is 100 times less in a fusion 
reactor than in a fission reactor. But, as Three Mile Island sug- 
gests, if fusion is to be acceptable, it too will require a public 
that understands the relative hazards of radioactivity. Thus, my 
view about fusion is agnostic--let's work on it, but let's not 
count on it." 

Fossil fuel is, of course, what we shall turn to in increasing 
amounts whether or not we have fission. But if we had a 
moratorium on new fission plants beginning in 1985, we might, 
in the United States, have to burn about a billion tons more of 
coal by the year 2000 than if we had no such moratorium. And as 
for oil, the political pressures might become quite intolerable 
should our need for the world's oil increase drastically. 

Nor is fossil fuel a benign source of energy. Even a properly 
operating coal plant emits noxious fumes. The dangers from 
burning fossil fuels are undramatic--deaths from coal mine ac- 
cidents, black lung disease among miners, bronchial troubles 
downwind of a coal-burning plant. By contrast, the dangers of a 
nuclear plant are localized and dramatic, even though, as Three 
Mile Island has shown, a nuclear plant can suffer an extraordi- 

For a comprehensive over\·iell' of fusion, and the obstacles it faces, see David A. Dingee's 
"Fusion Powel-." in Cherllical & Engi~lee,-i,lg Neu,s, April 2, 1979. 
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nary amount of damage without anyone being hurt. Fossil fuels 
also pose a large-scale worldwide threat comparable to that of 
proliferation. I refer to the accumulation of carbon dioxide (COz) 
in the atmosphere. Most climatologists (though not all) believe 
that doubling the COr may increase the average surface temper- 
ature of the earth by about 2"C, and would diminish the 
equatorial-polar temperature gradient, which drives the wind 
system, by about 10"C. 

Not all the ensuing changes need be bad. But the doubling 
of CO? in the atmosphere, which could happen by, say, the year 
2050, represents an unprecedented climatological experiment 
by man. It might cause the seas to rise, turn deserts into grass- 
lands, grasslands into deserts. If this is a real possibility, then 
would continued burning of fossil fuel be a responsible course, 
even if fossil fuels were inexhaustible (which they aren't)? 

Which leaves us with solar energy, including hydro, wind, 
waves, biomass, and ocean thermal gradients as well as direct 
solar. Solar energy is immense, environmentally benign, the 
darling of the people (no one is against solar energy). But it is 
also intermittent and, insofar as one can tell, expensive. If what 
we contemplate is an all-solar world, not one in which small 
household solar water heaters are backed up by electricity from 
the local utility, then we must come to terms with the intermit- 
tency of solar energy. Either we adjust our lives to a sun that 
does not always shine, or else we arrange for storage--perhaps 
with auxiliary engines operated on alcohol, or electric batteries, 
or perhaps by hydrogen-generated photoelectrically. Overcom- 
ing intermittency seems to be very expensive, though how 
expensive I cannot say. What seems clear is that an all-solar 
society is almost surely a low-energy society, and one in which 
energy will be a good deal costlier than it is now. 

The Faustian Bargain 

To my mind, the only alternative (or perhaps adjunct) to a 
solar society is the one based on fission--at least if one concedes 
that fossil fuels are limited, or that the COz danger must be 
taken seriously, or that fusion will forever evade us. But such a 
fission future might involve several thousand U.S. reactors, and 
one must then come to terms with the problem I alluded to 
earlier: Even though the probability per reactor of a serious 
accident is small, when the system becomes large the number of 
accidents may become too frequent for the public to tolerate. 

Thus, if a solar society can be made to work, by all means let 
us work hard to achieve it. I favor pushing solar technology as 
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NUCLEAR ENERGY 

hard as we can. But let us not mislead ourselves. Solar cannot 

take over very much of the load for a long time, if ever; and a 
solar society will not be the utopia many advocates perceive it to 
be, even if some very major improvements in energy storage and 
photoelectric conversion are achieved. 

But suppose we do not achieve these technological break- 
throughs, can we put a price on solar energy at which we would 
prefer it over nuclear because nuclear is handicapped by its 
radioactivity? There are many who would abolish nuclear in 
favor of solar Mthatevev the cost. This I cannot view as a rational 

response. But neither call I say how much extra one should pay 
for solar to avoid the disadvantages of nuclear. And it is not 
impossible that the price one must pay for an acceptable nuclear 
system--with its better technology, higher-paid personnel, and 
tighter security-- conceivably could price nuclear out of the 
market. 

About eight years have passed since I first referred to nu- 
clear energy as a Faustian Bargain. I have since been corrected 
both by nuclear advocates (who prefer Prometheus to Faust) and 
by scholars (who say that Goethe's Faust didn't really make a 
bargain at all). Nevertheless, what I meant was clear: nuclear 
energy, that miraculous and quite unsuspected source of energy, 
demands an unprecedented degree of expertise, attention to de- 
tail, and social stability. In return, man has, in the breeder reac- 
tor, an inexhaustible energy source." 

Three Mile Island has undoubtedly turned many away from 
nuclear energy, has reinforced their belief that nuclear energy is 
simply too hazardous. Three Mile Island for me has a rather 
different significance. I have often said that Goethe's Faust was 
redeemed: 

'Who e'er aspiring, struggles on, 
For him there is salvation.' 

and that man, in his striving, will finally master this complex 
and unforgiving technology. 

My antinuclear colleagues retort that this is foolish techno- 
logical optimism---that man is imperfect, and that anything that 

"A breeder, \rhich cl-eales more nucleal- fuel than it consumes, I-equires only li60th as much 
ul-anium as do pl-esenl-da! "bul-nel-" (e.g., pressur·izecl-\Yater) I-eactors. Unless we are badly 
under-estimating oul- uranium reser~es, Phase I, the age of burnrl-s, \vill necessarily be 
11-ansitol-)·. Phase II \~ill I·el~ on bl-eetlers. The Cartel- administration supports development 
of an advanced, sodium-cooled breeder, but it is strongly opposed to completion of the 
Clinch River· BI·eedel-, a sodium-cooled pilot plant that was to be built in Oak Ridge, Ten- 
nessee. As of this wrilin,o, Congl-ess continues to fund the project despite administl-ation 
attempts to kill it. 
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can go wrong will go wrong. But man is also ingenious, and the 
history of the two worst American reactor accidents--Browns 
Ferry and Three Mile Island--demonstrates this. In both cases, 
the accident was precipitated, or at least exacerbated, by human 
error: a lighted candle at Browns Ferry, closed valves at Three 
Mile Island. In both cases, the operators used their ingenuity to 
contain a nasty situation. And in neither case was anyone 
harmed by excess radioactivity. It is their cynical denial of 
human ingenuity and uncompromising acceptance of human 
fallibility that is the main weakness of the more strident nuclear 
opponents. 

I am not an uncritical advocate of nuclear energy. I believe 
the enterprise needs fixing if it is to survive. Nor can the nuclear 
enterprise wait too long before its managers demonstrate to the 
public that they recognize this fact. I hope those of us who be- 
lieve that nuclear energy cannot be lightly cast aside will do 
more than simply restate our faith in the technology. We must 
come up with positive and convincing initiatives that prove to 
the public that the lessons of Three Mile Island have been 
learned. To do less will commit us to energy options whose in- 
herent difficulties, though not as dramatic as those of nuclear 
energy, could in the long run be even more serious. 
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Because the choices are more diffi- The Ford Foundation report, says 
cult and energy technology is far Alchian, is "inexcusably ignorant of 
more intricate than in the past, few economics." 
writers have vet mastered the com- The controversy persists. In 1977, 
plexities of the energy problem in its two of the advisers to the Ford study 
bl-oadest sense. The most interesting were still arguing its validity. In A 
books have been the product of group Debate on a Time to Choose (Bal- 
efforts or have focused on special as- linger, 1977), William Tavoulareas, 
pects of the energy debate. president of Mobil Oil Corporation, 

One early attempt to take a com- attacks the staff report as "a blatant 
prehensi\ie look at America's energ)r effort" to substitute pervasive gov- 
options following the Arab oil em- ernment controls for free market 
barge of 1973 turned out to be the forces, while Dr. Carl Kaysen, an 
most controversial. A Time to M.I.T. economist, defends the report: 

Choose: America's Energy Future "Its technical analyses and its prin- 
(Ballinger-, 1974, cloth and paper) is cipal message [stressing conser- 
the final report of the Ford Founda- \iation] ... look better and better as 
tion's three-year, $4 million Energy history and comparable analyses ac- 
Policy Project designed "to explore cumulate." 
the range of energy choices open to Somewhat more readable is Fu- 
the United States and to identify ture Strategies for Energy Develop- 
policies that match the choices." ment: A Question of Scale (Oak 

The study was supervised by S. Ridge, Tenn.: Institute for Energy 
David Freeman, now chairman of the Analysis, 1977, paper only), the pro- 
Tennessee Valley Authority, and a ceedings of a 1976 energy conference 
distinguished, if disparate, panel of sponsored by the Oak Ridge Associ- 
advisers. It presents three \lery differ- ated Universities. Ten essays address 
ent "scenarios" for U.S. ener-gy the question: Will energy continue to 
growth up to the year 2000 and dis- be supplied by large, centralized 
cusses the economic and social impli- systems that consume massive quan- 
cations of each. titles of primary fuels (coal, oil, 

A "Zero Energy Growth" option, uranium) and distribute energy by 
involving substantial conservation long-distance networks? Or will 
and str-ong federal curbs on demand, there be a shift to a decentr-alized en- 
is the one favored by Freeman and ergy economy in which energy 
the study staff. It is also the option sources are shaped to local needs, 
described as ideologically motivated distr-ibution distances are shorter, 
and shoddily contrived by critics of and the fuels (such as solar power) 
the Ford report, including Herman are renewable? 
Kahn, of the Hudson Institute, and One of the essayists is an articulate 
U.C.L.A. economist Armen A. Al- member of the small-is-beautiful fac- 
chian, in No Time to Confuse (San tion, physicist Amory B. Lo\iins. He 
Francisco: Institute for Contempo- lays out his "Hard PathiSoft Path" 
rary Studies, 1975, cloth and paper). approach. Artificially cheap energy 
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has producetl distributiori systems tutions. The glossary and bibliogra- 
that are out of kilter, Lovins argues, phy are excellent. 
What we need, he says, are small Nuclear weapons are relatively 
scale, limited diStl-ibutiOn, decen- easy to make, and the requisite fis- 
tralized, labor-intensi·iie energy sionable matel-ial is being produced 
technologies, such as solar heating. in relatively large quantities in nu- 

Lovins is challenged by West Ger- clear power plants. Law professor 
man physicists Wolf Haefele and Mason Willrich and physicist Theo- 
Wolfgang Sassin. They ar-gue that dore B. Taylor in Nuclear Theft: 
worldwide population growth and Risks and Safeguards (Ballinger, 
urbanization must inevitably lead to 1974, cloth and paper) argue for 
higher per capita energy consump- more effective defenses than cur- 
tion that can only be satisfied by rently exist. They recommend a sys- 
large centralized energy supply sys- tem of safeguards for each step of the 
tems, relying on a combination of nuclear fuel cycle and the creation of 
fossil fuels, breeder reactors, and a federal security service to protect 
solar power. nuclear \Yeapons materials. 

The Nuclear Power Controversy Participants in a seminar on nu- 
(Prentice-Hall, 1976, cloth and clear- ener-gy held in Gatlinber-g, 
paper), a short book of essays, was Tenn., in December 1976 ranged 
produced by Columbia University's from ardent antinuclear spokesmen 
American Assembly. Included are a to passionate nuclear advocates, 
straightforward discussion by sev- from college professors to utility es- 
eral specialists of various aspects of ecuti\ies. They wer-e brought together 
nuclear energy systems--safety, reg- by the Oak Rid··p a~cnr;ltprl rj~l;.i~~.- 

b~''V"V~-'UL~·U VIIIYC-I- 

ulation, proliferation, etc.-and a fi- sities in hopes of producing some 
nal, somewhat emotional attack by useful ideas that might help resolve, 
chemist George B. Kistiakowsky, or at least moderate, the "great de- 
who argues, "I find that the technol- bate" on nuclear energy. 
ogy is not ready for a massive expan- The results of that effort can be 
sion of nuclear power and that our found in An Acceptable Future Nu- 
society is not I-cady to live with it." clear Energy System (Information 

A gloomy examination of the nu- Service Division, Institute for Energy 
clear proliferation issue by the Analysis, P.O. Bos 117, Oak Ridge, 
congressional Office of Technology Tenn. 37830, 1977, paper only). The 
Assessment, entitled Nuclear Prolif- pI-oceedings opened and closed with- 
eration and Safeguards (Praeger; out consensus, but the discussion 
1977), offers useful information on ranges widely. 
the close link between the spread of The question of using pluto- 
commercial nucleal- reactor-a and the nium--as a more efficient successor 
spread of the capacity to produce nu- to uranium--in the nuclear fuel cycle 
clear weapons. is at the center of current debate. A 

This treatment includes nine ap- Nuclear Energy Policy Study Group, 
pendixes, largely prepared by out- sponsored by the Ford Foundation 
side contractors, which cover, un- and administered by the Mitre Cor- 
evenly, such specific issues as the poration, concludes in Nuclear 
terrorist threat, the international Power Issues and Choices (Ballinger~ 
nuclear industry, and safeguards 1977) that "there is no compelling 
administered by international insti- reason at this time to introduce 
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plutonium or to anticipate its intro- fact of life in the United States. 
duction in this century." While nu- On the other hand, Unacceptable 
clear power will continue to provide Risk: The Nuclear Power Con- 
a significant portion of the world's troversy (Bantam, 1976, paper only) 
electricity, the plutonium decision is a passionate antinuclear tract 
can be safely deferred while other given to predictions of appl-oaching 
safe, nonnuclear energy alternatives ruin. McKinley C. Olsen, the author, 
are explored. relies heavily on the testimony of 

Theological considerations are ex- four disaffected nuclear engineers. 

plored in Facing Up to Nuclear One of them, Gregory E. Minor, from 

Power (Westminster, 1976, paper General Electric's nuclear energy 

only), published under the auspices division, says, "We cannot design to 
of the World Council of Churches. cover the human error, and I am 
The volume includes the text of the convinced the safety of nuclear reac- 
1975 "Ecumenical Hearing on Nu- tors hangs on the human error." 
clear Energy" held at Sigtuna, Swe- A mirror image of Unacceptable 
den, and a broad range of views on Risk in the popular mode is Critical 
the "Faustian bargain" between nu- Mass: Nuclear Power, the Alterna- 

clear scientists and society. Third tive to Energy Famine (Nashville: 
World contributors argue, among Aurora, 1977). Author Jacque SrouJ1, 
other things, that the less developed an American journalist and onetime 
countries can never meet their future critic of nuclear power, executed an 
energy needs without nuclear power, abrupt U-turn after spending a year 

One would not expect the Sierra investigating more closely the va- 
Club and Sheldon No\iick, editor of lidity of information on which she 
Elzvii·ol?lne,2t magazine, to produce a based her earlier stories. She con- 
pronuclear book. But The Electric eludes that "the confusion in the 

War: The Fight Over Nuclear Power public mind in interpreting ~Yhat 
(Sierra ClubiScribner's, 1976) is not I~zigJzt hn~e,? in the I?POSt tllzfavol·able 
an unrelenting antinuclear diatribe. col722?ilzatiolz of cil-ctll?zstances with 

Novick chronicles nuclear progress what actually I·vill Izappell7 has been 
since Hiroshima and notes a wide one of the major sources of difficulty 
spectrum of views and interests to il- in discussing the issues of nuclear 
luminate the points of controversy, energy" (italics hers). 
The utility industry occupies center It is a difficulty that, unfortu- 

stage as Novick's villain, but he con- nately, none of these books, includ- 
cedes that nuclear power is now a ing hers, entirely overcomes. 

EDITOR'S NOTE. Hell., ii? selectilzg tl?ese tifles cul?le T,·o,?2 fo,nler Wilsol·1 CE,·2tel· Fello~i 
Chesfe~- L. Coqpe,·, ol?eti,l?e Wl?ite Hortse official rclzd I?ow at? elzel·gy sl~ecialist. 
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The S~al·2islz Colzqtlest in 1521 did not el·adicateMexico's Il?dian heritage. 
Today, a bronze stattle oftlze defeated Aztec el??pel·ol; Ctlauhre'nzoc ("Fall- 
ilzg Eagle"), adorns the ce,2ter ofMenico City. Thel-e are sevel·al well-kno~y~·I 
pailztilzgs of the vic~ol~iotls Spa,zialzl, Hen·2dl? Corte's. The l?zost popttlar 
(above) is by ilztll-alisl Diego Rivet-a, who depicts rite g~sut Colzguistador as 
a cl~oss-eyed, syphilitic hLll?chback. 
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Mexico lost one-half of its national territory to the United States 

in the 19th century; two years ago, vast new oil and gas deposits 
were discovered under the land Mexico was allowed to keep. 
Now Washington hopes Mexico can supply as much as 10 per- 
cent (1 million barrels per day) of U.S. petroleum imports, while 
Mexican leaders hope steady oil revenues will help them buy 
time to put their own house in order. Two-thirds of Mexico's 68 
million people live in poverty; each year, hundreds of thousands 
of them look for work north of the Rio Grande. Inflation, corrup- 

tion, and political repression worry the nation's otherwise com- 
fortable middle class. Some Mexican officials--and foreign 

diplomats--suggest privately that Mexico could become "an- 
other Iran." Here, journalist Marlise Simons looks at daily life in 
modern Mexico; historian Peter Smith examines Mexico's prog- 

ress since the 1910 Revolution; and political scientist Richard 
Fagen ponders the present state of U.S.-Mexican relations. 

3~J~XJiiTJF~J~XJFX 

TF~IIE ~~~~L~ ~J~~TF II~~~R 

by I~arlise Sivnons 

"I call think of no people in the West who are as strange to 
Americans as the Mexicans are," John Womack, a visiting Har- 
vard historian, commented recently. "They are as different from 
us as the Vietnamese or the Japanese. But in the case of Mexico, 
Americans don't know about the difference." 

The United States has Sinologists and Kremlinologists 
aplenty, but, until lately, the "Mexicanist" in the U.S. govern- 
ment has been a rare bird. American newspaper readers know 
more about Moscow's political machinations than about Mexico 
City's; more about Mao Tse-tung's revolution in 1945 than about 
Mexico's in 1910. 
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:o Ju~rez airport, 
tion struggling up 

the economic ladder. Nliddle-class Mexicans aspire to 
American-style homes and imported sports cars, and a U.S. 
tourist would feel at home among the crowded billboards and 
gaudy neon signs advertising Pizza Hut and Kentucky Fried 
Chicken. Three and one-half million cars and trucks clog the 
nation's modern roads; 5 million television sets provide reruns 
of "Kojak" and "The Bionic Woman." 

A Mestizo Nation 

Yet as Octavio Pat, Mexican poet and essayist, has written, 
the country's "occidentalism" is essentially a mask. "The im- 
pression we create," he observed, "is much like that created by 
Orientals. They too--the Chinese, the Hindus, the Arabs-are 
hermetic and indecipherable. They too carry about with them, 
in rags, a still-living past." 

The Mexicans are ,~zestizos, a mixed race, and the Indian 
part of the mix has ultimately proved stronger than the Spanish. 
Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and Guatemala all have proportionately 
larger Indian populations than Mexico, but they are ruled by 
white Hispanic elites. In Mexico, less than 5 percent of the popu- 
lation is pure European; 70 percent is I?zestizo. The Spanish co,z- 
qtlistadores were able to impose their language (90 percent of 
Mexico's 68 million people speak Spanish), their religion (96 
percent of the population is Catholic), and their legal system on 
Indian Mexico. But the country's Indian character prevailed; 
that was Montezuma's true revenge. 

It is no coincidence, then, that Argentinians and Chileans in 
Mexico contend that they are not really in Lnti,2 America at all, 
while Indonesians and Pakistanis say they feel somehow right at 
home. Mexico in turn looks down on its southern neighbors. 
Long ruled by civilians, the Mexicans feel superior to the mili- 
tary juntas and crude dictatorships of Central and South 
America. 

Mar2ise Simons, 38, has I·epol·ted olz Mexico ulzd Cellt~nl A,lzel·ica fol· the 
Washington Post and Newsweek silzce 1971 alzd is a col7.es~olzclel?t fbl' 
De Nieuwe Rotterdamse Courant in The Netlzerlallds. A Dtltch citize~z, 
she is a gradtlate ofA17?stel·dnl?2 U~zivevsit~ (1961/. Frollz 1965 to 1971 she 
trias a I·epol·ter for the Times of London bused i,z Netli Yol·k. She r~ceived 
the Lati~z AHlericalz Sttldies Association's a~inl-cI fbl- "distingtlished I-e~ort- 
il?g'' fou heu covel-clge of the 1 973 cotcp ii? Ch ile. 
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BREAKFAST AT SANBORNS 

Pel-lznps to olze I·zas depicted daily life ilz Mexico as aptly as Izovelist 
Cnl·los Ftlel?tes (The Death of Artemio Cruz, Terra Nostra), Mexico's 
olze-ti~l2e allzbassadol· to FI-alzce a,zrl a fonlzel· Wilsolz Celzter Fellow. Tlze 
fOIIOlliilPg is fi.0172 hiS latest booi'c, The Hydra Head, a Izovel of political 

Felix Maldonado attended a political breakfast every morning. A 
pretext for exchanging impressions, ordering world affairs, plotting 
intrigue, conspiring, and organizing cabals. Small early-morning 
fraternities that serve, above all, as a source of information that 
would otherwise remain unknown. ... He said to himself that no one 
would ever understand the articles and editorials if he was not a 
devoted regular at the hundreds of political breakfasts celebrated 
daily in chains of American-style quick-food restaurants-Sanborns, 
Wimpys, Dennys, Vips. ...Bllt how odd it was to find himself in the 
Sanborns on Madero.... Like the nation, he mused, this city had 
both developed and underdeveloped areas. Frankly, he didn't care 
for the latter. The old center was a special case. If you kept your eyes 
above the swarming crowds, you didn't have to focus on all the 
misery and poverty but could, instead, enjoy the beauty of certain 
facades and roof lines. The Temple de la Profesa, for example, was 
very beautiful, as well as the Convento de San Francisco and the 
Palacio de Iturbide, all of red volcanic stone, with their baroque 
facades of pale marble. Felix reflected that this was a city designed 
for gentlemen and slaves, whether Aztec or Spaniard, never for the 
indecisive muddle of people who'd recently abandoned the peasant's 
white shirt and pants and the worker's blue denim to dress so badly, 
imitating middle-class styles but, at best, only half successfully. The 
Indians, so handsome in the lands of their origin, so slim and spot- 
less and secret, in the city became ugly, filthy, and bloated by car- 
bonated drinks.... 

Tm,lslared hy Mnrgare~ Sa'frs Pede,l. Tm,lslario,l Cop?'righr O 1 978 b?' Fa~nt.. Slraus. B Cirolcr. Illr. 
Osed by pcn,lissioll. 

Because Mexico identifies so little with Latin America, its 
people tend to look North. Indeed, Mexicans seem obsessed by 
the United States. The Mexican press devotes sizeable amounts 
of front-page space to its powerful neighbor, although U.S. 
newspapers rarely return the compliment. The Mexicans, who 
see 3 million well-heeled yanqui tourists every year, not to men- 
tion imported U.S. movies and television shows, perceive Amer- 
icans as garishly dressed, uncultured, spiritually poor. Mexicans 
seem to disdain what they envy, dislike the things that fascinate 
them most. 

The affluent may ski in Colorado, shop in Dallas, and send 
their children to study science and economics at Harvard or 
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M.I.T. But excluding a small clique of traveled authors, aca- 
demics,, and diplomats-people like Carlos Fuentes and Octavio 
Pat--Mexico's thinkers, writers, painters, and editors do not 
speak English and look on Americans with suspicion or scorn. 
English is taught in Mexican high schools with less success than 
Spanish in U.S. schools. "I refuse to speak the language of the 
empire," says historian Gast6n Garcia Cantu, "It's easier not to 
be contaminated that way. 

While the "gringo" possesses the wealth the Mexican covets, 
Americans are too abrupt and forthright in their manner to 
please people who take pains to avoid giving offense. The 
Anglo-Saxon virtues of punctuality, honesty, and brevity are of 
dubious value to Mexicans. Social intercourse requires the 
Oriental ritual that permits a display of personal dignity and 
mutual respect. A visitor to a banker, businessman, or govern- 
ment official may find the conversation beginning with his 
health, his wife, his children, his holiday-and only then learn 
that his loan has been denied, his equipment order canceled, his 
permit revoked. 

Reliving Defeat 

Rigorous as Mexico's social rituals seem, they are also pre- 
carious. Someone not worthy of attention may be icily ignored 
by bureaucrats, courts, or anyone with a favor to give or a ser- 
vice to perform. With regard to individual rights, the Mexican 
police, ogres to those citizens without influence, display a 
haughty disregard in keeping with Mexico's long authoritarlian 
tradition." Charges that police commonly abduct and extort, 
make random arrests, keep people incommunicado, and beat or 
torture common criminals and political prisoners alike appear 
daily in the newspapers. There is little government reaction. 
There is a standard rationale for police abuse, which a high 
government official once explained to me: "Mexicans are not 
used to telling the truth. Our culture does not demand that. If 
police only asked questions, they would never get anywhere." 

Few countries are as haunted by their history as this south- 
ern stretch of North America. Mexicans spend their lives, the 
Argentine writer Jorge Luis Borges once noted, "contemplating 
the past." They morbidly relive their past defeats, diplomatic 
and military. The press (Mexico City alone has 21 daily newspa- 
pers) regularly interviews the few living veterans of the 1910 

"Mesico Ilas about a dozen diflcl·ent police tol-ces, including federal police. Ir.an:ic police. 
and secret police. Each has earned a distinctive, often rude, niclinalne. Traffic cops, for 
esamp]e, al·e called ,lio~·cl~lurlrs, fi-om iilo,~le,-, "to bile, i.e.. to bribe. 
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ious and magnificent than those of Spain itself. Columbus Day, 
as such, is not celebrated in Mexico. Not long ago, a wreath was 
placed at the Columbus statue on Mexico City's bustling, 
modern Reforma Avenue, but the message read: "1492, the first 
meeting of two sister races." In other words: "We were here 
first." 

Despite their fierce chauvinism, Mexicans would be hard 
pressed to describe a "typical" countryman. There are so many 
Mexicos. Middle class wives shop in stores supplied with a cor- 
nucopia of familiar American brand names: Kellogg's, Del 
Monte, Colgate. Yet the mountain people of Nayarit still pray in 
a cave for a sick person's wandering soul, and the somber, intro- 
verted inhabitants of the central deserts and highlands seem to 
have little in common with the cheerful, easygoing Caribbean 
folk of Veracruz. 

Nospitality and Contemplation 

Foreigners have long marveled at Mexico's cultural variety. 
But it was not until after the Revolution that the country's art- 
ists and scholars, then its government, turned their attention to 
the Indian heritage pervading Mexico's society, its geometric 
and stylized art, its familiar foods, its etiquette, its architecture. 
(There are 20,000 potential archeological sites in Mexico, though 
only a handful have been excavated.) The Indian heritage is 
present in the honors rendered to a guest, in the fiestas and sense 
of ritual, in the contempt for death, and, above all, in the Mexi- 
call penchant for contemplation, which Americans commonly 
misinterpret as passivity. 

But the Indians are admired only in the abstract; real In- 
dians are widely disdained. Although many scholars and social 
workers have dedicated their lives to improving the Indians' lot, 
it is not an easy task. The Indians have stoutly refused to meet 
20th-century Mexico halfway, even spurning routine vaccina- 
tions for TB, typhoid, and measles in favor of home-grown cures. 
For their part, "modern" Mexicans take a patronizing attitude 
toward the Indians, when they are not overtly hostile. The gov- 
ernment devotes much benevolent rhetoric and much money to 
the "Indian problem"; yet calling someone an "indio," meaning 
dirty, stupid, and lazy, is a serious insult. 

Six million Mexican Indians, almost 10 percent of the coun- 
try's population, speak no Spanish. They comprise 73 different 
ethnic groups. Humiliated and driven to the inhospitable south- 
ern highlands by whites and I~r2estizos (the mountains of Oaxaca 
and Chiapas harbor the largest Indian communities in the 
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Americas), the Indians turned inward, preserving much of their 
tribal, linguistic, and religious cohesion. 

Mexico is a foreign country to them. They still wear tradi- 
tional clothing with highly symbolic designs--although tran- 
sistor radios in their shoulderbags are no longer unusual. Yet 
Tzeltales, Tepehuanos, and Tarascos, to name but a few, barely 
know of one another's existence, and if they met, they could not 
communicate. Officially, 58 Indian languages are still spoken in 
Mexico, but there are so many offshoots that some 150 lan- 
guages and dialects are mutually unintelligible. The fast high- 
pitched tonal languages heard in the Indian markets reminds 
one of the Orient, even though scholars have yet to uncover any 
certain links with Asian tongues. 

To some extent, the travail of these Indian peoples is that of 
all of rural Mexico. In the southern state of Chiapas alone, where 
the wealthy own most of the arable land, 2.3 percent of the 
population produces 52 percent of the marketable agricultural 
goods, primarily coffee and cotton. The landed gentry live in 
feudal style on their haciendns; many own private planes, have 
bodyguards, and maintain luxurious homes in the nearest town. 
Their property is usually secure; they have given bribes to the 
local army captain, or, more openly, have invited his troops to 
graze horses on their land. The rest of the rural population lives 
off subsistence farming. One-third of Chiapas' workforce, mostly 
highland Indians, move down to the coast every December, 
where parents and children alike pick coffee and cotton for three 
harsh months. 

An Urban Monster 

Mexico has about 80,000 rural communities with fewer than 
5,000 inhabitants, and they rank low on the government's list of 
priorities. Planners argue that it takes too much money to bring 
water, electricity, and roads to such small communities. Yet the 
result of neglect appears to be even more costly. In search of 
work, education, or some vague hope of self-improvement, mil- 
lions of peasants have moved to Mexico's great urban centers: 
Guadalajara, Monterrey, Mexico City. 

Greater Mexico City is an urban monster with some 14 mil- 
lion people packed into an area about half the size of New York 
City. One of the world's oldest capitals, it has long ceased to be 
manageable. Situated in a high valley (7,400 feet above sea 
level) once the site of a magnificent lake, it is now chronically 
short of water. Except for the beautiful Spanish colonial center, 
studded with skyscrapers, the city has a low, drab, and 
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The Ulzited States al?d Mexico are divided by 2,000 years oflzistol.y as 
well as 2,000 I?ziles of border. Ilz The Labyrinth of Solitude (1950), 
Octuvio Pat, the Mexical? turitel; philosopher, alzd fon~zer al~~bassadol· 
to Ilzdia, descl·ibes rite coll7trasts i,? the tuio I~utiol?al chal·actel·s: 

The North Americans are credulous, and we are believers; they love 
fairy tales and detective stories, and we love myths and legends. The 
Mexican tells lies because he delights in fantasy, or because he is 
desperate, or because he wants to rise above the sordid facts of his 
life; the North American does not tell lies, but he substitutes social 
truth for the real truth, which is always disagreeable. We get drunk 
in order to confess; they get drunk in order to forget. They are op- 
timists, and we are nihilists--except that our nihilism is not intellec- 
tual but instinctive, and therefore irrefutable. We are suspicious, 
and they are trusting. We are sorrowful and sarcastic, and they are 
happy and full of jokes. North Americans want to understand, and 
we want to contemplate. They are activists, and we are quietists; we 
enjoy our wounds, and they enjoy their inventions. They believe in 
hygiene, health, work, and contentment, but perhaps they have 
never experienced true joy, which is an intoxication, a whirlwind. In 
the hubbub of a fiesta night, our voices explode into brilliant lights, 
and life and death mingle together, while their vitality becomes a 
fixed smile that denies old age and death but that changes life to 
motionless stone. 

What is the origin of such contradictory attitudes? It seems to me 
that North Americans consider the world to be something that can 
be perfected, and that we consider it to be something that can be 
redeemed. Like their Puritan ancestors, we believe that sin and 
death constitute the ultimate basis of human nature, but with the 
difference that the Puritan identifies purity with health. Therefore 
he believes in the purifying effects of asceticism, and the conse- 
quences are his cult of work for work's sake, his serious approach to 
life, and his conviction that the body does not exist or at least cannot 
lose--or find--itself in another body. Every contact is a contamina- 
tion. Foreign races, ideas, customs, and bodies carry within them- 
selves the germs of perdition and impurity. Social hygiene com- 
plements that of the soul and the body. Mexicans, however, both 
ancient and modern, believe in communion and fiestas: there is no 

health without contact. Tlazolteotl, the Aztec goddess of filth and 
fecundity, of earthly and human moods, was also the goddess of 
steam baths, sexual love, and confession. And we have not changed 
very much, for Catholicism is also communion. 

Copvrig/2~ O 196/ bg Grove Prers. I,lc. (ised l?v pe,,,lission. 
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seemingly endless skyline. Public transport is inadequate; as a 
result, nearly 2 million private cars create permanent traffic 
jams, and add to the heavy industrial pollution that on most 
days blocks out the view of the two snowcapped volcanoes some 
15 miles away. It is not unusual for a worker to take two hours to 
get from his suburb or slum to his job. Not surprisingly, the 
Chilarzgos, as the city's inhabitants are known, get pushy and 
irritable at rush hour. 

Parachutists 

Mexico City boasts the country's largest slum, Nezahual- 
coyotl, named after the 15th-century poet-king who once ruled 
the area. "Neza," as Mexicans usually call it, has 2.6 million 
inhabitants. Newcomers move in with relatives at the rate of 

6,000 per month. The men start hunting for odd jobs. If they are 
lucky, their children may go to elementary or even high school 
and their grandchildren may join the lower-middle or even the 
middle class. 

Along with its unpaved streets and dilapidated housing, 
Neza has schools, clinics, and moviehouses, unlike many of the 
Federal District's 3,500 "illegal" neighborhoods. The "illegals" 
result from landgrabs staged by families of "parachutists"--- 
people who invade vacant lots, after nightfc211, With cardboard, 
wood, and corrugated iron. By daybreak they have built their 
shacks; it is a challenge to move them out. Eventually they start 
pressur-ing City Hall for water, electricity, and other municipal 
services. 

At the other end of the scale are the country's numerous 
millionaires and industrial barons. Mexico's wealthy are able to 
live in comfortable isolation, largely untroubled by social dete- 
rioration or by the Catholic consciences that most profess to 
have. Their concerns appear to be monitoring the investment 
climate, the availability of servants, and frequent trips abroad. 

Industrialists have been pampered with protective tariff 
barriers, low taxes, controlled wages, and heavily subsidized 
gas, oil, and electricity. The leaders of the business community 
have easy access to the President and his ministers, and the 
government's important economic decisions are usually not 
made without consulting key businessmen." When this consul- 

\laii?- \Icsican politicians ha\·e subslanliall husi ness in\·cs~ Incnis or Ihcir olvn, hut ii is rare 
li,i· busincssinel, io hecome opcnl! in\ol\·cd in politics. In the United Slates iop corpul·n~ion 
csecu ti\:es al-e I-ouli ncl\· appoi nted to Cabi net posi t ions (M'. Michael Blu Inellthal of Bcntlis, 
lor esamp]e, as T1-easL11:?l Secl-c~al·\); such a "I·r\-ol\;ing door·.' has no COLII1LCI.Pal.l in MeliCO. 
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tation failed to occur during the final years of the Echevern'a 
regime (1970-76), it drove businessmen to virtual mutiny. They 
organized strikes, took $4 billion out of the country, and precip- 
itated the collapse of the peso in 1976. 

Business magnates are not the only ones who can withhold 
support to great effect. Mexico's leaders realize that dangers lie 
in the rising expectations, inflated by the prospect of oil reve- 
nues, of the urban middle class. "This is where a major political 
threat lies in Mexico," a senior official in the labor ministry 
commented. "The middle classes are fed up with high prices, 
taxes, and political controls. They don't feel represented by the 
government." 

In Gobenzacidlz (Ministry of Government), Mexico's politi- 
cal nerve center and the agency charged with stifling domestic 
dissent, there is keen awareness that a larger share of the pie 
must be given to the middle classes to keep social peace. The 
widespread 1968 protest movements, which culminated with 
the killing of some 300 people (students, housewives, workers) 
by the army during a political meeting in Mexico City, derived 
their strength from the disgruntled bourgeoisie, not from the 
poor or disadvantaged. 

Gobel·rzacidlz also fears the increasingly militant labor un- 
ions, made up of miners, oil workers, bus drivers and others. 
Since the 1930s, organized labor, centered around the giant 
Colzfedel-acidlz de Trabaiadores de M~xico, has been a bulwark of 
successive regimes; labor leaders often hold both union and 
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government positions. But in the last few years, a number of 
"independent" unions have tried, with limited success, to break 
away from their alliance with government, now that alterna- 
tives, such as the new leftist parties and the old (but only re- 
cently legalized) Communist Party, are available. 

To channel discontent into the political arena, the govern- 
ment has devised reforms to assure opposition parties of one- 
fourth of the seats in Mexico's rubber-stamp Congress. The 
much-cited oil bonanza is buying vital time, not only for the 
nation's economy, but, above all, for the political system, which, 
though unabashedly authoritarian, has shown surprising prag- 
matism by remaining flexible. It has survived so long because it 
managed to adjust to pressures whenever necessary. 

Part of the key to this flexibility lies in the special prestige of 
the Office of the President. A Mexican President has powers that 
far exceed those of the man in the White House; he is revered 
like an 18th-century monarch. When El Senor Presidente visits a 
rural town, people paint their homes, scrub the streets, and try 
to bring him their private petitions. Within this highly central- 
ized, paternalistic system, the President's role is to balance the 
interest groups: business; labor; peasants; foreign investors; the 
bureaucracy; the military. All of these groups lobby top officials 
directly, by-passing the virtually powerless Congress. 

An Electoral Machine 

Business leaders stayed home last March, for example, 
when the official Parrido Revolucionario Instituciolzal (PRI), 
which controls Congress, celebrated its 50th anniversary; they 
know that the party is usen by power but never exei~cises it. The 
PRI is a political-administrative machine, a self-perpetuating 
job agency, a political playing field. It is an electoral machine 
without parallel in Latin America. 

Undeniably, the PRI's blatant corruption, its stuffing and 
stealing of ballot boxes, has undermined its effectiveness. Most 
Mexicans have "corruption stories," which range from crossing 
a bureaucrat's palm to get a liquor license to paying a kickback 
to senior officials in return for a juicy government pipeline con- 
tract. A post office worker may buy his ((WindOWII for $200 and it 
call cost up to $4,000 in bribes to the PEMEX (PEtr6leos 
hil~xicanos) union to get a lucrative job in the state-run oil indus- 
try. Officials also appoint friends and relatives to cushy or 
nonexistent advisory positions. Such appointees are known as 
"aviators" because they only land in the office to collect their 

paychecks. 
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The Clztll-ch il·2 Mexico occtlpies a delicate political positiol?. AIexalzrl~l- 
Wilrle, ct I·eseal-cl? associate ill the Wilsol? Cel2ter's Lutil? Allzel·ical? PI·o- 
gl-a~~?, C0172172elZtSI 

During Pope John Paul II's January 1979 visit, Mexico briefly 
seemed to be what in fact it is: the second largest tafter Brazil) 
Roman Catholic nation in the world. The massi·iie popular turnout 
for the Pontiff was an embarrassment to the regime, which has been 
officially anti-clerical for more than 50 years; by and large, the 
Church in Mexico has been greatly circumscribed. 

Catholicism arrived with the colzqrlistndol·es, and within a dozen 
years gave Mexico one of its enduring symbols: the miraculous Vir- 
gin of Guadalupe. Under her banner, the priest Hidalgo rallied In- 
dian armies against the Spanish in 1810, while the Church hierarchy 
remained loyal to Spain. Since Independence, anti-clericalism has 
been a recurrent theme in politics. The Church lost its extensive 
landholdings following JuBrez's Refbnl2a of the 1s50s. After the 1910 
Revolution, the Cailes government turned strongly against the 
Church. For more than three years during the ]920s--the period 
captured vividly in novelist Graham Greene's The PoM,er n,?d the 
Glol?i--·Catholic schools were closed, no Masses were said, and peas- 
ant armies of ci-istel·os sought, unsuccessfully, to defend the rights of 
the Church. 

Since the cl·istero revolt, the Church has generally accepted a 
restricted, traditional role. A pre-Vatican II mentality persists, dis- 
turbed but not transformed by such figures as the "Red Bishop" of 
Cuernavaca, Sergio Mendez Arceo tcalled M~ndez Ateo--"the 
atheist"--by his detractors). Liberation Theology, nurtured by mili- 
tary repression elsewhere in Latin America, finds few adherents in a 
country saturated with the regime's own revolutionary rhetoric. 
While attendance at Sunday Mass is low, the Church remains a cul- 
tural redoubt, educating a conservative elite tone-quarter of the 
country's high school students), and fostering popular piety, with its 
magical and Indian elements, among the rural poor. 

Because of such widespread venality, and the state's heavy 
role in the economy, the fastest way to the top, to money and 
power, lies not in private enterprise but in politics. To be sure, 
Mexico's government has many idealistic teachers, nurses, doc- 
tors, engineers, and agronomists, but the pervasive aura of cor- 
ruption blinds many Mexicans to the regime's better side. Tax 
evasion, Mexico's national sport, is invariably justified with the 
rhetorical question: Why pay money that disappears into politi- 
cians pockets? 
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The task confronting Mexico is to find a dignified route out 
of underdevelopment. In theory, Mexico's economic planners 
reject both what they see as the stifling inefficiencies of Eastern 
European socialism and the crass, callous path of Western 
capitalism. But the latter remains the likely route, for in fact, it 
has already been chosen. Despite their populist rhetoric, most 
Mexican leaders believe that seeking economic efficiency is the 
only practical path to social justice; as they see it, state- 
supported capitalism will create new wealth that will eventu- 
ally trickle down to the bottom of society. So far, however, the 
effect of Mexico's economic advance has been to funnel great 
wealth to a minority, while, according to the government's own 
figures, only one-third of Mexico's 67 million people can afford 
adequate diets and some 40 percent suffer from outright mal- 
nutrition. 

Even if the flow of oil dollars does raise the standard of 

living for many Mexicans, pessimists fear the quality of life will 
deteriorate. "I am very worried about the official tendency to 
think only about expanding the consumer market," says Rodolfo 
Stavenhagen, a leading Mexico City anthropologist. "It is not 
necessary that we lose our culture, that we break down family 
life, lose our artisans, our very identity in the name of progress. 
Already Mexican pottery is making way for plastic jars, its fresh 
food for canned vegetables, its fruit for soda pop and junk food. 
Uncontrolled industrialization has made Mexico City the most 
polluted metropolis in the world. 

In Mexico, these days, a prominent local writer told me 
recently, "The bankers, the businessmen, the oil engineers, are 
close to euphoria. But they know little about our society. The 
specialists who pay close attention to our agriculture, educa- 
tion, employment, nutrition-they are all deep pessimists. 
Things are bad now and the population will double in a few 
decades. I try not to think in apocalyptic terms. At best, we may 
become a cheap imitation of the industrialized West today-and 
at that, long after the West has abandoned the consumer values 
Mexican politicians are now fighting for." 
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TB[C~'1~-~~: T~7f~7~8Jl~d~~S ~F ~3IIS~HT~'~IB9~s~ 

by Peter H. Smith 

The Plaza of the Three Cultures in the district of Tlatelolco, 
Mexico City, is the site of the final victory of the Spanish over 
the Aztecs. A nearby plaque reads: "On August 15, 1521,heroi- 
cally defended by [Emperor] CuauhtCmoc, Tlatelolco fell to the 
power of Hernjn CortCs. This was neither a victory nor a defeat, 
but the painful birth of the 1~2esrizo people that is today's 
Mexico." 

Like any country's mythology, Mexico's contains an ele- 
ment of truth. The birth of her w~estizo people, part Spanish, 
mostly Indian, actually took three centuries. But it was indeed a 
painful process. 

Mexico after the Conquest experienced rebellion, Inquisi- 
tion, and near anarchy, leavened by interludes of colonial torpor 
of ruthlessly enforced tranquility. The 300 years of colonialism 
following the Conquest saw clear winners and losers. It was the 
white population--the pelziMstllal-~s (Spaniards born in Spain) 
and cliollos (Spaniards born in Mexico)--that composed the 
cream of society. They controlled the colonial government, the 
military, the Church, and such nascent industries as textiles, 
mining, and ceramics. Almost all of the country's arable land 
was in their hands, divided into mammoth estates or I·zaciel~das, 
comprising, on the average, per-haps 50,000 acres and worked by 
hundreds of peones (essentially sharecroppers). The rest of the 
future nzesfizo nation subsisted at the sufferance of the white 

social elite, in semifeudal fashion. 
Ambitious criollos pr-ovided the impetus for the 1810 break- 

away from a weakening: Spain. During the turmoil that fol- 
lowed, cl-iollo lando\Yners remained on their rural I~acielzdas, 

protecting and increasing their own holdings, while military 
caudillos (bosses) and rising middle-class leaders struggled 
among themselves for contr-ol of a faltering central gover-nment. 
Indeed, until the rise to power of General Porfirio Diaz in 1876, 
"politics" had less effect on the general direction of Mexican 
society than did old social and economic patterns held over from 

Cop~·,·ifiiii O 197')P,·iiiceioii (liii~er,-ii, P,z·ss. I/se~i h?· li8,-i~iiscioii 
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colonial times. (There were more than 50 separate governments 
between 1821 and 1876.) 

To be sure, the peMil·2sular~s were gone, and certain ac- 
tivities of the Catholic Church had been legally curbed--an 
angry reaction to the Church's colonial role. Yet in many other 
respects, Mexico in the 19th century was much like Mexico in 
the 17th century: a predominantly agricultural society, highly 
stratified, with wealth concentrated in the hands of a relatively 
few cviollos and upwardly mobile mestizos. 

Pax Porfiriana 

In a sense, the reign of Porfirio Diaz (the Porfiriato) marks 
the beginning of what the plaque at Tlatelolco calls "today's 
Mexico." For 35 years, from 1876 to 1911, Diaz proved to be a 
master politician. He never proclaimed himself dictator; he 
simply had the constitution amended, time and again, so that he 
could be reelected to the Presidency." He built up the army, and, 
to maintain order in the countryside, established the feared 
gunrdias rtcrales. Key decisions came to be made in Mexico 
City--a harbinger of today's highly centralized government. 
Systematic repression was viewed by Diaz as a major ingredient 
of stability. "We were harsh," he explained near the end of his 
regime.''Sometimes we were harsh to the point of cruelty. But it 
was necessary then to the life and progress of the nation." 

Diaz found support among foreign investors, mainly British 
and American, whose capital supplied the stimulus for eco- 
nomic progress. (New York's Guggenheim family, for example, 
had invested $12 million in Mexican mining and exploration by 
the turn of the century.) As a result, Mexico developed rapidly. 
After unsuccessful efforts to construct railroads with public 
funds, Diaz gave the concessions to foreign entrepreneurs in late 
1880. By 1910, the amount of track had grown from 750 to 
12,000 miles. The volume of foreign trade increased nine-fold 
between 1877 and 1910. Besides silver and gold, Mexico started 
exporting copper and zinc, fiber, and food while the United 
States became the country's leading partner in trade, supplant- 
ing Great Britain. Manufacturing grew, with notable advances 

~Mrxico has hall tour constitu~ions. the Cons~i~utiol-, ol- 1824. motlclrtl on the U.S. Constilu 

tion. I"-o\·itlcd Col- a I~cicl-r\l I-cpllblic, sel,al-ation of po\vcl-s, alld a bicaincl-al Icgislatul-e. ~I`his 
\~as suprl-sedcd b\; tile ConstirLllion or 183h, ilnposeii b\; the tlic~rt~ol· Santa Anna. \\hich 
CSSCllliall\' I-cplacetl ci\~ilian officials \vilh miliral·? go\-el·nol-s. The libcr·al Constitution of 
IX57 abolished sla\·cl-\· and rcclesiastical coul·ts, cl·ea~cd a unicai~~el-al IL·gisla~LII·c, anti in- 
cluclcd an American-style Bill or Righ~s. The Cons~iiulion or 1917. still Ihe la\v of Ihe land, 
went c\-cn further. It lilnitecl Ihe Frcsidcnr to one icrm, and, vndcr Arliclee 27, provitletl lor 
Inl·ge-scale Inntl ,·cfol·m. Al·licle 1'3 eslablishetl an 8-houI- \vol-kda?· and a minii~~um \vagc, 
anLI Ic&alizcil sll·ikcs;lnd labol· unions. Thcl-e \\;cl-e nLlli~cr·ous anli-clcl-ical pI-o\·isions. 
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in textiles, iron, cement, and consumer goods. 
By 1895, the national government showed a budget surplus 

tan unthinkable achievement in earlier generations) and the 
Diaz regime maintained a balanced budget for the remainder of 
its tenure. In 1910, as the centennial of independence ap- 
proached, Diaz proudly proclaimed that "order and progress" 
had become reality in Mexico. 

Unleashing the Tiger 

But these advances came at a tremendous social cost. While 

the Porfirian circle accumulated wealth and aped the ways of 
European (especially French) aristocracy, Mexico's common 
people, both urban workers and rural cal72pesinos, suffered in- 
creasing hardship. Despite the growth of the economy, real 
wages--never high to begin with--underwent a sharp decline. 
(According to some estimates, real per capita income fell by 
more than half between 1820 and 1900.) Small farmers, wage 
laborers, and peones on the haciendas--some 85 percent of the 
population--were all worse off economically than their great- 
grandparents had been. Few peasants owned land. 

While Mexico's exporters were sending oil, ores, and other 
products abroad, the domestic production of corn, beans, and 
other staples barely kept pace with population growth. Infant 
mortality was staggering; as of 1900, about 28.5 percent of all 
baby boys died within the first year of life. In that same year, 
more than three-quarters of Mexico's 15 million citizens were 
illiterate. 

Yet when what has come to be known as the Mexican Revo- 

lution began in 1910, its leadership emerged not from the op- 
pressed strata of society but from its upper reaches. Francisco 
Madero, the so-called apostle of Mexican democracy, came from 
one of the country's wealthiest families, with extensive interests 
in cattle and mining. Educated in Paris and at the University of 

Peter I-i. Si~lirlr, 39, is pl·ofessol· of history, chni,7lznl? of the departllzelzt, 
nl~d associate dear? of the ~cradtlate school at the Univelsitv of Wiscolzsi,?, 
Madisol?. Bol·12 ilz Brooklylz, Ne~·v Youk, he I·eceived his B.A. fror7z Hawarrl 
(1961) alld Eanzed a Ph.D. irz history jj.0112 ColLll??bia (1966). He taught at 
Dal.t172oLlth befols ioilzilzg the U~?iversity of WI'SCOI~SZ'I~ f~Ctllty irZ 1 968. His 
boob ir2cltlde Politics and Beef in Argentina. Patterns of Conflict and 
Change (1969), Argentina and the Failure of Democracy: Conflict 
Among Political Elites, 1904-1955 (1974), nMd Labyrinths of Power: 
Political Recruitment in Twentieth-Century Mexico (1979), fi·ol~? cl?np- 
lel·s 2 alzrl 10 oflvlzich 1?ZOSt OftlZiS essa?i is d~-al~iiz. 
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A wealthy lady during the Porfiriato, savagely portrayed by printn·raker 
Jest Guadaltlpe Posada (1852-1913). At the turn of the century, Mexico's 
Francophile upper classes danced the ca,~ca,·1 and celebrated Bastille Day. 

California, Madero developed a strong belief in the virtues of 
political democracy and of the free-enterprise system as well. 

Dismayed by the excesses and rigidities of the Diaz regime, 
Madero began writing a book called La Stlcesi6n Presidencial in 
1908. Its message was plain--Mexico was ready for liberal 
democracy--and its formula was simple: The 80-year-old Diaz 
himself could run again for President in 1910, but he should pick 
his vice-presidential candidate, and putative successor, from 
outside his immediate entourage. 

When Diaz failed to heed the message, Madero entered the 
1910 campaign as the candidate of the new Anti-Reelectionist 
Party. When Diaz was declared the winner, Madero, jailed with 
5,000 of his supporters, refused to recognize the outcome and 
called for armed resistance. The movement rapidly swelled; his 
troops in the north took Ciudad JuBrez (across the border from 
El Paso, Texas), and, in a surprising show of weakness, Diaz 
capitulated. 

"Madero has unleashed a tiger," Diaz told an aide as he fled 
into exile in 1911, "Now let us see if he can control it." Madero 
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couldn't. Hitherto united in common hatred of the Diaz regime, 
rebellious factions soon began to champion their separate 
causes: employment, or political freedoms, or land reform. Dur- 
ing the next decade, the Revolution turned into virtual civil ~Yar; 
ll7illions of Mexicans died. Madero, the ardent democrat, was 
assassinated in 1913 (with the approval of U.S. Ambassador 
Henry Lane Wilson); Emiliano Zapata, chief of the southern in- 
surgents and zealous advocate of land reform, was murdered in 
1919; Pancho Villa, leader of the ragged rebels in the north, \yas 
assassinated in 1923. The country did not attain a measure of 
calm until 1924, with the election of Plutarco Elias Calles, a 
tough post-Revolutionary leader, and the first Mexican Presi- 
dent to assume power peaceably in 40 years. 

Friend of the Peasants 

At Calles' behest, and in the face of a crisis brought on by the 
assassination of his successor-elect, leaders of the nation's polit- 
icai factions and power groups in 1929 founded an official unity 
party, the Pul-ticlo Nnciolzal REvoltlciolzal-io. When LBzaro CBr- 
denas, the former governor of Michoac~n, became President in 
1935, he reorganized the party, renaming it the Pal-ride de In 
Revolticidi? M~xicilza and building it around four separate func- 
tional groups, each with its own representatives on the party's 
executive committee: peasants, labor, the military, and, as a 
kind of residual category, the "popular" or middle-class sector. 
By the time the party was reorganized once again in 1946--this 
time as the Prrl-rirlo Revoltlciolzal-io Illsrittlciol?al (PRI), the name 
it retains to this day--the military had lost its status as a formal 
participant. 

CBrdenas' single six-year term (sexei2io) as President 
marked the consolidation of political stability in modern 
Mexico. Henceforward, ideological and policy disputes over the 
course of the "institutionalized'' Revolution would be decided 

within the official party; power would pass from one chief exec- 
utive to the next, on schedule and with little fuss. Despite the 
activity of several small opposition parties, the l0-million- 
member PRI continues to garner about 90 percent of the popular 
vote in national elections. 

Revolutionary rhetoric remains a hallmark of Mexican poli- 
tics, but Ccirdenas was the first Mexican executive to make the 

iThe militar?'s political I-ole ill Mciico has sica~lil!- cbbed. One consequence: The armed 
IOI~CCS~ Sh;1I.C 01p0\le1.11111Clli espen~lilul-es dcclinctl li·on-i j3 pcl·ccnt ill ]92 1 io 19 pel·celit in 
1931 to a mcl-e 5.i pcl-ccnl in 1961. Tl,e ligul·e locla\·: 2.9 pel-ccnl ($557 Inillion). This 
su],pul·ls a moticsrl\· eclllippc~l lol-ce 01322,000 men, incluLlillg 7j0,00O cll·al~lccs. 
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TNE TRANSITION 

The presidential succession every six years is the paramount event in 
Mexican politics. It involves the transfer of the nation's highest office 
from one person to another, but it signifies far more than that. 

The outgoing President selects his own successor after consulting 
with leaders of various power groups--the unions, big business, and 
others--known in Mexico as "public opinion." This means that the 
President cannot impose a truly unpopular candidate. It also Ineans 
that, among those who are deemed to be acceptable, the President 
makes the final choice. As Alfonso Corona del Rosal, an experienced 
and powerful politico, once said, it is the outgoing President who 
"selects his successor, supports him, and sets him on his course." 
Still, the succession can bring new directions in policy (within the 
generous limits prescribed by revolutionary rhetoric), even fairly 
sharp departures fi.0171 the r-ecent past. 

Almost always, presidential transfer means a realignment in the 
distribution of power and prestige throughout the country, a re- 
arrangement in the relative standing of cliques: those who are close 
to the new President move up near the top, those who are not move 
either out or to the bottom. 

The succession sets the rhythm of political life, marking time ac- 
cording to s~n-el·2ios, the six-year limits Of incumbencies. Ever since 
Madero's vain 1910 challenge against Diaz, it has been taken as a 
measure of the nation's political health. A peaceful transfer of power 
means that the system is working, that "no-reelection" is in force, 
that the government is complying with the heritage and obligations 
of the Revolution. 

-P. H. S. 

rhetoric approach reality. By 1940, CBrdenas had redistributed 
some 50 million acres of land, more than twice as much as all of 
his predecessors combined. For the most part, these lands were 
divided into ~jidos, or government-regulated cooperative farms. 
Populist to the core, he sometimes visited peasant villages to 
sign over the land in person." He supported the consolidation of 
some 3,000 Mexican labor unions into the powerful, million- 
member Colzfedel-acidrz de Tvabaiadol-es de h/l~xico and sanc- 
tioned hundreds of strikes in support of higher wages. And in 
1938, he expropriated the holdings of foreign oil companies, 

"Accol-din~ to an apocl·!'phal anecdote, Cjrdenas once I-eceivetl a list of ul-gent mailers and 
a telegram. The list said: Bank reser·~es low. "Tell the Treasul-er," said Cjl-denas. Agricul- 
lul-al production falling. "Tell the Minis~el- of AEriculture." Raill-oads bankl-upt. "Tell the 
Minister of Communications." SerioLls inessage Ir-om Washington. "Tell Fot-eign Affail-s.'~ 
Then he opened the releel-am, which I·rad: My col-n drietl, m): but-re died, my sow was 
srolrn, m\· bat~\ sick. Signetl, Pedl-o Juan, villaee of I-iLlitzlipir uzco. "OI-der- the pl-esidential 
~I-ain at once." sairl Cjrdenas. "I ai~~ Icaving lol- Nuilzlipiluzco." (Anita BI-ennel-, 7`11e Wi~2d 
Tlla~ Sn'epe Mesico: Tile Hisro,7 ol'~he ~3ericn~l Re~~ollciiorl, Uni\·el-sic?· of Tcsas PI-ess, i 971.) 
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mostly American, replacing them with the state-run corporation 
Petl·dleos MExical·zos, or PEMEX. 

The resolution of Mexico's chronic political crises and the 
achievement of key social reforms were preconditions for eco- 
nomic development. World War II provided the takeoff. Short- 
ages in the United States and Europe spurred Mexico to reduce 
its reliance on manufactured imports, as well as to step up ex- 
ports of such minerals as zinc, mercury, cadmium, and copper. 
U.S. Export-Import Bank loans flowed into Mexico; foreign in- 
vestors were welcomed back (with the stipulation that they ac- 
quire no more than 49 percent of any company's stock). The 
textile, brewing, cement, and iron industries expanded quickly. 

ghe Mexican'lklIiracle' 

CBrdenas had dreamed of a nation of agricultural coopera- 
tives and small industry, but Mexico during the war years inad- 
vertently embraced something bigger. At first glance, the results 
seemed promising. Between 1940 and 1960, the Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) jumped from 21.7 billion pesos to 74.3 billion 
pesos, an average annual increase of 6.4 percent, impressive by 
any standard. During the 1960s, as Mexico maintained this rate 
of growth, the country's performance came to be known as the 
"Mexican miracle." Foreign economists expressed their admira- 
tion at the coexistence of economic growth and political stabil- 
ity in at least one part of the developing world. "Mexico has 
started an industrial revolution designed to go far and to trans- 
form the economic and social life of the country," wrote one U.S. 
economist in 1950. "There will be no turning back."" 

All Mexicans have not shared equally in the benefits of eco- 
nomic growth. Indeed, the picture in the postwar years is one of 
growing inequalities. As the "Mexican miracle" progressed, the 
share of total income garnered by the poorest tenth of the popu- 
lation dropped from 2.4 percent in 1950 to 2.0 percent in 1969; 
during that same period, the richest tenth of Mexico's popula- 
tion increased its share from 49 to 51 percent. In other words, 
half the national income went to 10 percent of the families. 

SanTol-d Mosk, I~idl~sil·ioi Re~~ol~,rioil irl \dcsico (Uni\lc·I-sil\; of Calilor-nia PI-css, 19jO)..The 
"Mesican Inil-aclc'~ \vas hclpccf along b?· a sLu-ge in lol-eign in\;cslincni. F1-om ~1 total amount 
of %1.5 billion (]970 dollal·s) in ]91 1, dil-ect lol-cign investment slipped to less than half a 
billion tlollal-s in 1940--parll\ because of the tul-moil of the Re\·olution, pal-tl!' brcause of 
Cril-denas's cspl-op,-iation of oil companies in 1'338. and par·11!- because oT the Depl-ession. By 
1~70, ho\le\:cl·, the l~i8LII.e had soal-rd to 3.8 billion dollal-s, 80 per·cenl ol: \\;hic)l came h-om 
the United States. In sharp contrast to previous rras, when inining, communicarioi-i, and 
trans],ol-tation \vcl'e the dominant acti\:ities Tol- fol-eigncl-s, most of this in\estment was in 
basic indus~l-ies: chemicals, pctl-ochemicals, I-ubbel-, machiner!;, intlustl-ial equipment. 
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In less tangible matters, the record is also mixed. Take the 
education system. In Mexico, a central goal has been to expand 
educational opportunity in order to increase social mobility, 
augment the nation's supply of trained talent, and create a more 
just society. In this, the Mexicans have been moderately success- 
ful. In 1910, just before the onset of the Revolution, only 24 
percent of the eiementary-school-age population was attending 
school. By 1930, the figure had gone up to 42 percent, and by 
1970, to over 80 percent. Census figures suggest that "iiliteracy" 
declined from 76.9 percent in 1910 to 28.3 percent in 1970; other 
estimates, using a more exacting definition, show less than 40 
percent of the population over nine years of age to be "function- 
ally literate." 

Yet restricted access to the upper levels of the Mexican edu- 
cational system (secondary, preparatory, and university) has 
helped perpetuate class barriers. In 1926, 3,860 students were 
enrolled in the secondary or high school track, probably no more 
than 4 or 5 percent of the relevant school-age population. In 
1970, the proportion had risen to no more than 20 percent. 

kicensed Dernaocracgr 

The preparatory track, through which students pass on to 
university, has been even more exclusive; in particular, the 
Esctiela Nacioi·zal Pr-epnr·aforia in Mexico City, modeled on the 
French lyci~e, has remained the bastion of the national elite. A 
university education has been traditionally reserved for only a 
small fraction of the population. According to my best estimate, 
about 1.7 percent of the literate adult male population had at- 
tended a university in 1900; by 1960, four decades after the 
Revolution, the figure had risen to only 2.7 percent. Mexico's 
national university system has recently expanded; its 124 
campuses now enroll some 470,000 students, about 9 percent of 
the eligible population. Yet instruction is often poor, and it will 
be at least a gener-ation before the social effects of expanded 
higher education are felt. 

Scholars and politicians will argue for decades to come over 
the relative costs and benefits of the Mexican "miracle," but 

most would agree that it began losing its luster in the late 1960s. 
That the postwar industrial bonanza had benefited primarily 
the upper and middle classes, not the bulk of farmers and wage 
earners, was by then abundantly clear. That Mexico's "licensed 
democracy" was a one-party monopoly, part oligarchy, part dic- 
tatorship, was equally evident. With the election of Gustavo 
Diaz Ordaz as President in 1964, dissatisfaction with the state of 
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affairs in Mexico begat? to crystalize. 
Diaz Ordaz was a hardliner whose selection by the PRI as its 

candidate, after the se~-enio of charismatic Adolfo L6pez Mateos, 
proved unpopular. Once in office, the new President clumsily 
sought to weaken PAN, the already small conservative opposi- 
tion party. Soon afterwards, he sparked public outrage by an- 
nulling the election of several PAN gubernatorial candidates. 

IMassacre at Tlatelolco 

In 1966, anti-government strikes broke out at the National 
University of Mexico (UNAM) and spread quickly to other 
campuses. It took federal troops to restore order. The students 
protested again two years later, as the government was sprucing 
up Mexico City for the Olympics. The climax came on October 2, 
1968, at Tlatelolco--The Plaza of the Three Cultures. Once again 
the army moved in to quell a small demonstration. By the time 
it withdrew, some 300 persons were dead. In the wake of the 
Tlatelolco massacre, leftist guerilla activity in Mexico City and 
elsewhere stepped up sharply. The Diaz Ordaz regime had regis- 
tered solid gains in education and urban rene~yal; the economy 
remained healthy. But the mood in Mexico was one of malaise as 
the 1970 elections approached. Diaz Ordaz and other top leaders 
chose the Secretary of the Interior, Luis Echeverria, as the next 
President. 

When Echeverria look the presidential oath on December 1, 
1970, he looked like the supreme embodiment of Mexico's politi- 
cal elite. He had obeyed all the rules of the game. Born in Mexico 
City in 1922, he had studied at UNAM, taken a degree in law, 
and, like so many of his political colleagues, taught courses 
there as well. He married into a prominent political fc?mily from 
the state of Jaiisco and promptly entered the PRI. 

Echeverria was the first constitutional President since 1924 
who had never held a single elective position. He had become, 
over the year-s, a master of subtle bureaucratic maneuvering. 
Once in office, Echeverria revealed the power of his personality. 
Impatient and energetic, he took to his work with passion, 
exhorting his countrymen to labor with "creative anguish." He 
went every\Yhere, saw everyone, gave speeches, made pro- 
nouncements, talked and talked some more, apparently seeing 
himself as a latter-day CBrdenas. 

In the international arena, Echeverria sought to take 
Mexico away fr-orn the shadow of the United States and establish 
Mexico as a leader of the Third World countries, with himself as 
major spokesman. He traveled widely, visited China in 1973, 
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The expansion of state activity brought problems of its own. 
Domestic industry, for example, was caught in a squeeze be- 
tween multinational corporations and the Mexican state. Only 
the strongest local firms could survive, and the government 
bought out many of the weaker ones. The number of state-owned 
corporations swelled from 86 to 740 during Echeverria's regime. 
The federal deficit increased sixfold, contributing to an infla- 
tionary spiral as prices rose by about 22 percent a year. While 
inflation priced Mexican exports out of foreign markets, the cost 
of imported oil quadrupled. (Major new domestic oil deposits 
were not discovered until 1977.) Mexico's balance of payments 
deficit tripled between 1973 and 1975, placing great, ultimately 
overbearing, pressure on the value of the peso. 

Asking Forgiveness 

A sense that something was very wrong started to spread 
among Mexicans by the summer of 1976. Indeed, Echevern'a's 
regime nearly fell apart in its final months. In early August, an 
unidentified terrorist organization attacked a car that was 
carrying Margarita L6pez Portillo, a sister of Jos~ L6pez 
Portillo, the President-Elect. She was unhurt, but one of her 
bodyguards was killed; three others were wounded, and the 
leader of the gang was shot to death. 

Later that month, after months of official denials, the gov- 
ernment decided to "float" the peso, letting it find its new 
level--which the Bank of Mexico pegged at 19.90 to the dollar, a 
37 percent drop in value from the longstanding rate of 12.50. 
The government again floated the peso on October 26, and the 
exchange rate quickly fell to 26.50 to the dollar. For those who 
had viewed the currency's strength as a manifestation of "the 
Mexican miracle" and cause for national pride, this was bitter 
medicine indeed. 

In November 1976, events in northern Mexico created fur- 
ther tension. Around the middle of the month, landless peasants 
seized several hundred thousand acres from some 800 landown- 
ers in the states of Sonora, Sinaloa, and Durango. On November 
20, Echeverria, not about to give up power till the final minute 
this term expired on December 1), suddenly expropriated nearly 
250,000 acres of rich, privately owned land in Sonora for new, 
collective eiidos. Outraged landowners protested, and in 
Sinaloa, 28,000 of them announced a stoppage in the fields. A 
week later, in a fitting finale to the Echevern'a regime, explo- 
sions rocked commercial buildings in Mexico City. 

JosC L6pez Portillo, a lawyer, professor, and Echeverria's 
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treasury secretary and lifelong friend, finally assumed the Pres- 
idency on December i. In a conciliatory inaugural address, he 
offered an olive branch to the alienated private sector and 
begged for "pardon" from the poor and dispossessed. "The solu- 
tion," he had proclaimed throughout the campaign, lies in our 
cooperation." 

Striving to return the country to normal, Lbpez Portillo dis- 
tributed high-level offices to representatives of a broad spec- 
trum of Mexican society: labor leaders, peasant spokesmen, sea- 
soned politicians, educated t~cnicos--even some private busi- 
nessmen, a rarity in Mexican politics. He offered amnesty to 
political prisoners (no one knows how many) and seemed sin- 
cerely interested in cleaning up elections, ousting old-time bos- 
ses, and democratizing--to an extent--the political process. 
Political change has been real, though limited. 

Other changes may prove more difficult to achieve. It will 
be unclear for years to come whether Mexico's recent oil dis- 
coveries can help resolve the country's chronic social tensions. 
The gap between rich and poor is steadily increasing, as it has 
been for many years. The population continues to grow at an 
astounding rate, perhaps by as much as 3.6 percent annually. 
Already over half of Mexico's population is under 15 years of 
age, a burden that will place Mexican society under severe stress 
within a decade. 

L6pez Portillo and his colleagues are conscious of these 
trends and seem genuinely anxious, if only out of self-interest, to 
get them under control. Prospects for the immediate future are 
mildly encouraging. The real test, however, will not come in the 
short term but in the long term. If leadership fails, Mexico's 
,~·zestizo people may be in for still more years of pain. 
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~hN ]INBESGAPABLE WELATI(PN$~IB 

B?i Richai~ R. T;agelz 

It is a gorgeous prospect, this annexation of all Mexico. It 
\vel-e more desirable that she should come to us voluntarily; 
but as \ye shall have no peace until she be annexed, let it 
come, even though force be necessary, at first, to bring her. 
Like the Sabine virgins, she ~yill soon learn to love her 
ra\rishers. 

NL'I(I )'O,j; Herald. October 8. 1847 

Fortunately for Mexico, not all of her national territory was 
annexed by the United States in the wake of the war that Ulysses 
S. Grant would describe as "the most unjust ever waged by a 
stronger against a weaker nation." Nor are there any indications 
that the not-so-virgin Mexican nation tit had previously experi- 
enced the passions of the Spanish and the French) learned to 
love her northern ravishers. To the contrary, as a country re- 
peatedly humiliated by the United States (U.S. troops entered 
the country again in 1914) and dependent on the United States 
economically, Mexico has developed a political culture heavily 
flavored by anti-americanism~r at least strong scepticism re- 
garding U.S. motives and actions. 

Thus it was not surprising when President Carter landed in 
Mexico City on St. Valentine's Day 1979 for an official three-day 
visit that his reception was less than ecstatic. Not only did Pres- 
ident Josi· L6pez Portillo publicly criticize Carter in a toast (the 
Mexican President felt that his country was "neither on the list 
of U.S. priorities nor on that of U.S. respect"), but crowds were 
sparse and the hand-carried signs and painted walls bore hostile 
messages. "Carter is coming to exchange oil for peanuts," read 
one. 

True, Carter's trip came shortly after that of Pope John Paul 
II--not an easy act to follow. And recent U.S. actions had an- 
gered President L6pez Portillo and inflamed Mexican public 
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h(~il?· Elrili\ I'ic~il,r Lib~o,~. 

AJi~l capfl~l-il2g Mexico Cit?, 012 Septe~llbel- 13, 1847, U.S. tl·oops Lllzrlel- 
Gellel·r~l Wilzfielrl Scotl pal·r~cled befol·e Ihe cit?l's ~6lh-celzttll-?i cnrP2edl-c~l. 
A12ti-A172L'l.iCal2islll hCIS j7UliOl~d MeSI'COIS POlitiCS sil2ce the wcu-. 

opinion." But the chilly reception derived from deeper feelings: 
the Mexicans were once again declaring their independence 
from the United States, emphasizing their sovereignty, demand- 
ing that they be taken seriously. 

Early in the respective presidencies of Carter and L6pez 
Portillo, the basic agenda of U.S.-Mexican issues was clear. The 
key to Washington's renewed interest in Mexico was the recently 
announced reserves of Mexican oil and gas. As of January 1979, 
Mexico had proven reserves (72 percent oil, 28 percent gas) 
equivalent to 40 billion barrels, probable reserves of an addi- 
tional 44.6 billion barrels, and potential reserves of up to 200 
billion barrels. Mexico had suddenly moved into roughly the 
same category as Iran and Kuwait, possibly rivaling even oil-rich 
Saudi Arabia. To the United States, which must import almost 50 
percent of its oil (9 million barrels a day), much of it from the 
increasingly troubled Middle East, this was welcome news. 
Mexico is not now a member of the Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries and is unlikely to join, since it enjoys all the 

"In ALIgLISI 1977, the Cal-tel- adlninisll-ation pl·oposed to stem illegal migration h-om Mesico 
into the Ullired states b\; adtling 2.000 men to the U.S. Bol-tlcl- Pail·ol and cl-acking dol\'n on 
AmL.I-ican emplo!cl·s \vho hil-etl illegal aliens. (Undcr· the "Tcsas pl-o\·iso" of Ihe Immial-a- 
tioll and Nationalic! Act of 1952, enlplo!mentt ofillrgal aliens does not cons~itute Ihe illegal 
act of "l,al-bol-ing.") In Dcccmbel- ol~ tile salne !·cal·, Ihe adminisll-atjon \·e~oed a ],I·oposrd 
pL1'·'hase of illesical~ natul·al gas, al~houyll a ]ettel- of inlcl,l Ilad pI·c\:iousl?· been signed 
bct\\-een tile Mcsican go\·cl·nmenl and sis U.S. companirs. 
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advantages of membership, such as high prices, but none of the 
disadvantages, such as U.S. hostility. 

It was also welcome news in Mexico City. With rising petro- 
leum revenues, Mexico could begin to address its long-standing 
development problems--chronic poverty, backward agricul- 
ture, uneven industrial growth. Yet enthusiasm was soon 
tempered by caution. In other nations--Iran, Saudi Arabia, 
Venezuela, to a degree Great Britain--new oil had spawned new 
problems: inflation, swollen import bills, increased consump- 
tion of luxuries, an emphasis on capital-intensive industry at the 
expense of labor-intensive manufacturing and agriculture. 

The Illegals 

Thus, by the time of Carter's February visit, Mexico had 
unveiled a "go slow, plan carefully" scenario for petroleum de- 
velopment. Total production would rise from 1.4 to approxi- 
mately 2.3 million barrels a day by the end of 1980, with that 
rate frozen until 1982. Less than half of this output would be for 
export, with as little as 60 percent of that made available to the 
United States. L6pez Portillo made it clear that oil development 
would not be determined by "distortions of bilateral covetous- 
ness." The decision was not entirely welcome in Washington. 

Even more vexing was the question of northward migration. 
Although exact statistics are not available, at any given moment 
perhaps as many as 6 million Mexicans are living and working 
illegally in the United States; hundreds of thousands of Mexi.- 
cans cross the border illegally every year, and hundreds of 
thousands return. Given the complexity of these flows and the 
interests at stake, it is not surprising that no U.S. policy con- 
sensus has emerged. Indeed, as David Aaron of the National 
Security Council noted recently, every industry, interest group, 
federal agency, and executive department in the United States 
seems to have its own Mexico policy. 

Richard 12. Fagerz, 46, is professor of political science at Stalzford Ulzivel·- 
sity. Bol-~ in Chicago, he INas gl·adtlated fi-ol7? Yale Ulziziersity (1954) al~d 
holds a doclol~ate in political sciel·zce fi.0172 Stalzfol-d (1962). He has tatlgl~t 
at Star~ford sii?ce 1961 al·2d is a fon?zer pl·esidelzt of the Latil? AI?·2erical? 
Sttldies Associatiol? (1975). His books ilzclude Rich and Poor Nations in 
the World Economy (1978, Mlitlz Albert Fishlow, Cal-los Diaz-Al~jandro, 
al?d Rogel D. Hal?sel?), Politics and Privilege in a Mexican City (1972, 
tvith Williailz Ttloh??), al?d Capitalism and the State in U.S,Latin Amer 
ican Relations (1979, editol· alzd COIZtl.ibLltOI~. Research alzd travel related 
to this essay have beet? stlp~vol?ed, ilz part, by the Rocltefellel· Foulzda~iol·2. 
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SO IFAR ]FROIM GOH) ... 

Histol·icall~,, re2atiol?s bet~lleel? Mexico al?d the U,2ited States Izave lot 
been as betlz,eel? Equals. Yet being the Unired States' neighbor has its 
advalztages, as Mexico's IzeMi Fol·eiglz Milzister, Jorge Castalieda, points 
outr 

Mexico is not an ordinary developing country: the Mexican dictator 
Por-firio Diaz, who knew about these things, was distressed that his 
nation was so far Bom God, so close to the United States. 

Yet because it is so close to the United States, Mexico is one of the 
very few countries in the world that call afford the luxury of not 
being burdened by the cost of armaments and a heavy military es- 
tablishment. Being a neighbor of the greatest military power in the 
world, it would be totally senseless to acquire arms other than those 
needed for internal security. 

To appreciate the enormous savings this represents, one could 
compare our situation with that of powers that live next to a com- 
parable rival, so that the symmetry in power forces them to outbid 
each other in armaments. Some of the unfortunate pairs are Brazil 
and Argentina, Chile and Peru. Each of these countries spends as 
much as five times more per capita than Mexico in armaments. 

Second, proximity means a clear economic advantage. Being near 
to the largest and richest market in the world should give us a natu- 
ral competitive edge for exports. Oil and gas are typical examples. 

Finally, whether you [Americans] like it or not land you don't like 
it) and whether we like it or not land we don't like it either, though 
for opposite reasons), vicinity allows us to solve partially the prob- 
lem of unemployment in Mexico. About 800,000 Mexicans manage to 
cross the border annually. This figure is roughly equivalent to the 
yearly increase of the Mexican labor force. 

Segments of organized labor, led by the AFL-CIO, see the 
migrants as "taking jobs from American workers." Bureaucrats, 
politicians, and anxious taxpayers often perceive them as free- 
loaders using public services (health care, Social Security, 
schooling) without paying taxes. The U.S. Immigration and 
Naturalization Service views illegal aliens essentially as crimi- 
nals. Some view them as an actual or potential threat ("the 
browning of America") to the social integrity of the nation. 
Former CIA Director William Colby, noting that Mexico's popu- 
lation could double (to 130 million) by the year 2000, has cited 
the potential consequence of a massive overflow across the bor- 
der as "a greater threat to U.S. security than the Soviet Union." 

Much of the above is arguable, some is patently false, but all 
of it has in common an "immigrants-as-problem" perspective. 
That perception is not universal. A recent New York Til?zesiCBS 
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News poll found, for example, that 56 percent of Americans sur- 
veyed felt that illegal aliens generally hold jobs that Americans 
do nof I~iil2t. Thousands of U.S. businesses, from huge agricul- 
tural enterprises to motel chains to humble diners employing a 
single dishwasher, depend on immigrant labor to do what na- 
tives won't do--at least not for the wages offered. From this 
perspeclive, illegal aliens are in fact the solution to a continuing 
U.S. need for a low-cost, semiskilled, nonunionized, and elastic 
labor supply." 

A $3 Billion Bonanza 

Official Mexican positions on the immigration issue are dic- 
tated by the critical role that migrants play in both economics 
and politics south of the border. The migration northward an- 
nually drains off hundreds of thousands of persons who would 
otherwise swell the ranks of the underemployed and unem- 
ployed--variously estimated to run as high as 35 percent of 
those actively seeking work in Mexico. Annual remittances back 
to Mexico from workers employed in the United States may 
total as much as $3 billion dollars, a crucial if not always ac- 
kno\vledged component of Mexico's balance of payments and a 
sum that probably exceeds Mexican income from all tourist- 
related activities. 

Rapid or forced repatriation of large numbers of Mexicans 
living and ~iorking in the United States--or even a much more 
closely patrolled border without repatriation--would severely 
strain Mexico's political system. In this COllteXt, it is IlOt surpris- 
ing that President Lbpez Portillo has repeatedly said, "It is not a 
crime to look for work, and I refuse to consider it as such." 

Beyond oil and immigration, the United States and Mexico 
have long been at odds over trade, tariffs, access of Mexican 
goods to U.S. markets, and the conditions under which Ameri- 
call capital, technology, and corporations call enter the Mexican 
economy. The United States is by far Mexico's largest trading 
partner. It buys 70 percent of all Mexican exports and provides 
more than 60 percent of all Mexican imports. Trade between the 
two nations totaled $9 billion in 1978, with the balance cur- 
rently f~vorable to the United States by about $1 billion. In 

"Ilo\u long illegal aliens \vill rcn~ain outside the U.S. labor movement is all open ques~ion. 
Most labol· Icadcl·s I~cl Ih,-ca~cncd b\; them: FI·csidc·n~ Cal-ccl·'s 1977 bol·tlrl- cl-ackdo\l:n in 

lact lulFillc~l a campaigl~ plcd&e to ol·ganizcti labol·. Yee the Illic·l-national Latlics Gal-men( 
M!ol·licl·s Unioi~ is acti\·el!· ol-ganizin_g nligl-anr Mcsicans. So is Ihe United Electl-ical, Radio, 
r\nd Macllii~e M!ol·ltcl·s Union. E\-en Ccsal- Chj\cz ai~d ]lis Uni~rtl Fal·m\vor·ker·s ha\e 

motleratcd Ihcir initial hostility toward illegal aliens. 
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NEIGHBORS 

The stormy history of U.S.-Mexican relations began in 1822, with 
President James Monroe's formal recognition of America's newly 
independent neighbor to the south. 

Peace did not last long. During the late 1820s, Mexico grew 
alarmed as thousands of Americans settled in its territory of Texas. 
After a cruel local conflict (including the siege of the Alamo in 1836), 
Texas emerged as the independent Lone Star Republic; it was an- 
nexed by Congress in 1845. American designs on California and New 
Mexico led to a congressional declaration of war in 1846. The United 
States capped a military victory with the Treaty of Guadalupe 
Hidalgo in 1848, which cost Mexico a third of its territory. 

Thirty-five years of relative domestic stability in Mexico (1876- 
1911)under President Porfirio Diaz encouraged heavy foreign (pri- 
marily American) investlnent in Mexican mining and oil. During the 
decade of civil strife that followed Diaz's exile, however, U.S. Presi- 
dent Woodrow Wilson moved to protect democracy, not business. 
American troops occupied Veracl-uz in 1914 to undercut dictator 
Victoriano Huerta. Less idealistically, two years later, in response to 
rebel Pancho Villa's raids into Texas and New Mexico, General John 

J. ("Black Jack") Pershing led an unsuccessful punitive expedition 
across the border. 

U.S. policy in the 1920s and '30s focused on promoting U.S. in- 
vestment. The most serious upset came in 1938 when Mexico ex- 
propriated all foreign oil holdings. Ties improved after Mexico 
joined the United States in declaring war on Nazi Germany during 
World War II. In 1942, the Mexican government allowed farm work- 
ers (2~lacel'os) to harvest crops in the labor-short United States. By 
the time the bmcs·o program ended in 1963, up to 450,000 Mexicans 
were coming across the border UponMyHono~l 
each year. In the postwar period, 
Washington's policy toward Ho~-~T: 

SEgoR--S WEEL 

Mexico was largely one of benign r~-v uov RI1CI~- 
neglect--until the Mexicans found 
large oil and gas deposits t\Yo 
yeal-s ago. 

U.S. I·eacriol? to Pl.fSidel?l Ldzal-o 

Cdl-rl~l7as' expl-o~l-ia~iol? ofll?e 
Izoldilzgs of 17 Allzel·ical?, Dtltclz, 

ullrlB~·ilisl? oil col~?palzies ill 1938 
~~iCls less that? itlbilalzt. 117 tl?iS 

col?rell7]~ol-nl?i Philadelphia In- 
quir-er cnl·toolz, Ihe slol~l? cl?ickelz 

is lrtbelecl "Alllel·ican PI-opel-t?i." 
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addition, American banks hold $11.5 billion in loans and credits 
to Mexico. 

As Mexico increases petroleum exports, the imbalance in 
favor of the United States will diminish, and loans will be easier 
to repay. But Mexico also intends to export larger amounts of 
manufactured products and foodstuffs. In an increasingly pro- 
tectionist and economically beleaguered United States, there 
will be strong local and regional pressures to exclude or at least 
sharply limit the inflow of such goods. Oil will enter easily; 
steel, consumer goods, beef, and tomatoes will not. It is not a 
situation designed to please Mexican planners, politicians, and 
exporters. 

The Borderlands 

When the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo formally ended the 
U.S. war with Mexico on February 2, 1848, the United States 
received title to Texas, the territory that is now California, 
Nevada, and Utah, most of what became Arizona and New 
Mexico, and part of Colorado. Mexico was paid $15 million to 
compensate for this loss of about half her national territory and 
much of her dignity. Five years later, for $10 million, the Mexi- 
can tyrant Santa Anna, short on cash, sold an additional 45,000 
square miles of what is now southern Arizona and New Mexico 
to the United States. This so-called Gadsden Purchase was the 

final adjustment in the line of demarcation between the two 
countries. 

The border--marked in some places by a fence, in other 
places by the shifting Rio Grande, in still other places by num- 
bered concrete obelisks along the surveyor's lines drawn for the 
Gadsden Purchase--at once divides and unites. When goods, 
capital, people, and ideas cross that line in opposite directions, 
they are subject to different laws, interpretations, and rules of 
the game. In some ways, however, the border is little more than 
a juridical concept. 

The term "borderlands" is a more apt description of this 
2,000 mile frontier zone where cultures, languages, and local 
economies intermingle. Parts of south Texas are almost indis- 
tinguishable from areas in northern Mexico. Some 82 million 
people travel back and forth legally across the border every 
year; tens of thousands commute from homes in one country to 
jobs in the other. One of the most striking features of the borher- 
lands is its necklace of twin cities, stretching from Brownsville 
(Texas) and Matamoros (Mexico) on the Gulf Coast, to San Diego 
and Tijuana on the Pacific Ocean. Such tandem urban clusters 
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In sum, the borderlands suggest more dramatically than 
perhaps ally other area in North America certain features of our 
times, ·ivith their wealth and poverty, cultural mixing, racial 
tensions, fierce nationalism, and increasingly interdependent 
economies. The U.S.-Mexican border is also the longest frontier 
in the world between a highly developed and a less developed 
country. Relations between the United States and Mexico thus 
constitute a ~e fucro special case and warrant special attention. 

The major problems of U.S.-Mexican relations are struc- 
turally determined and will be with us for the foreseeable 
future. Points of contention between the two nations are 
profoundly affected by events and socioeconomic forces that 
initially seem to have little to do with foreign policy. This is 
particularly the case in the United States where, for example, 
changes in agriculture can affect everything from the demand 
for immigrant labor to protectionist sentiments visB-vis Mexi- 
call imports. Washington policymakers should not be under any 
delusion that such issues can ever be "resolved" in the same 
sense that the Panama Canal Treaties (may) have resolved the 
outstanding problem in U.S; Panamanian relations. 

Much that is ultimately of crucial importance for U.S; 
Mexican relations does not and will not pass directly through 
the political process on either side of the border--whether the 
problem is ostensibly in the "foreign" or "domestic" domain. 
Too much is out of the reach of national decision-makers in this 
relationship. Too much depends on forces set in motion by the 
independent decisions of millions and millions of men and 
women: to seek work, to travel, to spend, to have children, to 
invest, to care or not to care about cultures, values, lives, and 
futures near or distant from their own. There is an aura of wish- 
ful thinking attached to the notion that two Presidents land 
their assorted bureaucrats and advisers) can sit down and solve 
the major issues perturbing U.S,Mexican relations. 

In this context, Presidents and their entourages, separately 
or in concert, can only help set the stage, limit damage, and--if 
they are wise--encourage the widest possible participation in 
debate and decision-making. Long after they and their advisers 
have come and gone, the problems will remain. 

Jf·Xj~jF;1F~XJ~X 3~ 
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The civilization of the Aztecs, which humble origin, preached Chris- 
reached its zenith in the period from tianity, hunted for gold, and con- 
1420 to 1530, was a strange combina- ver-ted or killed the natives. The 
tion of high culture and violence. Aztec civilization succumbed in less 
Compulsory education, medical than a decade, the crucial blow com- 
knowledge on a par with Europe's, ing when Corti·s, with a force of 900 
and a sense of noblesse oblige men, captured Tenochtitljn in 1521. 
coexisted with human sacrifice and Bernal Diaz del Castillo (1498- 
ritual cannibalism. The society was 1593) was a foot soldier who rose to 
puritanical in some respects; there serve as an aide to Corti:s and later 
were daily religious observances, became a government official in New 
and the death penalty was often im- Spain. In True History of the 4=on- 
posed for lying or theft. But Aztec quest of Mexico (Octagon reprint, 
leaders were not Inonastic. Emperor 1970), he chronicles his comrades 
Montezuma II(1480b1520)had 1000 exploits and shares their belief in 
wives and concubines, of whom as their divine Inission. 
many as 150 were pregnant at the In addition to providing Mexico 
same time. with Catholicism and an enduring 

I17 The Course of Mexican History cultural tradition, the Spaniards im- 
(Oxford, 1979), Michael C. Meyer and planted a philosophy of government 
William L. Sherman begin their aptly summed up by Antonio de 
chronicle with pr-ehistoric times. Mendoza, first viceroy of New Spain: 
They note that it was not until A.D. "Do little and do it slowly." 
1100 that the Aztecs first appeared Anthropologist Eric R. Wolf writes 
on the scene when they left the in Sons of the Shaking Earth (Univ. 
Caribbean island of AztlBn off the of Chicago, 1959, cloth and paper) 
coast of the present state of Nayarit. that, during the ensuing 300 years of 
As the authors see it, the Aztecs were Spanish rule, Mexico developed a 
committed to a policy of war- and the rigid class system based mainly on 
enslavement of less powerful neigh- racial distinctions brought about by 
bors even as they developed an frequent intermarriage among the 
orderly society, great cities, and Indians, the Spaniards, and Africans 
remarkable art. In 1502, the Aztec brought to Mexico as slaves. 
capital city of TenochtitlBn (Mexico In The Mexican Political System 
City)--which boasted elaborate (Houghton Mifflin 1966; 217d ed., 
palaces, gar-dens, canals, and even a 1976, cloth and paper), L. Vincent 
zoo--had a population of some Padgett contends that Mexico's 20- 
80,000. At that time, only four Euro- year struggle for independence (won 
pean cities had populations of in 1821) was, in reality, a civil \yar, 
100,000 or more. with the upper-class conservatives 

Led by Hernando CortPs, Spanish (cl·io2Ios) at first siding with Spanish 
colaquistadolss invaded Mexico in authorities against the peasants (In- 
1519. CortCs and his Incn, mostly of dians and w?estizos). Padgett de- 
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scribes the conflict in terms of key and paper), Jan Bazant describes re- 
personalities, and he divides them curring class conflict throughout the 
into heroes (Fathers Miguel Hidalgo 19th and 20th centuries: "the slrug- 
y Costilla and Jose Maria Morelos, gle for land on the par-t of those who 
peasant leaders) and villains (Col- do not possess it ...the striving for 
onel Agustin de Iturbide; General land and status on the part of mer- 
Antonio L6pez de Santa Anna). chants and politicians; and the striv- 

Santa Anna (1794-1876) served as ing on the part of land-owning 
President of independent Mexico 11 families to preserve their position." 
times, fought the Yankees, and once Soon after the war, the presidency 
had his amputated leg paraded (1855-72) of Benito Ju~rez, an Oax- 
through the streets of the capital. He aca Indian dubbed by posterity "the 
was so cruel and corrupt that many father of the nation," was disrupted 
scholars consider him a forerunner of by civil strife (1857-60) over new 
the worst of the modern-day Latin laws separating church and state. 
dictators. JuBrez attempted to redistribute the 

One contemporary observer, how- land by taking it away from the 
ever, was favorably impressed. Church and making it available to 
Madame "Fanny" Calder6n de la the poor, to establish freedom of reli- 
Barca was of Scottish and New Eng- gion, to improve educational oppor- 
land origin. As the wife of the tunities. 
Spanish envoy, she traveled exten- The inevitable upper-class reac- 
sively throughout Mexico during the tion came with the regime of Porfirio 
middle of the 19th century. In ]Li~e in Diaz(1830-1915). The reaction to the 
i~I~Aexico (18·13; AMS Press reprint, Porfil·iato was a peasant revolution; 
1976), she tells us that Santa Anna during its violent phase (1910-20), 
was "a gentlemanly, good-looking, some 1 million people lost their lives. 
quietly-dressed, rather melancholy- John Womack, Jr.'s Zapata and the 
looking person," and she adds, "it MIexican IPe·volution (Knopf, 1969, 
was only now and then that the ex- cloth; Vintage, 1970, paper) is read- 
pression of his eyes was startling, es- able and exhaustive. Eschewing so- 
pecially when he spoke of his leg.... cial and political analysis, Womack 
He speaks of it frequently." recounts how the poor cheered 

Most Americans have no trouble Emiliano Zapata (1880-1919), a 
recalling Santa Anna's successful peasant leader who helped Pancho 
siege of the Alamo (1836), but the Villa seize Mexico City in 1914. 
ensuing Mexican-American War Zapata's Plan of Ayala, which de- 
(1846-48) is less vivid. In Many manded "land and liberty" for the 
~exicos (Univ. of Calif., 1941; 4th poor, became one of the staples of 
rev. ed., 1966, cloth and paper), Les- Mexico's modern revolutionary tra- 
ley Byrd Simpson notes that at the dition land rhetoric). However, 
start of the fighting, Mexico had Zapata and Villa never succeeded in 
20,000 enlisted men in its army--and organizing their followers and ex- 
24,000 officers, ploiting success, and both men were 

The war left Mexico resentful and eventually assassinated. 
humiliated but did little to unite its A more analytical companion to 
people. In A Concise History of Womack's book is anthropologist 
iC%exico: From Nlidalgo to Cardenas, Paul Friedrich's Agrarian Revolt in a 
1805-1940 (Cambridge, 1977, cloth ILPexican Village (Prentice-Hall, 
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1970; Univ. of Chicago, 1977). Revolution. His endless struggle to 
Two valuable studies of Mexico's survive wears him down, yet he re- 

politics and economy since the Revo- mains his own man. At age 42, he 
lution are Pablo GonzBlez Casano- shocked his neighbors by converting 
va's Democracy in Mexico (Oxford, to Seventh Day Adventism. 
1970, cloth; 1972, paper) and Clark The contradictory Mexican psyche 
N. Reynolds' The ~8exican ]EccPnomy: has been explored by many of 
Twentieth Century Structure and Mexico's contemporary creative 
Growth (Yale, 1970). writers. Two representative an- 

Reynolds suggests that the gov- thologies are Anthology of Mexican 
ernment's distribution of land to the Poetry (Ind. Univ., 1958, cloth and 
peasants since the 1920s has brought paper), compiled by Octavio Pat and 
a measure of social justice and rising translated by Samuel Beckett, and 
economic productivity. The outcome The Rause in Mexico: W Mid-Century 
has been balanced growth in the Miscellany (Univ. of Texas, 1959), 
rural and urban sectors. He sees this edited by Thomas Mabry Cranfill. 
balance as bringing about a widen- Novelist-critic Carlos Fuentes 
ing of national markets, fairer in- probes Mexican life in the 20th 
come distribution, and one of the century in The Death of Artemio 
highest rates of capital formation in Cruz (Farrar, 1964, cloth; Noonday, 
the Western hemisphere. 1964, paper). Among other things, he 

Highly respected Mexican histo- sensitively describes the plight of 
rian GonzBlez Casanova's g)emoc- Mexico's Indians, demonstrates the 
racy in Mexico (Oxford, 1970, cloth; destructive results of macho be- 
1972, paper) is a left-of-center havior, and evokes the Mexican 
critique that faults the Revolution, peasant's passion for the land. 
even in its reform phase (1920- 40), Octavio Pat has written a critical 
for not realizing democratic ideals, yet affectionate analysis of Mexican 

The books of anthropologist Oscar culture in The Ilabyrinth of Solitude: 
Lewis are based on extensive inter- Life and Thought in Mexico (Grove, 
views with scores of Mexicans, 1961,cloth; 1962, paper). Better than 
mostly the poor and the powerless. anyone else writing today, Pat tells 
Among them are Life ilz a Mexicalz what it means to be Mexican: "We 
Village, Five Falnilies, and The Chil- oscillate between intimacy and 
drerz of Sdl·zchez. Perhaps his best withdrawal, between a shout and a 
work is Pedro IVlartinez: A Nlexican silence, between a fiesta and a wake, 
Peasant and Wis Family (Random, without ever truly surrendering our- 
1964, cloth; Vintage, 1964, paper), selves. Our indifference hides life be- 
which shows rural society as seen hind a death mask; our wild shout 
through the experiences of one man, rips off this mask and shoots into the 
his wife, and oldest son in a small sky, where it swells, explodes, and 
highland village 60 miles south of falls back in silence and defeat. 
Mexico City. Suspicious of for- Either way, the Mexican shuts him- 
eigners, shrewd, but idealistic, Mar- self off from the world: from life and 
tinez fought alongside Zapata in the from death." 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Snggestiol?s fol· this fssay cal?2e fron? Ricl?al~d Fage,? alzd fY0)77 Al~xal·2- 
del- M/. Wilrle, (1 Reseal~cl? Associnte M,ith tl?e Wilsolz Cen~el·'s Latil? An?L·rical? PI-ogmilz. 
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Recel?l titles seli·cted cclzrl,·e~,ie~c,erl by Frllolis orrhe Wilsol? Celzrei- 
---~- 

THE WOMEN'S LIBERA- AllnOSt i 1 years in the making, Stites's his- 
TION MOVEMENT IN tory interprets the women's movement in 
RUSSIA: Feminism, Soviet Russia in the light of pl-ere\iolutional-v 
Nihilism and Bolshevism ad\iances and retr-eats. His book goes into 
1860 1930 such questions as \yhy ToIstoY and Dos- 
b\· Richal-d Slites 

P~inceton, 1978, 465 PP· toevskv attacked \Yomen nihilists (illustra- 
~i;37.50 cloth, $12.50 paper tions include portraits of turn-of-t~·le-century 
L ol C 77-72 137 bOln b- t h rOMii ng ''heroi nes of terror'') and why 
ISUN 0-691-0j2jJ-9 Lenin's \Yife rejected personal liberation in 

0-691-100iS-h pbL favot- of liberation fi-om capitalism. Legisla- 
WOMEN UNDER tion passed in the eal-ly revolutionary period 
COMMUNISM (19]7-20)gave women civic, legal, and politi- 
bv Bat-bat-a Wolle Jancar Cal rights. T17e yeaIs ]920-30 saw "released" 
Johns Hopki~s. ]978 ur-ban women consolidating these gains by 
301 pp. $16 educating their rural proletarian sisters in 
i. ol C 77- lbji5 "the first genuine social women's liberation 
ISUN 0-fi011i-20-13-~ in history." After 1930, under industrializa- 

tion, a government headed by males focused 
on drawing females into the labor force. 
Stites's contribution to the sparse set-ious lit- 
erature on women around the world is a 

major achievement, enhancing knowledge of 
woman's place in Russia, while thr-owing 
light on the West's efforts to deal with its own 
"woman question." 

Jancar's study is concerned with equality of 
the seses not only in the Soviet Union but also 
in communist Eastern Europe, China, and 
Cuba. Some of her data are not quite accurate 
(e.g., family allowances in the Soviet Union 
are paid on the birth of the four-th rather than 
the third child), and some might have been 
drawn from better Communist and Western 

sources. But her brief chapter- summaries 
save the I-eadel- from getting bogged down in 
detail. She divides Communist leadership's 
responses to the needs of women into an early 
postl-evolutional-y phase, \Yhen the objective 
is to break up the old social order, and a later 
phase in which the regime's concern is to stay 
in power and promote economic develop- 
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ment. Overall, Jancar's conclusions are not 
too different from Stites's: in Co~~munist 

countries, women's greatest advances have 
been made in the economic and educational 

spheres, but political pal-ity still eludes them. 
Men have alMlars manipulated women to 
serve a patriarchal establishment, and in 
Communist countr-ies thev still do. 

--Bei-12ice Mndisoi? ('78) 

EDUCATIQ)M BY CHOICE: Few would deny that the best interest of the 
The Case for Family child should be the guiding principle of pub- 
Control lic education. Yet curricula imposed from 
by John E. Coons and afar and allocations of students to schools 
Stephen D. Sugarman simply to fill racial quotas are among many Univ. of Calif., 1978 
263 pp. $10.95 factors that make it difficult, if not impossi- 
L ol.C 77-20318 ble, to design programs that fit the needs of 
ISB.1' 0-5?0-03613-1 children as individuals. And while schools fail 

the child, they also exclude parents from an 
important civic function: involvement in de- 
termining school policy. Law professors 
Coons and Sugarman make a strong case for 
the educational voucher (or "family scholar- 
ship") that permits a broad choice among 
schools and courses of study as a reasonable 
alternative to our present-day system, 
monopolized by "professionals." 

-Robert B. Hawkins, Jr. ('76) 

LEADERSHIP In ]O books \yritten over 22 vears, James 
b~ James MacClegor BUr175 MacGregor Burns has dug into the New Deal 
Hal-P"`~ 1978 and \ial- years of F1-anklin D. Roose\ielt, \\irit- 
542 PP· $ 1 5 tell campaign biographies of John F. and Ed- 
L ol C 76-51 ii 

ISU~ 0-0h-010j88-i \val-d M. Kennedy, anal\lzed the conditions of 
American political deadlock, and eshoried 
citizens to face up to the \yisdom of "uncom- 
mon sense." This book synthesizes both his 
o\yn earlier studies and a vast ai~ount of 

contemporar~ social science resear-ch on 
leadership. Inevitably, a \york of such scope 
contains disappointments. To historians, 
somcbod~ once observed, Burns is a brilliant 
political scientist; to political scientists, an 
exceptional historian. No doubt many politi 
cal scientists \yill object to LL·ndel-ship's ana- 
Ivtical imprecision and philosophical tenor, 
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while many historians will fault its author for 
being overconcerned with definitions at the 
expense of original historical research. But 
Burn's goal is to construct a unified theory of 
how men and women lead. Ranging across 
eras and cultures, he distinguishes two kinds 
of leadership: tl·ansactiol~al (involving the ex- 
change of material and nonmaterial goods 
between the leader and the led) and trans- 
fol·n~atio,~al tin which leaders "shape, alter, 
and elevate the motives, values, and goals of 
followers"). Burns argues that "Great Per- 
son" theories underestimate the role of fol- 

lowers. Moreover, a good leader--whether a 
brilliant transformational figure like Mao 
Tse-tung or a transactional genius like the 
current Speaker of the U.S. House of Repre- 
sentatives, Thomas P. ("Tip") O'Neili, Jr. 
also knows how to be a good follower. 

--Jerl`Fishel ('79/ 

SUPPLYING WAR: Logistics (the branch of military science hav- 
Logistics from Wallen- ing to do with procuring, maintaining, and 
stein to Patton transporting materiel, personnel, and facili- 
by Martin van Creveld ties) conditions the conduct of war. But it has 
Cambridge, 1977 

received little attention from scholars, less 
284 pp. $14.95 
LofC77-5550 from popular historians. Old assumptions 
IsBN 0-521-a]730-X prevail. If we have read anything at all about 

armies, we know that in the 18th century they 
depended on fixed supply depots (the "maga- 
zine system"). We know that Napoleon's 
troops were the first who actually "lived off 
the land." We know that the Germans, mov- 
ing and supplying their troops by rail to fight 
Austria in 1866 and France in 1870, ushered 

in a new military era. Historian van Creveld 
sets out to demolish these haliowed clichCs. 

He demonstrates that all armies, down to and 
including Germany's during the invasion of 
Belgium in 1914, lived off the land: only in 
World War II, with the massive use of the 
motor truck, could a moving army be 
supplied from its base. The author of this 
highly controversial book has made a nor- 
mally tedious subject exciting. It will be a 
pity if only military buffs read it. 

--Waltel-M. Pir~lizei- ('78) 
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Hislol~\i 

THE WATERSHED OF The year 1914, our teachers assured many of 
TWO ERAS: Europe in 1900 us, marked the end of an age. But for the past 
by Jan Romein two decades, scholars have been tearing away 
8WZ,~:"'" at this notion, seeking the "end uf the Euru- 
L of c 77-14841 pean era" at the turn of the century or before. 
ISBN 0-8195-5026-4 Romein's masterpiece, published posthu- 

mously in Holland in 1967 and now for the 
first time translated from the Dutch original, 
is at once the most comprehensive and in- 
teresting of all such efforts. A notably undoc- 
trinaire Marxist, who preferred to seek 
change in "an infinite series of micro- 
processes," Romein delves into the music, 
business practices, literature, politics, and re- 
ligious ideals of the major European nations. 
He presents a civilization coming apart at the 
core, its statesmen losing confidence in them- 
selves, its artists fleeing into an idealized art 
nouveatl world--well before "the guns of Au- 
gust" opened World War I. Whatever the 
causes, and for Romein they are countless, 
Europe by 1900 had been forced to yield place 
to more recently developed societies like our 
own, which were benefiting from what he de- 
scribes as the "privileges of backwardness." 
Many attitudes that Romein exhumes in this 
work echo ironically today: Some Eng- 
lishmen were complaining of the incursions 
of American corporations back in the 1890s; 
other Europeans were ascribing America's 
overall success to a practical educational sys- 
tem and attention to the training of women. 

A SEASON OF YOUTH: How and why did the American Revolution- 
The American Revolution ary era (rather than the Puritan experience or 
and the Historical 

westward expansion) come to dominate 
Imagination Americans' sense of tradition? From the be- 
by Michael Kammen 
Knopf. 1978, 405 pp. $15 ginning, Kammen argues, the special mix of 
Lo[C78-j4918 rebellion and cautious constitutionalism en- 
ISBN 0-394-49651-5 abled Americans to evoke and interpret the 

events from the 1760s to 1789 to suit their 

own ends. Even the nation's first Fourth of 
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July commemoration was an occasion of 
political and social division: anti-Federalists 
celebrated with readings of the Declaration of 
Independence; Federalists, in separate cere- 
monies, with prayer. Banjo clocks, popular 
verse, "second-rate romances and third-rate 
novels," famous and forgettable paintings are 
all given attention by this Cornell historian, 
who finds the American people as determined 
to cast off the ''burden of the past'' as they are 
"to define a national character." In the first 

half of the 19th century, the image of George 
Washington as distinguished lawmaker was 
pre-eminent in the patriotic arts. Later, with 
the rise of sectionalism and then jingoism, 
Washington the civilian came to be over- 
shadowed by militaristic statues and paint- 
ings of the General on Horseback. The late 
20th century has seen another change. Novels 
about our rebellious past written in the 
1970s, Kammen notes, have been "mainly 
psychological studies ... more interested in 
what it feels like to fight--fear, hunger, pain, 
exhaustion" than in the Revolution itself. 

THE AMERICAN AS American radicalism, writes David DeLeon, a 

ANARCHIST: specialist in U.S. intellectual and religious 
Reflections on history, is distinguished by a suspicion of cen- 
Indigenous Radicalism tr-alized discipline that \iel-ges on open hostil- 
bv Da\:id DeLeon 

itv. "Our radicals have concentrated on 
Johns Hopkins, 1979 
255 pp. $14 emancipation, on breaking the prisons Of au- 
i. ol C 78-j8290 thoritv," he \Yrites. Abolitionists rather than 
ISnN O-SO1S-Zl?h-h institulion-buildel-s, thev have been "too oc- 

cupied with changing the \iorld and not 
enough with understanding it." DeLeon 
traces the "subterranean anarchist currents" 

in libeIalism and libertarianis~~ (both of the 
right and the left) fr-om Thor-eau and Emer- 
son, through Henrv George, Benjamin R. 
Tucker, Eugene Debs, and the Wobblies, to 
the free mar-kct anarcho-capitalists and 
commune-or-iented anarcho-com mun ists of 

totiay. The bourgeois New Left he sees as typ- 
ically anarchic "in its spontaneous, non- 
Lheoretical radicalism." Anarchist criticism 

\,ill remain an integral element of American 
culture as long as the United Stales is a lib- 
eral, middle--class society, DeLeon contends, 
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but he does not believe that our homegro\,n 
radicalism will ever seriouslV challenge tra- 
ditional capitalism or ellen socialism. 

THE IRONY OF VIETNAM: Did Lvndon Baines Johnson, as his critics 
The System Worked claim, use the 1964 Gulf of Tonkin incident as 
b~ Leslie Gclb \yith 

a pretest for later massive U.S. intervention 
Richard K. Betts 

in South Vietnaln? No, sav the authors. Gelb, 
Brookings, 1979, 387 pp. \Yho directed the famed''Pentagon Papers" $14.95 cloth, $5.95 paprr 
L ol C 78-26563 history of U.S,Vietnamese I-elations, and 
ISU~ 0-Sli7-i072-I Betts, a Brookings historian, provitie an eve- 

0-8157-3071-j phk I opening analysis of Vietnam decision-making 
in Washington, 1945-68. Like John F. Ken- 
nedy, LBJ tried to pay only the "ninnrmum 
necessary pt-ice" of averting a takeover of the 
South by Hanoi. As the price went up, he 
glumlr kept pa~ing it, until over 500,000 
Americans were in Vietnam and the Ameri- 

can people decided that the minimum was 
getting too high. LBJ follo\led 13LlbliC OP1II- 
ion, the authors contend, citing poll results; 
as it shifted, he shifted. The U.S. demo- 

cratic policvmaking slstem "\yorlced"; the 
Kennedv-Jo~nson Vietnam strategy did not. 
Throughout 11.017y, Gelb and Betts jar man? 
an assumption long cherished by either 
ha\\iks ol- doves. 

MASTER MARINER: In a time of: pl-ess gangs, I-leggings, and scul-\li 
Capt. James Cook and the on the high seas, Captain James Cook (1728- 
Peoples of the Pacific 79) \ias a saintly mal-inel-. Mol-eove~-, he \,as 
b~ Daniel Conner and 
Lorraine Miller as loath to mistreat or insult a "savage" as he 
Uni\·. oTWash 1979 was to see his fello\v seamen suffer injul-!; ol- 
176 PP· $16.95 disease. In his Nootka Sound journal, kept in 
LolCiS-?~fi9 the course of the search for the North\,est 
ISUN O-Zsi-l)ihZi-h Passage on his thil-d \·o!iage (1778), the good 

Captain describes a chief "\vho had some 
time be~ore attached himself to me" to whoin 

he made "a small present." In return, the 
Indian gave him a beaver Skin. "This oc- 
casioned me to make soine addition to n~v 

present," writes Cook, ((On \YhiCh he gave me 
the Beaver skin Cloale he had on, that I kne\Y 
he set a value upon. And as I \yas desirous he 
should be no sufferer by his friendship and 
generosit~ to me, made him a present of a 
Ne\\i B1-oad S\iord ~itl~ a bl-ass hilt \ihich 
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made him happy as a prince." The genius, 
character, and decency of this gifted 
navigator, surveyor, and hydr-ographer is 
cleat-iv apparent in Conner's and Miller's 
illustrated account of his early career and the 
extended Pacific voyages that ended with his 
death in a fray \yith Hawaiian islanders. 
Drawing on Cook's own journals and those of 
officers who sailed with him, the authors cap- 
lure the spirit of adventure and intellectual 
curiosity that pervaded these epic journeys. 

Colarenzl~or-ary Afjiril-s 

WHOSE NEWS? Last November's UNESCO general confer- 
Politics, the Press, and ence in Paris illustrated that the international 
the Third World flow of news has become a major source of 
by Rosemary Righter friction between developing and indus- 
Times Books, 1978 

trialized nations. This book, written before 
272 pp. $12.50 
Lofe78-13433 but released after that conference, provides a 
ISBN 0-8]29-0797-3 welcome spark of objectivity in the generally 

heated debate over Western domination of in- 

ternational media. Granted, the Associated 

Press, United Press International, Reuters, 
and Agence France Presse provide over 90 
percent of international news to the world, 
says Righter, who reports for the Sunday 
Til??es of London. But Third U'orld leaders are 

wrong when they charge excess "nationial- 
ism" by Western news agencies; of AP's 559 
journalists outside the United States, 478 are 
non-American. Criticism of developing na- 
tions does not indicate an anti-Third World 

stance; Western journalists criticize their 
own governments as well. Claims of"cultural 
imperialism" are often based on absurd con- 
spiracy theories. And the frustration of Third 
World leaders stems not from the fact "that 

power, as they see it, is concentrated in a few 
hands, but that they are the wrong hands." 
Righter finds some complaints deserving of 
attention, however. A "Western perspective" 
cai~ distort what a jour-nalist writes; Western 
media do neglect issues that have been solved 
for industrialized nations but not for develop- 
ing ones; Western news agencies often do 
concentrate their coverage in areas that are 
most apt to buy their- services. Righter argues 
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that if Western media want to retain access to 

the Third World, "they must provide clearer 
evidence that they are seriously interested in 
what is going on there." 

BIRDS OF PASSAGE: "Overstayed" land undocumented) foreign 
Migrant Labor and workers make up the bulk of the migrant 
IndustrialSocieties labor force in the United States today. This 
by Michael J. Piore clandestine group, writes M.I.T. economist 
Cambridge, 1979 
239 pp. $14.95 Piore, is estimated at anywhere from 2 to 12 
LolC78-1?067 million. In northern Europe, where foreign 
ISBN 0-.i21-22452-7 workers are largely legal, they accounted for 

some 9 percent of the labor force in West 
Germany, 11 percent in France, and over 25 
percent in Switzerland by 1975. Professor 
Piore contends that a substantial migration of 
workers does little good, in lasting ways, for 
either the host or the home country. The mi- 
grants' departure does not significantly re- 
lieve population pressure or rural poverty at 
home, nor does their presence in industrial- 
ized societies sit well with the native labor 
force--union or nonunion. Piore sees the cur- 

rent influx of Spanish-speaking workers from 
Latin America and the Caribbean islands to 

the United States as only the latest step in a 
generally unsavory historic progression that 
brought cheap labor here from Europe in the 
19th century and blacks from the South to 
Northern cities. He criticizes U.S. immigra- 
tion policy, which does not recognize the exis- 
tence of "illegals," and faults Americans for- 
their unwillingness to accept responsibility 
for their ambivalence about migrants. 

Al-ls 6: LL·ftel·s~ 

DELIRIOUS NEW YORK: The Dutch author of this subversive book has 

A Retroactive Manifesto seen New York City close up and, wonder of 
for Manhattan wonders, loves it. Koolhaas does not long for 
by Rem Koolhaas the organic, the Sierra Club "natural," the Osford, 1978 

environmentally sound. On the contrary, he 
263 pp. $35 
LofC77-174iB relishes New York's systematic artificiality 
ISBN 0-19-j20035-7 and identifies its arrogance toward nature as 

being of its very essence. Rather than moral- 
ize about this, the author describes and- 
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through a wondrous selection of illustrations 
that range from postcards to Hugh Ferriss's 
visionary architectural drawings--displays 
the rich and literally revolutionary concep- 
tions to which the city's distinctive civiliza- 
tion gave rise between 1890 and 1940. 
Koolhaas's New York is a zany, surrealistic 
Coney Island that spawned other Coney Is- 
lands as diverse as Rockefeller Center and the 

Downtown Athletic Club. "The Metropolis," 
he observes, "strives to reach a mythical 
point where the world is completely fabri- 
cated by man so that it absolutely coincides 
with his desires." All this may be past history 
today, as New York seeks to weather its next 
financial crisis, but it explains why modern 
architecture and all that it represents was 
popular in New York to a degree that would 
have been unthinkable in the less Promethean 

capitals of Europe. 

FINLEY PETER DUNNE Generations of American political writers 
AND MR. DOOLEY: The have shamelessly dished up morsels of "Mis- 
Chicago Years ter Dooley" wisdom culled from the syndi- 
by Charles Fanning cated newspaper columns that Finley Peter 
Univ. of Ky., 1978 Dunne wrote after leaving Chicago for New 
296 pp. $14.50 
LoTC77-7j483 York City in 1900. Generally overlooked are 
IsBN 0-8131-1365-? the more compassionate, more true to life, 

and even funnier observations of the fictitious 

saloon-keeper Martin Dooley during the early 
years when his creator was an ambitious, 
young editorial writer for the Chicago Eve- 
nilzg Post. Dunne came from a respectable 
middle-class Irish family. He traveled in so- 
cial circles far removed from the poverty of 
Chicago's South Side, where Martin Dooley 
held forth. Author Charles Fanning traces the 
oddly schizophrenic split between Dunne's 
upbeat editorials and Dooley's caustic com- 
ments on Chicago's political corruption, the 
rhetorical excesses of Irish-American na- 

tionalism, and the culture of the working 
class. Whether talking of sports-" Down town 
it's football; out here it's the Irish killin' each 
other"--aldermanic politics, or the power- 
lessness of the poor, Dooley's utterances re- 
flected Dunne's feel for dour realism and his 

unbounded love of language. As a recorder of 
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the Irish experience in Chicago, Dunne of- 
fered a unique firsthand account of immi- 
grant assimilation into American urban life. 

RUDYARD KIPLING Rudyard Kipling was a callow and already 
by Lord Birkenhead arrogant 16-year-old when he began his jour- 
Random, 1978, 430 pp. $15 nalistic career in India in 1882. The talented 
ILSOBfNC70~~j5073:~(I~ fledgling roamed the stews and caravan 

serais of Lahore until dawn, insulted his el- 
ders at their clubs, fell in love with what he 
observed of the Army, and absorbed all he 
saw, heard, and felt for later use in his stories 

and verse. By the time he returned to Eng- 
land, at age 24, he was already an established 
literary figure for whom success after success 
was to follow. Lord Birkenhead tells us more 

of the private man than of the literary lion: 
his restless world wanderings; his bitter bat- 
tles with a brother-in-law in Vermont; his 
hobnobbing with admirals, field marshals, 
financiers, royalty; his prejudices and hates; 
the family tragedies that befell him. There is 
little indication in any of this of the great 
warmth and perception that distinguish KiH2, 
the Jungle Books, and others of his works. 
Birkenhead tries to be sympathetic, but the 
jingoistic, ultra-Tory Kipling (who once 
wrote an article so scathingly critical of the 
Liberal Party that the Tiwzes refused to print 
it) keeps getting in the way. This biog- 
raphy--the most readable of three published 
since 1975, including Angus Wilson's---Mias 
commissioned 30 years ago by Mrs. Elsie 
Bambridge, Kipling's only surviving child. 
When she saw the manuscript, she refused, 
without explanation, to allow its publication. 
Both Lord Birkenhead and Mrs. Bambridge 
died a few years ago, and the book has now at 
last seen print. 

THE MYTHMAKERS V. S. Pritchett is an elegant and prolific 
by V. S. Pritchett writer of fiction this Selected Stories were pub- 
Random, 1979 

lished in 1978), autobiography (Midnigl?t Oil, 
190pp.$8.95 1971), biography, travel accounts, and 
LofC78-21801 
ISBN 0-393-j0472-0 criticism. In this collection, the first of a pro- 

jected two volumes of literary essays, he pre- 
sents concise appraisals of 19th- and 20th- 
century authors--Solzhenitsy17, Chekhov, 
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Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Kafka, Zola, Stendhal, 
Garcia Marquez, Borges, and others. Integrat- 
ing the lives and works of his subjects, Prit- 
chett accomplishes in a few pages what it 
takes lesser critics whole books to do. He 

makes convincing connections. For example, 
the later Borges, "a learned pillager of 
metaphysical arguments ... who has made 
Chesterton rhapsodic [and] put blood in the 
diagrams of Euclid," passes the test of the art- 
ist: "Can he make his idea walk, can he place 
it in·a street, a room, can he 'plant' the after- 
math of the 'moment of truth' ? " And Prit- 
chett shows how fiction is made to work. He 
writes of Stendhal: his "sense of human be- 

ings living not yet transfixed, for an affecting 
moment, by their future, gives the doctrine of 
self-invention an ironical perspective." 

Scieizce d~ Techizolo~i 

THE PSYCHOLOGY What happens when we listen to music? 
OF MUSIC British psychologist and jazz musician 
by John Booth Davies Davies defines the psychological study of 
Stanford,l978 

music (classical, pop, jazz, folk) as 
240 pp. $13.95 
Lo[C77-923)9 "psychophysics." He reviews what is known 
IsnN 0-8047-0980-7 about how people hear music, how musical 

abilities and aptitudes may be measured and 
tested, the place of rhythm in various musical 
cultures, the fit between the personalities of 
musicians and their instruments, and the rel- 
ative merits of different kinds of music. The 

very fact that "the physical properties of 
sound fail to define the subjective response" 
makes music possible, he writes. Studies in- 
dicate that we "chunk" together what we 
hear to form larger units that convey mean- 
ing and feeling. Because "people make tunes" 
as they organize tonal sequences into mean- 
ingful patterns, we can speak of "tune" deaf- 
ness but not of tone deafness. There is much 

else in this complex, subtle book. Discussing 
theories of consonance/dissonance, for exam- 
ple, Davies warns that "the phenomenon is 
synonymous with the way the person feels, 
either positively or negatively, towards this 
chord or that chord." 
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ON ALMOST ANY WIND: Recently NASA announced that a space shut- 
The Saga of the Ocean- tie to be launched in the 1980s will be chris- 

ographic Research Vessel tened Atlalztis in honor of the Woods Hole 
Atlantis Oceanographic Institution's exploratory sail- 
by Susan Schlee ing vessel. For 35 years, the 142-foot, 460-ton 
Cornell, 1978, 301 pp. $15 
L of C 78-58038 auxiliary ketch, launched in Copenhagen in 
ISBN 0-8014-1160-2 1931, served not only oceanography but also 

biology, geology, physics land, on occasion, 
naval intelligence). Susan Schlee's account of 
the first Atlantis's million and a half miles of 

voyages is drawn from ship's logs, expedition 
notes, recollections, and scientific folklore. 
The cast of characters reads like a Who's Who 

of American oceanographers (supported in 
their explorations of the deep by a gang of 
boisterous crewmen). Neatly counterpoised 
with tales of nautical adventure land misad- 
venture) is useful information on the insti- 
tutional and political background of Woods 
Hole. There is not a lot of scientific detail, but 
light is shed on some of the earliest stirrings 
of Big Science ill America as Schlee enumer- 
ates pre-World War II findings--about Gulf 
Stream currents, temperature layers, the 
propagation of sound in the ocean--and later 
discoveries involving sediments and the 
geological structure of the ocean bottom. All, 
in her telling, gain a special human meaning. 

THE SHORTER SCIENCE This abridgement of volumes I and II (more 
AND CIVILIZATION IN will follow) of Joseph Need·ham's mon- 
CHINA: 1 umental 1954 text compares the early devel- 
by Colin A. Ronan and opment of scientific thought in China to its 
Jcoas~h~~~i~b~ countei~arr in the West. Beginning with ar- 
326 pp. $19.95 chaeological evidence of the development of 
LofC77-82513 coiled clay pots in the Yangshao culture (c. 
ISBN 0-j21-21821-7 2500 B.C.), Ronan and Needham move on to 

the concept of opposite forces (Yin and Yang) 
and ideas about nature, logic, and magic that 
evolved in China during the middle ages. 
They show that a copious literature (known to 
few before the 20th century) substantiates 
China's involvement in the diffusion of 

knowledge. Information about early Chinese 
astronomy, hydraulic machinery, the evalua- 
tion of pi (rr) was passed in a continuous 
stream westward for 2,000 years before 
Europe's scientific revolution. 
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THE SITUATION OF POETRY: Con- with an equally po\yerful 31 pages en- 
temporary Poetry and Its Traditions. By titled "Reflections and Meditations 
Robert Pinsky. Princeton reprint, 1978. Thirty Years After." Here Stone notes 
188 pp. $3.95 that as a "dissident on the Middle East" 

today he has found getting a hearing on 
Poet and cl-itic Robert Pinsky's ''traveler's anything that departs fr·om "the standard 
essay on the tel-rain of contemporary Israeli line about as easy as selling a 
poetry sets out to discover "\Yhat part the thoughtful exposition of atheism to the 
poetry of the past ...seems to play in the Ossewatol~e Ron?ul2o in Vatican City." He 
mind of one \yho is about to read or write 

attacks what he has long seen as a 
a poem." He tIaces the growth of ideas "twofold scale of metal judgment, defin- 
espoused by such "modernist" poets as ing the same action as right for oneself 
Williams, Crane, Eliot, and Stevens into a 

but wrong in the neighbor." Stone re- 
tradition that lives in poetry today. Defin- views the little-known history of the 
ing "contemporary" to include work "Other Zionism," preached by Judah 
~Yritten since the late 1950s, the author 

Magnes, foundel- of the Hebre\Y Uni~er- 
analyzes the relationship of modernist sity, and others who believed that "the 
land Ronaantic) notions to techniques and right of the Jewish peoples to a national 
references in the \York of John Berryman, home in Palestine does not invalidate the 
Robert Lowell, Sylvia Plath, and Theo- 

rights of the rest of the land's inhabi- 
dore Roethke and in some poems by tants." As concerned foI- the Arab refugees 
younger and less established writers. of the 1970s as he was for the Jewish refu- 
Pinsky ar-gues convincingly against the gees of the 1940s, Stone declares that "the 
notion that contemporary poetry exists in 

two peoples must live together, either in 
a vacuum. His book is a valuable refuta- 

the same Palestinian state or side by side 
lion of Archibald MacLeish's statement 

in two Palestinian states." 
that a poem "should not mean, but be." It 
demonstr-ates that contemporary poems 
indeed can, and often do, "mean." FREE ADULT, UNCENSORED: The 

Living History of the Federal Theatre 

Project. Edited by John O'Connor and 

UNDERGROUND TO PALESTINE. By Lorlaine Brown. New Republic Books, 
I. F. Stone. Pantheon, 1978. 272 pp. $3.95 1978. 238 pp. $11.9j(cloth, $24.95) 
(cloth, $8.95) 

The Fedel-al Theatl-e P1-oject(FTP) was es- 

In 1946, "Izzy" Stone, creator of the tablished, along with the Federal Music 
one-man newsletter I. F. Slol?e's Weekly, P1-oject and the Fedel-al WI.itel.s' P1-oject, 
was the first journalist to accompany as part of the while-collar division of the 
Jewish survivors of the Holocaust across U.S. M'ol-]cs PI-ogl-ess Administl-ation 
~~ar-devastated Europe to Palestine. At (WPA) in the dal-k Depl-ession veal- 1935. 
the time, his emotion-charged reports, Quickly becoming the most visible and 
published in the New York daily PM and conrl-ovel-sial of these plogl-ams that pl-o- 
in book form in English and Hebrew, had \lided wol-k fol- unemployed al-tists and 
an important impact on the struggle to technicians, the FTP also \ias the lit-st to 
establish Israel. Appearing again after die. In 1939, funds for its continued sup- 
many years out of print, they have lost port wcl.e eliminated b\· the U.S. Con- 
none of their po\yer. But now they come gl-ess in a coml-11-omise that P1-esident 
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FI-anklin D. Rooscvelt accepted rather In "The Richard Nison Freischutz Rag," 
than lose his whole I-cliel- pI·ogl·am. Con- ]Ic intcl-\·ea\:cs a scene of Leonal-cto da 
gressional lestimonp disclosed that oppo- Vinci inventing the bic~cle \iith an imag- 
siiion to the FTP \vas based in part 017 its ined conversation between Nison and 
\elg success, under Director Hallie Mao Tse-tung. The collection dcii7on- 
Flanagan, as a national theater operating strates its authoi's joy in the tiny incident 
in comP'lition \Yith h-ee enterprise. Also evocative of much more. Ranging across 
in\ol\ed ~yere Congressmen's rears con- literary and philosophical history, he viv- 
ceining the radical associations of some idly illustrates his notion that man is a 
FTP at-lists, \Yhich suIfaced in several folager, created to understand the \rorltl. 
exchanges, including this one: Dies C0112- 
1?2irtee MenlOel· Joseph Sla~-12es. "You are 

quoting h-om this Mar-lowe. Is he a Com- PHOTOGRAPHS BY THE WRIGHT 
munist?" M~s. Flalla~UI1. ((I was quoting BROTHERS: Prints from the Glass 
h-om ChI-islophel- Mat-lowe ... the gl-eat- Negatives in the Library of Congress. 
est dl-amatist in~ll7ediatel3~ preceding Superintendent of Documents, Govern- 
Shakespeare." Within a Inonth, the Fed- ment Printing Office, 1978. 21 pp. $4 
eral Theatre had been disbanded and the 

The Library of Congress has published an 
I-ecol-ds of its existence packed away in explanatory text and five microfiche re- 
boxes. These files, including scripts, pro- productions of 303 photographs taken by 
duction notebooks, costume sketches, the Wright brothers between 1898 and 
postel-s, and ne\yspapel- clippings, were 1911. The microfiche cards can be used 
stored for many years in an abandoned with a viewer or examined under a mag- 
ail-plane hanger in Maryland. There they nifying glass. Thus, without having to pay 
M,ere found and opened by O'Connol- and a visit to the collection of glass negatives 
Blown. The book's informative test and 

in the Library's Prints and Photographs 
250 illustrations (48 in color) make it a Division, aviation buffs and others can 
must, both for theater lovers and for stu- now see the historic pictures snapped by 
dents of the Depression ct-a in Amel-ica. John T. Daniels of the Kill Devil Life Sav- 
The FTP's backers and participants in- ing Station during the first powered air- 
eluded Eleanor Roosevelt, Harry Hop- craft ascension of December 17, 1903. 
kins, Orson Welles, and Arthur Miller. 

DA VINCI'S BICYCLE: Ten Stories. B\I 

Guy Davenport. Johns Hopkins, 1979. 192 
pp.$4.95(cloth,$12.95) 

The fit-st publication of fiction in the 
100-year history of the Johns Hopkins 

Uni\lel-sity Press, these IO "assemblages" 
(a lel·m that English pl-ofessoI- Davenpol-l 
pl.efcrs to "stol-ies") lake h-agments of odd They can also browse through amazingly 
fact as their jumping-off point and con7- clear thumbnail-size prints of photo- 
bine them with the "necessarv fiction" of graphs that Orville and Wilbur took of 
imagination. Davenport amalgamates one another, their family, and friends, as 
such matel-ial as the life of Gertl-ude well as their bicycle shop, kites and glid- 
Stein, Samuel Beckett talking about ers (wrecked and flying), and 10 informal 
Jaincs Joycc, the habits of wasps, and the studies of Orville's St. Bernard dog, 
possibilities implicit in flying machines. Scipio. A bargain. 
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THE FOLLleS. B' Daniel Mal-k Epstein. \yith p"'.""tS, and the day-to-day pl-ob- 
Viking/Over]ook, 1979. 48 pp. $3.45 lems and pleasures of nurturing and 
Danjel Mark Epstein, 1978 recipient of teaching infants and toddlers. 
the American Academy of Arts and Let- 
Lel-s PI-is de Ror-ne, is a poet of the penny 
arcade. His people are lost souls-- PROVENCE: From Minstrels to the Ma- 

cal-nival huclistel-s, tatoo al-tists, beggal-s. chine. By Fol-d Mados Ford. Ecco, 1979. 

His poems, \Yhethel- lengthy nall-atives ol- 372 pp. $6.95 

shol-t, pithy vel·ses such as "The Man Best I-emembel-ed fol- rhe Good Solriiel 
Without Legs," \Yho "kno\Ys pity from the (1927), his novel of Wol-ld WaI· I, Fol-d 
inside out," are full to bursting with con- Mados Ford also wrote criticism and 
crete detail. Like M'alt Whitman, Epstein other nonfiction. Little of it survived be- 
usually locales his poetl-y in a specificallp yond his death in 1939. Pla~,elace, first 
American landscape or cityscape. Thus, published in 1935, is an old-fashioned 
an eccentl-ic inventol-'s ~~isit to heaven in a tl-avel book, the kind to \Yhich Lawl-ence 

machine of his own devising tit also takes Durrell gave the generic title Sl~irir oT 
him to hell) includes a celestial version of Place. Turning its pages, one almost 
Baltimore's Lexington Market where his smells the fields of ]avendel- in bloom and 
appetite "l~evived with all the ardor oflzis I-ecalls the Inedie~al troubadoul-s of 
soul. He hadlz't eaten i,? a dayl al?d heave,?, P1-ovence and the earliel- Roman I-ulel-s 
like the best ~.esol-2 hotelsi I?zttst pl-oscribe whose monuments glorify the sun- 
hzulzgerpast a dwil?dled satiety." bleached landscape of this legion of 

France. The reader shares in the English 
author's small adventures--not least, the 

THE CHALLENGE OF DAYCARE. By S"\-orinho of an authentic bouillabaisse 
Sally provence. Audrey Naylor, and (d'spite Ford's flat statement that 
June Pattel·son. Yale reprint, 1979. 311 pp. "P'-OVe"c" has no regional dishes, and the 
$7.95 true proven~al has neither the gift, nor 

the patience, nor yet the materials that 
In the United States today, \Yomen make 

are necessal-y fol- the serious cook"). Re- 
up 50.1 pet-cent of the work force. Of these 

pl-inted by the Ecco PI-ess as one of its 
\Yomen, many al-e wet-king mothel-s, who 

"Neglected Books of the 20th Centul-v," 
know, to their sorrow, that high-quality this volume, with its undated air of de- 
daycare for young children is hard to find. 

light enhanced by the original edition's 
The authois of this book, respectively a 

insouciant line drawings, may be 1979's professor of pediatrics at Yale's Child 
only affol-dable tl-ip to Avignon. 

Study Center, an assistant clinical piofes- 
sol- ol- social \YOl.k at the Center, and an 
associate pl-ofessol- of child development 
at Connecticut College, have some good 
news to I-epol-t. They descl-ibe how Yale, 

since 1967, has developed a practical -r. 
lull-time pl-ogl-am fol- childl-en of varied 
backgrounds. Daycare, they say, is here i 
to stay; it can be excellent. Cl?allelzge 
covers organization and administration 

"4·~ 
(e.g., ho\' to dl-a\v clcal- lines of I-esponsi- = 

Ti,e Bridge of Avignon 
bility and authority), staffing, \Yorking 
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TIIE USSR AND GLOBAL INTERDEPENDENCE: Alternative Futures. By Wnllel- 

Clf,l2e,2s. American Enter-pr-ise Institute, 1978. 

KOLYMA: The Arctic Death Camps. By RobL·~·t Conr/2tesl. Viking, i 978. 

DECISION FOR THE DEMOCRATS: Reforming the Party Structure. By Willialll 
CI·otl?~. Johns Hopkins. 1978. 

POLITICAL REFORM AND TNE AMERICAN EXPERIMENT. By Willinil~ C,·oltv. 

Hat-per, 1978. 

CHATTEL SLAVERY AND WAGE SLAVERY: The Angle-American Context, 
1830-1860. By Mai·cLls Crl~2liffi·. Univ. of Ga., 1979. 

CONFLICT AND CRISIS: The Presidency of Harry S Truman, 1945-1948. By 
Roi~rl·t J. Do,zoltnn. Nor-toll, 1979, paper (cloth, 1977). 

HISTORIA DE LAS RELACIONES INTERNACIONALES ARGENTINAS. By 

Robe,·ro Etchepni-L·(,o,·rln. Buenos Aires: Editorial Pleamar, 1978. 

HOLY PLACE. By Ca,·los FLle,2tes. Dutton, 1978. 

VOTING IN INDIANA: A Century of Persistence and Change. By C12(I1~L~S S. H?lile 
n2an. Ind. Univ.. 1979. 

NEW DIRECTIONS IN AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL HISTORY. Edited by Joll~? 

Highn,i2 and Paul K. Conkin. Johns Hopkins. 1979. 

SELECTED LETTERS OF EDWARD WILMOT BLYDEN, 1832--1912. By Hollis R. 
L:y,lch. KTO Pr-ess, 1978. 

FRANCOIS G~NY AND MODERN JURISPRUDENCE. By Ja,·o MnvrlLI. La. State 
UniV. 1978. 

LA FRANCE ET LES ETATS-UNIS AOUT I914-AVRIL 1917. By Y~,es-Hei2,-i 

Nollailhnt. Universite de Lille III, 1977. 

THE WOMEN'S BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS. Edited 

by Lois Deckt·) O'Neill. AnchoriDoubleda?i. 1979, cloth and papeI- 

JAPAN, KOREA, AND CHINA: American Perceptions and Iiolicies. By William 
Watts, Geo~·b·e R. Packa~·cl, Ra11~712 N. Clo~lgh, and Robert B. Osnam. Lesington, 1979. 

NEVER AGAIN: Learning From America's Foreign Policy Failures. By En,l C. 
RavEI2nL Temple Univ., 1978. 

CAN GOVERNMENTS GO BANKRUPT? By Richa~·rl Rose and Gu?- Petel-s. Basic 
Books, 1978. 

LORD KELVIN: The Dynamic Victorian. By Ha,-old Issndo~e Slznl·li,z and Tib~ 
Sharlin. Pa. State Univ., 1979. 

THE OVERTHROW OF ALLENDE AND THE POLITICS OF CHILE, 1964-1976. 
By Patll E. Sign2Llnrl. Univ. of Pittsburgh, 1978, paper(cloth, 1977). 

NOSTALGIA FOR THE PRESENT. By A,ld,·ei Voz~?ese,?sky (edited by Ver-a 
Dunham and Mas Hayward). Doubleday, 1978. 
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This elzgmvilzg, copied fi-ol?? a daguel-sot?i~e, appeared as the fj~olztispiece 
of the f~lst editiol? of` Leaves of Grass ilz 1855. Whitn~ull's eccerztricities 
ian·ed llzn17y critics, btlt his poetly p~l?zpted Ralph Wnldo El?zersolz to 
exck~inz: "I rtlbbed 171Y eyes ... to see if this stl,zbeal?z we~,?o illtisiolz." 
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REFLECTIONS: WALT WHITiLIAI~ 

Vladimir Nabokov once described biography as "psycho- 
plagiarism." George Eliot called it "a disease of English litera- 
ture," and W. H. Auden said it is "always superfluous" and 
"usually in bad taste." Yet, biography's most ardent 
champions--those who traffic in it--face special challenges. 
Justin Kaplan, winner of a 1967 Pulitzer Prize for Mister Cle~~zel~s 
alzd Mark rwniM: A Biography, is now working on a book about 
Walt Whitman. He ponders the questions that haunt a literary 
biographer: How much of Whitman's life is reflected in his 
poems? What are other, truer clues? How much detail must be 
unearthed to understand both the man and his writing? Kaplan 
discusses Whitman's complicated early life to show how the 
poet transformed his fascination with "phrenology" and his 
celebration of sex into a uniquely American poetic vision. 

by Jusfin L~aplan 

A few weeks before his 36th birthday, page offered no clues to the author's 
Waiter Whitman, former printer, identity. It displayed only the words 
schoolteacher, housebuilder, and " Leaves of Grass," a small decorative 
newspaper editor, now the author, rule, and the legend, "Brooklyn, New 
proprietor, and publisher of a lit- York: 1855." The copyright page was 
erary work in press, registered a more informative, but the Waiter 
copyright with the clerk of the Whitman named in the statutory 
United States District Court for the boilerplate was conceivably the au- 
Southern District of New York. thor's publisher or assignee or even, 

When it went on sale in July 1855, as some readers might have con- 
his book was as arresting in format eluded, a conservator appointed in 
and detail as in its contents: the most cases of mental instability. 
brilliant and original poetry yet Ten pages of prose eccentrically 
written on the continent, at once the punctuated with strings of periods 
fulfillment of American literary were followed by 83 pages of verse, at 
romanticism and the beginnings of first glance clusters of prose sen- 
American literary modernism. tences printed like Bible verses; the 

The reader's eye was caught first 12 poems were untitled except for 
by the unidentified frontispiece por- the insistent head caption for each, 
trait of a bearded man dressed like a "Leaves of Grass." Only in a passage 
common seaman or laborer. The title on page 29 did the reader finally 

O 1979 nle S,,2i~hso~lia,2 I,ls~iiu~io,l. 
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- -- -- 

come upon a connection between the specific and personal and becomes 
bearded loafer of the frontispiece, the generic, archetypal. If Leaves of 
anonymous author, and the copy- Grass has to have a subtitle, it might 
right holder: well be Gertrude Stein's Everybody's 

Autobiography. 
Walt Whitman, an American, one of the 

roughs, a kosmos. The inner life of a creative person 
Disorderly, fleshy and sensual ... eating "is as much a work of fiction--of 

drinking and breeding. guiding narrative structures--as 
No sentimentalist ... No stander above novels and poems," Phyllis Rose says 

men or women or apart from them ... in her study of Virginia Woolf, 
no more modest than immodest. Woni?el~ of Letters; "the task of liter- 

ary biography is to explore this fic- 
In an era of triple-barred literary 

eminences who uttered their names tion," this "personal mythology." 
This may be what Yeats had in mind 

in Jovian trochees and dactyls-- when he said, "There is some one 
William Cullen Bryant, John Green- 

Myth for every man, which, if we but 
leaf Whittler, Ralph Waldo Emerson, knew it, would make us understand 
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, all that he did and thought." 
James Russell Lowell-the poet of 
Leaves of Grass chose to follow the As Whitman entered his thirties, a 

familiar time for radical redefi- 
populist examples of Andy Jackson, nitions of the self, he became a sort of 
Kit Carson, and Davy Crockett. 

The name Walt Whirman put its storage battery or accumulator for 

bearer on a more familiar footing, ephemeral orthodoxies. Among them 
was "phrenology." which he frequently expressed in 

sexual imagery, with his "soul." "I E"ter Spurzheim 
cannot understand the mystery," During the 1840s, America had 
Whitman said in an early prose welcomed as a messiah Johnn Kas- 
fragment, "but I am always con- par Spurzheim, one of the founders 
scious of myself as two--as my soul of phrenology, the science of the 
and I: and I reckon it is the same mind. He was teaching a course in 
with all men and women." brain anatomy at the Harvard Medi- 

Whitman's egocentricity was not cal School when he died. His sudden 
only profound but also so sweeping departure was memorialized by the 
that he projects himself into every Massachusetts Medical Association 
corner of existence. As Tolstoy re- as "a calamity to mankind." His 
marked about Lincoln, he "wanted body went to Mount Auburn Ceme- 
to see himself in the world--not the tery and his brain went to Harvard, 
world in himself." The "I" speaking but his happy spirit marched on 
in Whitman's poems ceases to be for more than 30 years. 

Jtlsrirz Kaplalz, 53, is cttwelztly a visitilzg Iecttlrer at Haward University. 
Bent i)? New York City, he received a B.S. fro172 Haward ilz 1944. In 
additiol·2 to winni,2g a Ptllitzer Prize, his Mister Clemens and Mark 
Twain: A Biography won a Natio,zal Book Award in 1967. His other 
books include Lincoln Steffens: A Biography (1974) and Mark Twain 
and His World (1974). This essay is drawn from his contribtltion to Tell- 
ing Lives: The Biographer's Art (New Republic Books, 1979). 
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"FAINT CLEWS AND INDIIREGTIONS" 

When I read the book, the biography famous, 
And is this then (said I) what the author calls a man's life? 
And so will some one when I am dead and gone write my life? 
(As if any man really knew aught of my life, 
Why even I myself I often think know little or nothing of my real life, 
Only a fe~v hints, a few diffused faint clews and indirections 
I seek for my own use to trace out here.) 

--h·om Walt Whitman's Leaves ofcrass 

Often the biographer has to sus- The corollary of Spurzheim's ele- 
pend historical hindsight in order to gant propositions was electrifying: if 
deal imaginatively and empatheti- you found out what you were, you 
cally with what Sir Thomas Browne could then become what you wanted 
called Pseudodoxia Epidel?zica, or to be by "depressing" faculties that 
Vtllgar E17~0YS, bits, pieces, and even were too prominent and "elevating" 
entire structures of belief that now those that were too small. It seemed 

appear downright silly but at one that the human race had found a way 
time served a purpose: they supplied of purging itself of crime, insanity, 
the underpinnings of personal and bafflement and was about to 
mythologies. For the biographer, grow upward toward perfection. For 
who is concerned with rendering an- Americans in particular, already 
other person's texture and density of fired with self-reliance and demo- 
experience in another era, the sup- cratic mission, Spurzheim's teach- 
porting belief is of immense interest, ings were like drinks on the house. 
whatever its present validity. "One of the choice places of New 

York to me then," Whitman said of 
Reading the Bumps 

the five or six years before the emer- 
According to Spurzheim, the facul- gence of Leaves of Grass, "was the 

ties of the mind had specific local- 'Phrenological Cabinet' of Fowler & 
ities in the folds and fissures of the Wells, Nassau Street near Beek- 
brain. The size of these localities man....I went there often, and once 

varied with the strength or weakness f,, myself had a very elaborate and 
of individual faculties in individual leisurely examination and 'chart of 
brains, but since the skull, as de- bumps.' I have it yet," he added; he 
scribed, was a bony fabric that fitted should also have added that on three 
the brain like the skin of a pumpkin, separate occasions he published it as 
it was possible to measure individual a pedigree or charter for his poetry. 
facilities from the outside. The exam- 

ination and classification of living Dangerous Indolence 
skulls--"bump reading"--·was a "This man has a grand physical 
form of palpation, the classic diag- constitution, and power to live to a 
nostic procedure applied this time good old age," according to the 
not to livers, uteri, and prostates but Fowler & Wells reading of Whit- 
to personality, temperament, and man's bumps. "He is undoubtedly 
ability. descended from the soundest and 
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hardiest stock. ... Leading traits of In the building of a new self, Spur- 
character appear to be Friendship, zheim's pseudoscience served Whit- 
Sympathy, Sublimity, and Self- man like the scaffoldings around the 
Esteem; and markedly among his speculative houses he once put up in 
combinations, the dangerous faults Brooklyn. In time, he dismantled his 
of Indolence, a tendency to the phrenological staging and uprights 
pleasure of Voluptuousness and and the new self stood unaided, but 
Alimentativeness, and a certain reck- he never forgot its origins. "I know 
less swing of animal will." what [Oliver Wendell] Holmes said 

At this stage in his career, reas- about phrenology," Whitman joked 
sured by phrenology, Whitman could toward the end of his life, "--that 
see himself as a perfected man and you might as easily tell how much 
also a new type of poet: robust, sen- money is in a safe feeling the knob on 
sual, joyous, a universal sharer, the door as tell how much brain a 
lover, companion, and teacher. man has by feeling the bumps on his 

The 30-year-old who had his head: and I guess most of my friends 
bumps read on Nassau Street was distrust it---but you see I am very old 
soon to describe himself, in anti- fashioned--I probably have not got 
thetic terms, as a "tall, large, by the phrenology stage yet." 
rough-looking man, in a journeyman 
carpenter's uniform. Coarse, san- Forty Ounces of Blood 
guine transparent, indistinct light Then there was Whitman and sex. 
blue, and with that sleepy look that In 1855, when he presented himself 
comes when the lid rests half way coatless and barenecked like "one of 
down over the pupil; careless, loung- the roughs" in the Leaves of Grass 
ing gait." His companions--drivers, frontispiece, men of fashion dressed 
mechanics, laborers, deckhands- from head to toe like black tubes. 
epitomized "simple humanity." Women of fashion resembled tea 

In the cabinet of Fowler & Wells, cozies, jam pots, and other gently 
Waiter Whitman had entered a won- rounded objects of manufacture-- 
derland of parabolic funhouse mir- their breasts, buttocks, and legs were 
rors. He saw reflected in them the hidden under nearly 100 yards of 
iineaments of "Walt Whitman, an gown, petticoat, and underclothing. 
American," "a man cohered out of In the name of health and public 
tumult and chaos." Wrongheaded in order, the body had been officially 
theory and application, phrenology banished from polite society and its 
nonetheless contributed to Whitman external shape and structure denied. 
a structure of belief, a way of reason- Popular theorists of the day, in par- 
ing out glorious conclusions about ticuiar Sylvester Graham (eponym of 
the man and poet he became, and led the delicious cracker), argued that 
him to the exuberant vision of him- one act of sexual intercourse was for 

self in his poems: a man the equivalent of losing 40 
ounces of blood--a fifth of his entire 

I am the poet of the Body and I am the 
poet of the Soul, supply; this appalling statistic 

The pleasures of heaven are with me and Served as a warning that sexual over- 
the pains of hell are with me, indulgence--meaning more than 

The first I graft and increase upon myself, O"ce a month--could cause tuber- 
the latter I translate into a new culosis, convulsions, and even im- 

tongue, becilism. Sex withered the thinking 
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TELLING ALL 

Barbal·a W. Ttlchl??alz, atdthor of Stilwell and the American Experience 
in China, 191 1-1945 (1971) a,2d A Distant Mirror: The Calamitous Four- 

teenth Century (1978), stlggests that, ilz colztrast to Kaplan, many biog- 
mphers today relinguish alljudgl7zents to the reader: 

Biography has lately been overtaken by a school that has abandoned 
the selective in favor of the all-inclusive. I think this development is 
part of the anti-excellence spirit of our time that insists on the equality 
of everything and is thus reduced to the theory that all facts are of equal 
value and that the biographer or historian should not presume to exer- 
cise judgment. To that I can only say, if he cannot exercise judgment, he 
should not be in the business. A portraitist does not achieve a likeness 
by giving sleeve buttons and shoelaces equal value to mouth and eyes. 

Today in biography, we are presented with the subject's life recon- 
structed day by day from birth to death, including every new dress or 
pair of pants, every juvenile poem, every journey, every letter, every 
loan, every accepted or rejected invitation, every telephone message, 
every drink at every bar. The result is one of those thousand-page 
heavies in which all the hard work has been left to the reader who can 

hardly be blamed if he finds the task unrewarding. 

organs of men, just as thinking fused, arguing that his poetry was 
withered the reproductive organs of organic and integral, that "the dir- 
women. Sex was a major disorder, tiest book in all the world is the ex- 
even a catastrophe--it was a wonder purgated book, and besides, sex was 
the human race had lasted as long as the root of roots, the life beneath the 
it had, life." 

Whitman thought otherwise. No Now, a curiosity about the sex 
other poet of his century wrote about lives of other people is a perfectly 
the body with such explicitness and natural thing. And yet having fol- 
joy, anatomizing it at rest and lowed Whitman to a point where he 
cataloguing its parts, celebrating it stands so admirably opposed to the 
in the act of love: sexual standards of Victorian 

America, we find ourselves in a 
Without shame the man I like knows and 

avows the deliciousness of his sex, quandary. 

Without shame the woman I like knows Despite his declared standards of 
and avows hers, candor, not to mention those of our 

era of total disclosure dictated by an 
No other poet of his century paid as-yet unwritten Freedom of Sexual 

such a continuing high price for his Information Act, we know practi- 
boldness: ostracism, ostentatious cally nothing about what Whitman 
neglect, censorship, legal action, ex- "did," even though, as he tells us, he 
pulsion, banning in Boston. Emerson chronically "aches with amorous 
and others had urged him to tone love." 
down Leaves ofGI·ass, and he had re- In contrast to Whitman, whose 
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aches reminded D. H. Lawrence of a children and grandchild (none of 
steam engine, it is tempting for us to whom have ever surfaced) being the 
believe Ralph Waldo Emerson had "delusion"--panicky, defensive, pa- 
the sex drive of a day-old corpse. But thetic, senile, or self-aggrandizing-- 
Emerson had four acknowledged of a sick man who "was not exactly 
children. This means that we are himself at times toward the last," as 
able to make four more inferences one of his friends said. But the main 

about his intimate conduct than we point is that Whitman did have 
can about the publicly excitable but fatherhood fantasies all his life and 
ultimately covert Whitman. that he wrote this letter out of exas- 

Realizing the importance of such peration, after having been chivied 
inferences, when he was 71 years old relentlessly by Symonds and other 
Whitman made an astounding claim homosexual admirers in England to 
in a letter to the English critic John acknowledge the meaning of a 
Addington Symonds: "The writings number of his poems celebrating 
and roundings of L[eaves] of G[rass3 what the phrenologists called "adhe- 
has been to me the reason-for-being, siveness," or manly love, or the love 
& life comfort. My life, young man- ofcomrades. 
hood, mid-age, time South, &c: have 
all been jolly, bodily, and probably Seco"d Thoughts 
open to criticism--The' always un- "Perhaps I don't know what it all 
married I have had six children--two means--perhaps never did know," 
are dead--One living southern Whitmanonce saidabout thepoems 
grandchild, fine boy, who writes to of Leaves of Grass, displaying a mix- 
me occasionally." ture of naivete and disingenuous- 

The consensus among the mem- ness. "Maybe I do not know all my 
bers of Whitman's inner circle was meanings." He described himself in 
that this newly revealed chapter of one newspaper interview as "an old 
his life was pure moonwhine, the bachelor who never had a love af- 

W72itmal·1 once de- 

scribed hinzselfas 
'hn old bachelor 

who never had a 

love afjrair": on 
alzothel· occasiolz, 

he said he had 

six children. 

I'iioi~,~r"i'ii bi· (;(·01C C C~II(IXX7I· 
Coi~,,ur?· ol iiic ilorr noo~ Oil·i~ioli. 

~%z Neii )'or. I'icbiic I.ib,i,i·. 
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fair" and then, having had second adversary or inquisitorial aspect if 
Ihoughts, angrily repudiated the they are to arrive at any kind of 
interview. Constantly enriching the truth. What is at stake here is not just 
already scumbled surface of his his- invasion of privacy but the biog- 
tory, he hinted at affairs with women rapher's obligation to give Whitman 
in Ne~i York, Washington, and New himself the freedom he never had to 
Orleans, but he also ackno\yledged pursue his recognition that love, of 
Ihat the most intense relationships of whatever sort it may be, was the root 
his life were always with younger of roots in his life and poetry. 
men, variously and anomalously "I rubbed my eyes a little, to see if 
lumped together as brothers, sons, this sunbeam were no illusion," 
coml-ades, lovers. Emerson said after he read Leaves 

of GI·uss for the first time. It is the 
Understanding Miracles \york, of course, that remains the 

On the documentary level, the paramount mystery or, in Whitman's 
problem of accounting for Whit- ~iord, "miracle." One does not try to 
man's sesuality is magnified by his explain a miracle but only to de- 
practice of laundering, editing, and scribe, with as much pr-ecision, cred- 
revising his at-chives, altering the se- ibility, and passion as possible, the 
quence of a cycle of love poems in I170lnentS and years preceding and 
order to obscure their narrative con- following the miracle. 
nection \~ith each other, doctoring Thus, the irreducible reality of a 
his notebooks by tearing out pages, literary life may not be the naked self 
or- by changing "him" to "her" and a at all but the sum of a writer's public 
man's initials to a number code. Dur- verbal acts and ecstasies \viih lan- 

ing his last years, Whitman contrib- guage. And as a corollary to this, the 
uted a substantial share to those drama of literary biography may 
pyres of paper and columns of smoke have less to do with stalking the 
marking the trail of 19th-centufy au- naked self to its burro\, than with 
thor-s who dreaded what biographers the tensions bet\yeen the familiar, 
might find after the)i were dead and shared life of human beings--making 
gone. it, making out, making a go of it, 

One can't blame these fugitives-- making waves, making a name--and 
they knew that even the best-dis- a vision so singular- it deserves to be 
posed biographies have to have an regarded \vith aule. 

~~-~---~~I^~-~~ 
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Why t~e Russians Sold Alaska 

"We may make a treaty with Russia but we cannot make a 
treaty with the North Wind or the Snow King," complained the 
New York Tribtrne when the United States bought Alaska two 
years after the Civil War. The $7.2 million purchase proved, of 
course, to be a bonanza for the United States. The Russian side 

of the story is less well known. Late this summer, for the first 

time, Soviet, American, and Canadian scholars plan to meet in 
Sitka to discuss Alaska under the Tsars--·in a conference that the 

Wilson Center's Kennan Institute has helped to organize. Among 
the participants will be historian James R. Gibson, who here 

describes both the 1867 land deal and the growth and decline of 
''Russian America." 

by Jal~zes R. Gibsolz 

After dinner on Friday, March 29, The 40th Congress was scheduled 
1867, Russia's portly envoy to Wash- to adjourn at noon the following day. 
ington, Edouard de Stoeckl, walked Seward, whom tIenry Adams had 
the few blocks from his quarters to once described as a "slouching slen- 
the home of Secretary of State der figure" with "a head like a wise 
William Henry Seward. Interrupting macaw ... offhand manner ... and 
a family card game, he informed Sew- perpetual cigar," was in a hurry. 
ard that His Majesty, Tsar Alexander When Stoeckl suggested that they 
II, had cabled his agreement to one of meet next morning: to draw up the 
the biggest real estate sales in his- formal papers, the American asked, 
tory. For 2(1 an acre the United States "Why wait until tomorrow, Mr. 
had acquired Russian Alaska-- Stoeckl?" 
586,000 square miles, an area twice The surprised Russian diplomat 
the size of Texas. agreed to muster his legation and 
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When the 27-page treaty was ac- pelled to live there." The New Yol-k 
tually signed, at four o'clock on World announced, "Russia has sold 
Saturday morning, only a few us a sucked orange." 
Americans--President Andrew Held over in executive session, the 
Johnson and his Cabinet--had any Senate reluctantly gave its approval 
idea that a purchase of Alaska was on April 9. But the recalcitrant 
being considered. Preoccupied with House of Representatives did not ap- 
Congress' virulent attacks on his propriate the $7.2 million purchase 
Southern Reconstruction policies, price (roughly 11 million rubles) 
Johnson relied heavily on his Secre- until more than a year later. 
tary of State in foreign affairs. As 
Seward told Stoeckl during negoti- O"e Arm of a Pincer 
ations, "the President was not in- Why the United States bought 
dined to the transaction," but he Alaska and why Russia sold it are 
nonetheless went along with Sew- quite different questions. 
ard's plan. Historians have little trouble pin- 

Only Massachusetts' Senator ning down the American side of the 
Charles Sumner, chairman of the story. In his three-hour pro- 
Senate Foreign Relations Commit- ratification speech to the Senate, 
tee, was immediately informed by Charles Sumner evoked the United 
Seward of the successful negoti- States' desires to expand its com- 
ations. It was the first he knew of the merce in the Far East ("further 
intended purchase. The secrecy sur- north, the harbors are abundant, and 
rounding the talks reflected both they are all nearer to the great marts 
Seward's ego (Stoeckl believed the of Japan and China"), to extend re- 
Secretary wanted total credit for the publican institutions ("by it we dis- 
purchase) and the deteriorating rela- miss one more monarch from the 
tions between Congress and the ad- continent"), to pre-empt any British 
ministration. purchase, and to cement U.S,Rus- 

When Johnson submitted the sian friendship. 
treaty for ratification on March 30, Above all, there was Secretary of 
the response in the American press State Seward's ambition to aggran- 
and on the Senate floor was im- dize his country and perhaps gain 
mediate and harsh. Senator William badly needed popular support for 
Pitt Fessenden of Maine called the President Johnson. An ardent expan- 
purchase "Seward's Farm," adding, sionist, Seward saw Alaska as one 

Ja,?2es R. Gibsolz, 44, is a professor in the Geography Depal·tl?·zelzt of York 
University, DoMl,?sview, Olztario. He was bent ilz Chilliwack, British Co- 
Itll?zbia, al?d was gradtrated frol?z the Ulziversity of British Coltlllzbia ilz 
1957. He received alz M.A. frol?z the Ul?iversity of Oregon (1959) a,zd ar? 
M.S. (1962) and a Ph.D. (1967) frol?z the Ul~ivel·sity of Wiscolzsil. His 
books inclttde Feeding the Russian Fur Trade: Provisionment of the 
Okhotsk Seaboard and the Kamchatka Peninsula (1639-1856) (1969) 
and Imperial Russia in Frontier America: The Changing Geography of 
Supply of Russian America, 1784-1867 (1976). 
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PERSPECTIVES: ALASKA 

out with a crew of 77 men 017 the first granted a royal charter to the Rus- 
leg of an imperial mission to explore sian-American Company, an amal- 
the coast of North America in 1741. gam of Shelikhov's and other private 

Bering spotted the mainland of ventures. The Tsar gave the company 
Alaska on July 16, 1741.But he never monopoly rights to Alaskan re- 
made it back to Russia to describe sources and trade as well as sole 

his find. In November, his ship, the responsibility for the territory's 
St. Peter, homewar-d bound, was management. Shelikhov's foreman 
wrecked 017 the rocky shore of an un- Alexander Baranov, was named the 
inhabited, treeless island in the company's first resident manager 
Komandorskie chain, one hundred and Alaska's first governor. 
miles off Siberia. More than half the Aided by Russian naval forces and 
crew, including the 60-year-oid Ber- Aleut hunters, Baranov defeated the 
ing, fell victim to scurvy and the Tlingit Indians of Sitka, an island off 
rigors of winter. The exhausted sur- the coast of Alaska's temperate 
vivors finally reached the Siberian panhandle, and moved the colony's 
mainland in a make-shift boat in headquarters there in 1808. 
later summer of 1742; with them A British seaman described Sitka 
they brought Alaskan sea otter pelts (Baranov christened it New Arch- 
five feet long and two feet wide. angel, but the name never took) when 

That was all the encouragement he visited it some six years later: 
the Russian pl-ol72?,shlelzl?iki needed. IThere are] blockhouses, and a town of 
Following the same pattern they had about sixty houses, a church, ship-yard, 
established in Siberia--decimate the etc., and about 100 Russians, chiefly con- 
fur-bearing animals, then move vicis from Siberia. [The Russians] employ 
east--Iiussian hunters advanced in a gr-eat number of Kodiac and Oonalaska 
hastily built ships from Kamchatka Indians to hunt the sea-otter and man 
to the Komandorskies to the mist- theil- ships.... They have also several 
shrouded Aleutians, then on to hostages from the tribe about the Sound. 
Kodiak Island and the Alaskan main- .. · [The Russians] live very comfortably 
land. They slaughtered hundreds of 

marrping the Kodiac and Oonalaska 
women, who are very industrious and 

Aleut natives as well as Alaskan sea 
Inake good wives....The whole of the 

otters. population of this establishment does not 
exceed 1,000 souls." 

Russians in California 

Unhappy over the high cost of sup- 
The first permanent Russian col- ply from Siberia, and wary of relying 

ony in Alaska may not have been es- 
on American or British traders, 

tablished until 1784, when Gregory Baranov decided that Russian Amer- 
Ivanovich Shelikhov, a Siberian mer- 

ica needed its own agricultural col- 
chant, found two partners and em- ony on the North American coast. 
barked from Okhotsk with 185 pro- The location he picked was 65 miles 
I??ysl?lel?,?iki and his wife Natalia (the north of San Francisco in Spanish 
first white woman in Alaska). They California. The Spaniards were dis- 
settled on Kodiak Island at Three 

mayed by the prospect of a Russian 
Saints Bay. For years Shelikhov outpost on their shores but lacked 
sought legal standing for his colony 
in the Tsarist court, without success. 

"Peter Col-ne?·. Eu~-l?~ Vo?~uges i~l ihe !Vo,·~h 
Finally in 1799, five years after Pacific, 1813-18/8, Fairfield. Washing~on: Ye 

Shelikhov's death, Tsar Paul I Galleon Press, 1965, pp. 116-17. 
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the force to prevent it, in the early 1830s, the sea otter, fur 
The Russians constructed their seal, and fox populations along the 

new settlement high on an ocean- Alaskan coast were making a come- 
side cliff, allowing themselves little back. 
room to far-m. It hardly mattered, This is not to say that Russian 
because the 95 Russian ful--traders America in the 1850s was enjoying a 
and 80 Aleuts dispatched there in boom, especially by comparison with 
1812 knew little about farming. Fort the r-est of the Pacific coast of North 
Ross (after Res, an old form of Rus- America (the California Gold Rush 
sia) barely fed itself, had begun in 1848). Nevertheless, 

Alaska still showed a profit. The Rus- 
The Ups and Downs sian population remained small but 

Inevitably, as the Russian-Amer- stable (around 600), and the Aleut 
ican Company entered into increas- population increased slightly. 
ing competition with foreign rivals, It was not until the middle 1860s 
notably the Hudson's Bay Company that serious financial difficulties 
of Britain, it came under greater 
state control. By 1819, following 
Bar-anov's r-etirement, a naval officer 
served as governor of Russian 
America, and the Tsar himself held 

shares, along with private stock- 
holders. The company was, in the 
words of one officer, the govern- 
ment's "most loyal, r-eliable, and 
conscientious agent." 

The heyday of the company's mari- 
time fur trade was the period of its 
first charter (1799-1819), when sea 
otters and fur seals were still plenti- 
ful. Thereafter, fewer- pelts, higher 
wages, and stiffer competition fTOln 
British posts on the coast combined 
to lo\yer- profits. Fur exports fro17n 
Russian America totaled 1,550,000 

skins during the period of the first 
charter and only 900,000 during the 
second (1820-40). 

By the Inid-1S50S, the company 
\yas paying as much attention to fish- 
ing, lumbering, ice cutting, coal min- 
ing tall for export to the growing 
markets of California and Hawaii), 
whaling, and the China tea trade 
(from Shanghai into Russia) as it was Tlzis Izulive AleLlt M,onza,? tvas 
to its fur trade. sketcl?ed al-oul?d 1816. Hel- Izail 

By then, even the fur business is tied in tl-ndiliolzal Aletlt faslz- 
showed signs of recovery. Thanks to io,l, btct I?El. di-ess is Russia,~ 
strict conser-vation measures begun al?d size \cleal·s a catcifix. 
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Sitka, cil.ca 1860. The steeple at left I?2al·ks the Izative Ol·tlzodox CIZLII~Ch; the 
oniolz-shaped steeple at cel?ter belol·2gs to the Russialz Ol·thodox chtll·clz. A stock- 
ade separated the I?ative Tlilzgits fi·oll? the Russialz part of towlz. The large 
btlildilzg on the hill at I-ight is the Govenzor's House. 

arose in Alaska, and these were gen- The company was unable to pay div- 
erated artificially. idends in 1862 and 1863, and the 

When the company's third charter value of its shares plummeted. 
expired at the end of 1861,Tsar Alex- By 1866, the company was receiv- 
ander II seemed reluctant to approve ing direct and indirect subsidies 
a fourth. Instead, he sent two in- from the Tsarist government to the 
specters to tour the colony. Upon tune of $132,000 (200,000 rubles) an- 
their return to St. Petersburg, the nually, which represented more than 
imperial agents submitted their find- a quarter of the company's income. 
ings to a review committee cor-n- The firm was $666,000 in debt, most 
posed of civil servants, stockholders, of it owed to the imperial treasury. 
and scientists. Unquestionably, the Russian-Ameri- 

can Company was on the verge of 
Bankrupt bankruptcy. 

In 1864, the committee issued a Why did the Tsar balk at the pros- 
lengthy verdict. Noting that the col- pect of a fourth charter? The reasons 
ony had not been fully developed in had less to do with Alaska's financial 
the hands of the Russian-American status than with its strategic and 
Company, the committee recom- politicalprospects. 
mended that the Alaska franchise be In terms of security, the territory 
renewed for another 20 years but was vulnerable. Its settlements had 
that the company's monopoly be lim- always been undermanned and un- 
ited to the fur trade (no longer the dersupplied; the colonists sometimes 
company's main source of income). had difficulty keeping resentful na- 

A general meeting of stock- tives at bay. Tlingit Indians attacked 
holders--the company's last-- Sitka as late as 1855. 
rejected the new terms, and the Even more troublesome were 
company's future remained in limbo. American "filibusters' '--freewheel- 
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ing Yankee traders from as far away spark an uncontr~~llable California- 
as Boston who aggressively and often style gold rush, flood the territory 
clandestinely trafficked with Rus- with Americans, and bring an ab- 
sians and Indians alike throughout rupt, embarassing end to the 
the colony. Offering provisions, fire- Russian-American Company's rule. 
arms, and spirits in exchange for 
Alaskan furs, these exemplars of the Gold Trouble 
American entrepreneurial spirit had Russian officials were well aware 
little respect for Tsarist authority. that the Fraser River gold strike of 
Nor did they get much in the way of 1858 had compelled the British gov- 
reproaches from faraway Washing- ernment to take over the Hudson's 
ton. In 1860, Stoeckl reported the of- Bay Company's control of British Co- 
ficial U.S. position to St. Petersburg: lumbia. Within weeks of the Fraser 
"It is up to us to take the necessary strike, as many as 5,000 American 
precautions against these marauders. goldseekers had flocked to the re- 
...The United States cannot under- gion, threatening even to wrest the 
take surveillance of our shores." colony from Britain. 

The Tsar's government could do Ambassador Stoeckl warned For- 
little but complain. Its Navy was not eign Minister Aiexander Gorchakov 
strong enough to patrol effectively of Russian America's precarious 
all of the offshore waters of its far- position vis-a-vis U.S. adventurers in 
flung empire. 1867. "In their eyes this continent is 

The political outlook was even their patrimony. It was they who 
dimmer. As far as the Tsar was con- little by little overran Texas, which 
cerned, Alaska was no longer serving later became a state of the union. 
its chief purpose, namely, to further New Mexico and some other parts of 
Russian imperialist expansion, the south have been acquired in the 

The 1840s saw the United States same way." 
acquire the lower Columbia River In the eyes of the Tsar, the Crimean 
region (present-day Washington, War (185~56) and events in Asia un- 
Oregon, and Idaho) in 1846 and derlined the indefensibility of Rus- 
upper California in 1848; British sian America and sealed its fate. 
settlement created the crown col- In the fall of 1853, Russian skir- 
onies of Vancouver Island in 1849 mishes with the Turks in the Balkans 
and British Columbia in 1858." escalated, and France and Britain 

Clearly, no f~rther opportunities were poised to enter on the side of 
remained for Russia in this area; in- the Turks. St. Petersburg realized 
deed, it seemed that Russia would be that Russia's possessions on both 
fortunate to retain Alaska. sides of the North Pacific, especially 

Scattered, small gold deposits had on the more distant eastern side, lay 
been discovered in Alaska by the hopelessly exposed. Sitka, for in- 
Russians. Once the word got out, the stance, was there for the taking; a 
Tsar's adviser's feared, it might few soldiers stood guard in a wooden 

stockade designed as a defense 
"Russia had long since Si~cn up hope of es- against Indians, not against superior 
panding its rceble beachhead at For-1 Ross. The British and French sea power. 
Russian-Amer-ican Compan?; soltl the enclave to 

The Crimean War never spread to John Suttct-, oT ]alcr Gold Rush ramr, for 
830.000 in 1841. i~ine ~eal-s belor·e Calirol-nia North America, but the Russians had 
became the 31st stale. seen the light. 
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Moreover, Russia's humiliating de- empire's Pacific future. Grand Duke 
feat by the British and French in the Constantine, the Tsar's younger 
Crimean conflict called for a shift in brother and head of the Naval Minis- 

strategy. Ended was Russia's domi- try, agreed. In early 1867, he said of 
nant role in southeastern Europe, Russian America: "It is urgent to 
where the Tsars had long sought to abandon it by ceding it to the United 
control navigation between the States and to render all of the Gov- 
Black and Mediterranean Seas. With ernment's solicitude to our Amurian 

U.S. expansion in North America ap- possessions, which form an integral 
parently irresistible, that left Rus- part of the empire and which by all 
sia's frontier across the waist of Asia accounts offer more resources than 

as the only arena of promising im- the northerly shores of our American 
perialist opportunities. pOSSeSSion))i~ 

As Charles Sumner later told the 

Looking Toward Amuria U.S. Senate during the debate on 
The area Russia most coveted was ratification of the Alaska purchase, 

the Amur River Valley in northeast- Russia "wished to strip herself of all 
ern China. Russian hunters had first outlying possessions as Napoleon 
heard of the grain harvests and furs had stripped himself of Louisiana [in 
of the Amur Valley in the mid-l7th 1803] in order to gather her strength 
century. The Amur River represented for her struggle with England for the 
an easy access route from the heart of control of Asia." 
Siberia to the untapped markets of All that was needed was a buyer 
the Orient. for the company's territory. The two 

Toward the end of the 18th most obvious customers were the 
century, Russia had tried to annex United States and Great Britain. Al- 
"Amuria" but had been repulsed by though Britain would probably have 
China's powerful Manchu emperors. paid as much or more than the 
By the middle of the 19th century, United States, the latter was the 
Manchu power had waned in the face politically logical choice. 
of foreign (mainly British) interven- For one thing, Russia and the 
tion and internal turmoil, and China United States were on friendly 
lay open to easy exploitation, terms. Despite the American free- 

Russia was determined to share in booters in the North Pacific, there 

the spoils. had been little serious friction be- 
To avoid alarming French and tween the two countries. As Tsar 

British rivals, Russian expansion in Alexander II put it in 1866, "the Rus- 
the Far East was directed through sian and American peoples have no 
the Russian-American Company. In injuries to forget or to remember." 
effect, the company masqueraded as 
a private concern to camouflage "The oft-heard argumen~ that Russia sold 
state aims. Beginning in 1851,under Alaska to replenish its treasur? after the Cri- 
the forceful direction of Governor- 

mean war is erroneous. In 1866. Baron Osten- 

Salien, an official in the Asiatic Depar~ment of 
General Nicholas Muravyov of East- the Foreign Ministry, pointed out in a 
ern Siberia, the company helped to memorandum on the pl-oposed sale of Alaska 
explore and settle the Amur Valley. 'ha' "even a few tens of millions of rubles will 

Here, in what later became known har·dlv be of any state importance in an empire 
which has about half a billion of annual income 

as the Maritime Territory, lay, in the ,,,d expenditure and more than one and a half 
opinion of Russian statesmen, the billion of debts." 
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El??alztlel LeLltze's 1867 pailztir?g of the p~sdutlllz Alaska tl-eaty siglzilzg. Frol?z left 
to I-ight: chief clel·le R. S. Clze~z,; Secl·etaly Sewal·d; t,·anslator Willial~·1 Htllztel·; 
Rtlssial? Secl-etal~y of Legatio,? Ulademak Bodisco; Allzbassadol Stoeckl; 
Selzato,- SL1172)2el.; FI·edel-ick Sewal·d, the Secl·etaw's set?. II? I·ealitv SLcl?zlzer was 
Izot pl·eselzt at the siglzilzg. Leutze pl·eslll??ablv incltlded hin2 becattse of his ilz- 
flLtelztial I·ole ii? the Sel?ate's ratificatiol·I. 

Moreover, they shared a common United States was seen as that ally. 
antipathy toward Britain. Indeed, Furthermore, cession of Alaska to the 
the United States had sympathized United States would undermine 
\yith Russia dur-ing the Crimean British power in North America and 
War-. U.S;-British relations dete- might even provoke a clash between 
riorated further during the American Britain and the United States. 
Civil War (1861-65), when Britain To sell Russia's only overseas col- 
remained "suspiciously neutral" and ony to Washington, then, was pri- 
continued to tr-ade with the rebel- marily a political/strategic decision, 
lieus Southern states. And Britain not a11 eCOnOlniC one. The official de- 
had long made clear its hostility to cision to sell began to be formulated 
American expansion in the Pacific as early as 1857, when Grand Duke 
Northwest. Constantine, Russia's most ardent 

Russia needed a close ally to help proponent of cession, first proposed 
press for a revision of the Treaty of the idea to Foreign Minister Gor- 
Paris(l856),which hadsealed itsig- chakov. 
nol-ninious defeat in the Crimea by That year, Ambbassador Stoeckl 
stripping it of part of Bessarabia, de- was instructed to discr-eetly sound 
pri~ing it of its claim to protection of out Ainerican officials 017 the subject. 
the Orthodos Chr-istians of Tur-kev, President James Buchanan seemed 
and neutr-alizing the Black Sea. The to favor a deal, but then Russia de- 
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cided "to postpone this matter until finish, the discussions lasted less 
a more favorable time." Foreign Min- than three weeks. 
ister Gorchakov feared that a quick On October 18, 1867, a company of 
sale to America would overly inflame U.S. soldiers and Russia's tiny Alas- 
Britain so soon after the Crimean kan garrison gathered at Sitka for 
War. the official transfer of power. As can- 

A time more favorable for the Rus- nons saluted, the Russian imperial 
sians was the close of 1861,when the flag came down; the U.S. Stars and 
company's third charter expired. The Stripes went up. Later that fall, per- 
Civil War intervened, and Washing- haps to commemorate this occasion 
ton was gravely preoccupied with of Russian-American friendship, two 
the preservation of the Union." Sitka cross-streets were named Rus- 

Finally, after the Civil War, in sia and America. 
1866, Stoeckl was called home and Seward's vision of a United States 
instructed to arrange the sale of stretching from the Equator to the 
Alaska to the United States. Probably North Pole never came to pass. And 
in order to save face, the Tsarist gov- any hopes he had of boosting Andrew 
ernment insisted that the negoti- Johnson's popularity through the 
ations be conducted in such a way as Alaskan purchase were unfounded. 
to make it appear that the United Still, in 1870, when asked by a friend 
States had taken the initiative, to name his greatest accomplish- 

Seward gladly complied. That ment, Seward, former New York 
way, he could confine the discussion Governor, Senator, and Secretary of 
to a few administration officials dur- State, replied defiantly: "The pur- 
ing negotiations, and then present chase of Alaska! But it will take the 
Congress with a fait accompli. people a generation to find that out." 

On March 14, 1867, he offered As for the Russians, they withdrew 
Stoeckl $5 million for Russia's North from the Western Hemisphere to 
American territory. (Unbeknownst to consolidate their new position in 
Seward, Russia had already settled Asia at the expense of the Chinese. 
upon this sum as its minimum ac- The shift had one far-reaching and 
ceptable price.) Stoeckl said nothing, long-lasting consequence--namely, 
"And we might even go to China's hostility toward Russia. 
$5,500,000, but no more," Seward Any regrets they may have had 
continued. The Secretary of State over selling their North American 
had betrayed his eagerness by up- property the Russians kept to them- 
ping his own bid. A shrewd negoti- selves. In January 1974, as Ameri- 
ator, Stoeckl held out for the final cans lamented the low prices paid by 
figure of $7.2 million. From start to the Soviet Union for U.S. wheat, 

Vladimir S. Alkimov, a Soviet Dep- 
"The Civil War worried Russia. Stoeckl warned uty Minister of Foreign Trade, had 
Gorchakov that "the disintegration of the this reply: "Look at Alaska, which we 
United Stales as a po\yer is a deplorable event. sold you for $7 million back in 1867. 
The American confederation has been a coun- That was cheap, too, but you don't 
terweight to English might,...an element in 
the worldwide balance of power." hear us complaining." 
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The Pentagon's civilian and military niversary, we would be closer to writing 
leader-ship have backed a\Yay from politi- that "finis" Howard speaks of, we will 
cally sensitive solutions. Only pallid steps need the perspectives of history, philoso- 
have been taken, such as experimenting phy, and ethics to better comprehend the 
on a very limited scale with direct en- facts of the American experience on race 
listments into the IRR, which now draws and what it means for all men to be equal. 
its strength only from people who have TC'177· Ensilarlrl, Erliro,·irc( Page Erliio,· 
finished theiI- active duty hitches and who The GI-censbo,-o (N.C.) Rccol-d 
have some military obligation time re- 
maining. This pr-oblem will not be solved 
by bonuses or other enticements. Ulti- 

mately, the draft may be the only answer. A Nrrfion ofBedotrilzs? 
FI·eri Hoffi,lail 

·I·lililro:i· Co,,s·spo~ideili, ~he Associccled P,-ess IS the society of Saudi Arabia basically 
U/ashi,igio~l. D.C. Bedouin? ["Saudi Arabia," WQ, Winter 

1979.i The Western stereotype of the Arab 
wearing sandals and riding a camel 

Forgettilzg tlze HL1172L112iSf would suggest that the answer is yes. His- 
tory and the current scene, however, 

As A. E. Dick Howard points out in "The clearly demonstrate that the answer is no. 
Road from 'Brown"' [WQ, Spring 1979], Long before the advent of Islam in the 
there is a reliance by judges on social sci- 7th Christian century, towns flourished 
ence data today. on the Arabian Peninsula in eases and as 

Meanwhile, the voice of the humanist is "ay stations on caravan routes. The Pro- 
unfortunately almost inaudible. Surely it phet Muhammad was himself a citizen of 
is a great irony that a subject natural to Mecca, a mercantile center. Islam came 
historians, ethicists, and philosophers has out of a town, not out of the desert. 
been taken up by social scientists and The members of the House of Saud 
made to appear pI-imarily, if not exclu- \vere to\\~nsmen who had settled in DiI·iya 
sively, a matter of numbers and statistics about three centuries before Muhammad 

The Supl-eme Court's 1954 decision in ibn Abd al-Wahhab tl-ansfelred the head- 
BI·ow~? v. Bourd ofEd~lcutio~l may itself be clual-ters of his I-eforln mo\;emenr thel-e in 
regarded as contributing to this state of 1744. The I-eformer himself was a to\ns- 
affairs. The decision, unquestionably the man, and the most at-dent and vigorous 
I-ight one, appeared to turn on findings suppol-ler-s of his mo\lement in the eal-ly 
supplied by social scientists. Yet it is days were from the to\Yn of Najd. The 
highly doubtful that if pressed on the evi- Bedouin tl-ibes in genel-al \yel-e too mcl·- 
dence (if shown data indicating that curial and inconstant for full reliance to 
segl-egation did 120( generate "a feeling of be placed on thel7n. 
inferior-itv") the Court would have de- The late King Ibn Saud liked to say, "I 
cided other than it did. The Court kne\Y am a Betiouin," but he was not. Born and 
that segregation by race was fundamen- raised in the to\yn of Riyatlh, he had spent 
tally wrong, vet it failed to atlduce the time with Bedouins in the desert and 
dearest reason: that r-acial segregation learned their \~avs, but that did not make 
contradicts the language of the Declara- him truly one ofthem. 
tion of Independence--that "all men are Today King Khalid and all the minis- 
cl-eated equal." tel-s, pl·o~incial go\·el-nors, and I-eligious 

What continues to be missing 25 years leaders are townsmen, just as their an- 
after Br-own, not merely in the courts but tecedents were for centuries. Manu ar-e 
also in the culture at large, is moral, keenly appreciative of the attracti\e vir- 
philosophical, and historical thinking in rues of their ancient Bedouin heritage and 
the new debates over- such conflicts re- man)l r.csol-t to the neat-by desel-ts for I·ec- 
gal-ding equality as apparent in Bakke reation, but this does not qualilv them as 
and now Webn·. If on B1.0111171S 501h an- genuine Bedouins. Though accurate 
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statistics are not available, it is clear that salting units are installed to reduce the 
townsmen in the kingdom far outnumber salt content of the crude oil to an accept- 
the Bedouins, many of whom are now able level. The wells referred to by Mr. 
settling down and giving up their old Long have been shut in, not to combat 
nomadic roaming, salt encroachment, as he suggests, but 

Geo,.b'" Rer2~z, Visi~i,lg Scholur 
because wet oil handling facilities are not 

School ofildva,zced lil~enla~io,lal Stlcdies yet in place. 
Tlle/oki2s Hopki,ls U,2ivellrity As for the second point, reservoir 

pressure declines are normal as crude oil 
is produced. Aramco, like most other oil 
producers, utilizes gas and \~ater injec- 

The Technical Side tion to maintain reser\ioir pressures at 
ofOiL Production technically sound levels. Current res- 

ervoir pressure is generally at a ver-y 
Despite the emergence of Saudi Arabia acceptable level, and there is every indi- 
as a key element in the world energy cation that the recovery of oil in ~,ace 
calculus, perceptive and accurate de- will be excellent. 
scriptions of the Saudi petroleum situa- The behavior of the Gha\Yar field is not 
tion are generally lacking, the critical f. -tor in projecting Saudi 

David Long's article ["Saudi Oil Pol- Arabia's future production capacity. 
icy." WQ, Winter 19793 provides some use- More important factors are the amount of 
ful insights into the development and known reser\'es and the length of time 
manifestation of Saudi oil policy but is over which the Saudis wish to recover 
marred by some flaws that prove distract- these reser\ies. 
ing to readers with some knowledge of the Long's article in its policy conclusions 
subject. The most significant of these are is basically sound. Ho\'ever, the article 
encountered in his discussion of the would have been considerably improved 
Gha\Yar [oil] field. by omission of the technical discussion. 

Long refers to problems that if un- Ja~~les V. Kllight, Vice PI·eside~ir 
sol\ied could lead to a permanent loss of A,·a~iu,l n~llel-icarl Oil Co,rlpa~2?l 
recoverable reserves. For example, he 
states that "salt has begun to encroach on 
some of the oil reset-veils, and there has Da~,ici Lollg I-eplies: 

been a drop in the natural pressure which I address two aspects of Mr. Knight's 
forces oil to the surface." These t\~o comments, one semantic and the other 
points have an element of truth, but taken more substantive. The semantic point 
out of contest they lead to an el-roneous concerns 117Y use Of the word "problern" 
conclusion, in discussing salt encroachment and 

With Iegard to encroaching salt, water injection. I agree with him that 
Ghawar is basically a M~ater-dl-iven field, there is nothing evil about those devel- 
As oil is withdrawn fi-orn the interstices of opments. I still consider them problems, 
the I-eservior rock, salt ~~ater moves in however, in that they do require policy 
behind it. There is nothing evil about this; attention. 
that's just the ~vay God made water- The substantive poini concerns his 

driven fields, which are very common vie\y that the article \~oulti have been 

oil-producing formations. This situation considerably improved by omission of 
tit shouldn't be called a problem since it technical discussion. I disagl-ee. Techni- 

can be anticipated and dealt with) is cal constraints on oil production are as 
normally handled in two ways. Wells are important in the determination of Saudi 
drilled toward the interior of the field oil policy as economic and political con- 
away from the encl-oaching \'ateI-, or de- sidel-ations. 
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